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a Good morning. This is the transcribed interview of Justin Clark conducted by the.

5 House Select Committee to investigate the January th Attack on the United States
6 Capitol pursuant to House Resolution 503,

7 At this time, I'd ask the witness to please state your full name and spell your last

5 name for the record
5 Mr. Clark, My name is Justin Clark. The last name is spelled C-L-A-R-K.

10 Isothiswill be astaff-led interview. Membersmaychooseto ask

11 questions, and ifthe members join, I just note that they've joined and I'l note for the

12 record when they leave.

13 My name is|| I'm senior investigative counsel of the Select

14 Committee and with me from the Select Committee staff ~| present on

15 line, investigative counsel; my colleague| investigative counsel.

16 Our professional staff member,| ishelping administerthisJI

v EEE » francis investigator, andJ oh, goodness. Tmsory. Tm
18 goingtobutcher this [EM betieve. 1 may have gotten that close, but she's

I ——
20 Everybody that's on is with the investigativestaff and we've confirmed that or

21 they're the reporter. If somebody appears, we'll et you know if t's a member.
2 Soat ths time, Id just ike to ask that your counsel identify himself for the record.

2 Mr. Garber, Sure. This is Ross Garber and | represent Justin Clark.
2 EXAMINATION

= I
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1 Q Mr. Clark, you're voluntarily here for this transcribed interview. ~ Correct?

2 A Yes

3 Q  Iknow you're anattorney. So please forgive me while | go over some

4 ground rules that are probably quitefamiliar to you,but we do it for every witness,

5 regardless

6 So there is an official reporter transcribing the record of this interview and the

7 reporter's transcription will be the official record of the proceeding. We have had to

8 clarify with some folks that this will be the only recording. So we just want to make sure

9 that neither you or your attorney are not recording the proceeding.

10 A Imnot. Yes, correct.

1 Q Okay. Soplease wait until each question is completed before you begin to

12 respond and we'll do our best to wait until your response is complete before we ask the

13 next question,

1 |ce romsverevs attins
15 down when she can't see faces or when people give nonverbal responses, such as shaking.

16 ornodding their head. So it's really important that you respond to each question with

17 an audible verbal response, and ifyour attorney wants to speak, please have him come

18 on video so we know what's being said.

19 Please give complete answers to the bestofyour recollection. If a question is

20 unclear, please ask for clarification. Ifthere's a term that we're using that doesn't make

21 sense, there's a few of us that has no campaign or political experience. ~ So we may ask

22 you to explain something that would seem very simple to you, but we very much

23 appreciate your patience and clarification in those areas.

2 If you don't know the answer toour questions,please just say so. Sometimes it's

25 really justa lackof clarity and we're happy to clarify if that's the case.
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1 Logistically, just let us know if you need any breaks or if you'd like to discuss

2 anything with your attorney, if you need a comfort break. We'll figure out lunch as we

3 get closer, but we are happy to accommodate your schedule, your needs.

4 Just in terms of time, we anticipated this taking a bit, but | just want tocheck and

5 see. Are theirany hard stops or breaks that you know you need to take now?

6 A No, there are not.

7 Q Okay. Great,

8 also want to note that our investigator[Renee the room and he is

9 onthe Select Committee staff.

10 So there may be several peopleasking questions and we'll try to keep it as

11 organized as possible and, again, if you don't understand anyone's question, please just

12 askustorepeatit.

13 Do you have any questions before we begin?

1 A donot.

15 Q Wonderful. So we will jump right in.

16 If you could just provide your full name and then any other names that you've

17 used.

18 A JustinClark, JustinR. Clark, my middle initial.

19 Q Does the "R" stand for something?

2 A ltstandsfor Reilly.

2 Q Okay.

2 A That'smy grandmother's maiden name.

23 Q RILEY?

2% A No. REILLY.

2 Q  That'swhyweask. Perfect.
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1 And can you tell us your dateofbirth?

2 ~ I
s Q Canyonprovide us withyour residence addressceihone,and eval
PR

6 myphone numberJIE. That's my celiohone number, and email adress,
7 the one! use for everyting is my mat, which ENE
8 Mr. Garber. Do you have a work email address.

’ Mr. Clark, 1 have work emll adresses to that 1 to not use
© +H
u @ Soyaurattomey bestustotht, 1 just wanted onfm, from Cecember
12 2020 through January 2021, was that only cellphone number that you used, the[Il

5 umber
A From December2020through amuary 20217

15 Q  Um-hum.

" A Ves Yes. Thatwould have ben th oly cllhone number used
v a natn ts oun he itu personal emai,
18 Did you have a work email address?

» A Atha tim, would have ither used my Donald Trump email,
20 IClark@DonaldTrump.com, and that would have been for anything related to the

21 compagn at tht time, and then had few athr work ema, The ater ne that
2 usedalot would have been hstnCark@electonawllc.com.
23 During that time period, those would have been the two that | would have done

2 theworkthough
»  Tothe extent tha you id, you mentioned thatthe DensdTrumpcom ei
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1 would have been campaign related. What would have been the bucket for

2 electionlawlic.com in termsofwhat delineated the use between the two work emails?

3 A What delineated the use between those two emails was, really, other clients

4 I had with Election Law, LLC and Donald Trump emails. ~ Sof | had a client other than

5 Donald Trump that | was working on or helping at that periodoftime, | would have

6 gotten emailed on that email address.

7 Q Gotcha. Okay. And did you have any Instagramor Twitter accounts

8 during that time period?

9 A Yes

10 Q Do you rememberthe -

1 A Yeah. | don'tknow what my Instagram handle is and | rarely post on that.

12 1justkind of like monitor my kids on Instagram, but my Twitter account is @ChefiClark,

13 CHEFJCLARK.

14 1 don't remember what my Instagram handle is. It's probably the same.

15 Q And are those largely personal use or did you use those for work during that

16 time period?

7 A Personal and work, you know, for commenting on politcal things or

18 re-tweeting stuff for the campaign, | would have done that on Twitter. ~ Instagram would

19 have been completely personally, more than likely. | doubt | did anything political on

20 there

2 Q Okay. And can youjust tell us your educational background going back to

2 college.

23 A sure. |graduated from Wesleyan University in Middletown, Connecticut

24 withaBA. | majored in economics and government. | graduated in 1997.

2 1 got a master's degree in accounting from the University of Hartford and then |
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1 graduated from the University of Connecticut Law School in 2004.

2 Q Then can we just go through - in terms of your prior roles and

3 responsibilities, | know you had quite a few. How about we just go from most recent

4 backa few years.

5 1 understand --well, what isyour current title now? Let's startwiththat.

6 A Well, I've got a couple different companies that | do work with. I'ma

7 partner at Michael Best & Friedrich, a law firm in D.C. I'm a partner with Elections, LLC,

8 whichisa separate law firm that does political compliance work mostly, and then Iam a

9 partner at National Public Affairs, which does public affairs work and political campaign

10 workon the consulting side, not the legal side.

u Q Is that the company that you run with Bill tepien?

2 A Yes

13 Q Okay. And then Elections, LLC, that's a law firm, and who else is your

14 partnerinthat?

15 That'sa small one. ~ Right?

16 A Isverysmall. The other founderofitwith me, partner who runsit with

17 meis Stefan Passantino, and then Alex Cannon works with us there and Nathan Groth is

18 anassociate-level attorney there.

19 Q Okay. And! believe at some point, you were on a leave of absence from

20 Michael Best. That was probably while you were maybe with the campaign, but are you

21 backful time there?

2 A No. Imnotyet. I'mnotyet.

23 Q Okay. And so before that, at some point, you -- well, let me back up for a

2 second

2 Currently, do you work for a Trump entity or is your work for them through the
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1 entities you ust listed?

2 A Through the entities | just listed. | do work for Donald Trump's PACs

3 through Elections, LLC.

4 Q Okay. Soyouare not currently employed by any of the Trump entities, but

5 yourentities do workfor them?

6 A Yes. That's correct. National Public Affairs does some work for them too.

7 Q Okay. Prior to your workfor these entities, did you have a role with the

8 Trump Campaign?

9 A Yes Idid. Iwas sol believe Iwas paid through Elections, LLC, but | was

10 the deputy campaign manager from July of 2020, end of July 2020, through, you know I

11 don't know the time period. It would have been when | moved over to Save America,

12 the PAC, doing work for them.

13 Then prior to that, | was a senior advisor on the campaign from December of 2018

14 through July 2020.

15 Q  Andatall times, would your pay have been through Elections, LLC for those

16 roles?

7 A Ithinkso. There were probably a coupleofmonths where | got paid

18 directly from them at the beginning before Elections, LLC was set up. | think it was set

19 upinMarchof 2019. Sol would have gotten paid - just don't remember. | probably

20 got paid directly from them.

2 Q Ifwe wanted to try to figure out the date when you transitioned over to.

22 Save America from the campaign, would the FEC dates of disbursement from Save

23 America to Elections, LLC be the beginning of that that you know of?

2 A Itshardtosay. | mean, it probably lines up pretty closely, but it's hard to

25 sayspecifically. | don't remember a clear bright line on that.
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1 Q Yeah. What! mean--and apologize. What mean by thatis it would be

2 areasonable ballpark to use given the time frame?

3 A Ithink so, and I say that because post-January 20th, | did work on the

4 impeachment. don't remember where | was getting paid from at the time, whether it

Ss was from DonaldJ. Trump for President, Inc. Or Save America, but to answer your

6 question, ballpark, it's probably pretty dan close.

7 Q  Andjust out of curiosity while we're onthe topic we'll talk more about this

8 later, but | don't want to forget - who would determine where you were getting paid

9 from, like the bucket that would pay you?

10 A Interesting question. So t's was really a decision as people were

11 transitioning from the campaign to the PACs or out of the campaign to somewhere else.

12 When the PAC was formed, | probably -- well, | did. I spoke to the President about

13 joining the PAC and had conversations with him about that.

1a S01 think that was the determination, but, mechanically,| don't know like who set

15 up the payroll that pays me and things lke that, but he would have approved it

16 Q Okay. Well definitely come back to that. Soll puta pin in that, but

17 that's helpful to know.

1 A Currently, Susie Wiles runs Save America and kind of that constellation.

19 She doesn't run them. | don't think she's an employee, but she would probably be

20 approving expenditures now in terms of those recurring.

2 Q Is that somebody you through Elections, LLC, is that somebody that you

22 submit invoices toor i that

2 A No,not at this point, I send them into the accounts payable system at Save

24 America, butl think Susie approves all payments,
2 Sol don't sendher an invoice, but | think she receives all of the invoices for
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1 approval in batches.

2 Q Do you know what her title is for Save America?

3 A I don't knowifshe hasattle.

4 a okay.

5 A Butshe'sin charge.

6 Q The person?

7 A The person, yeah.

8 Q Okay. Soisitfairto say right now in termsofyour current occupation,

9 slash, means of employment, slash, sources of income, you've got National Public Affairs,

10 Elections, LLC, and Michael Best. Am | missing any?

u A No. Ithinkthat'sit

2 Q And briefly,really quickly, | just want to ask, you were given document

13 requests as part of your voluntary agreement to appear here today. Correct?

1a A Yes.

5 Q Did you have a chance to read those document requests?

16 A Yes. Ireviewed them with my attorney.

uv Q  Andl don't want get into the conversations that you had with your attorney

18 and any of the counsel he provided for you. | just want to ask how did you search for

19 responsive documents in response to those requests?

20 A I gave access to my hard drive and my email to my attorney, the document

21 collection team that my attorney used, and they made searches based on that.

2 Q And was that @gmail.com account only?

23 A I don't remember. Itwasprobablythe Election Law, LLC account.

2 Q Okay. I'msory. Goahead. Ididn't meantocutyouoff.

2 A No. lwasdone. Ithinkitwasjust theElection Law, LLC account.
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1 Q Do you till have access to your DonaldTrump.com account?

2 A No

3 Q And did you search your phone, the[Jf number, fortext messages?

a A Oh,yeah. We had discussed that. | had had a 30-day autodelete on all

5 mytext messages that | had set up along time ago. Sol did do a search of text

6 messages. We dida search of text messages, but there weren't any that were

7 responsive,

5 Q  Youssaid you had set up the 30-day auto delete a while ago. Do you

9 remember when you set that up?

10 A The first time | learned about it, which was it was more than a year ago, a

11 very long time ago.

2 Q No. Whatl mean, when yousay it was a very long time ago, we're not

13 talking about 10 years; we're talking about sometime during the last two or three?

1a A Forsure, yes.

15 I A cicht. Ave there any other questions on Mr. Clark's background

16 or the document retrieval process before we move on?

17 [Noresponse]

1s EEE Oi). Wir. Clark, I'm goingtoturn t over to my colleague. [Jl

19 [Js eoine to ask vou some questions.

2 oI

2 Q Good morning, Mr. Clark. Can you hear me okay?

2 A Yes

2 Q Okay. Great

2s Thank you foryour patience with this fully remote situation. We're having a
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rr.
2 A omy tohearthat.
3 Q Thankyou
. So just wanted to go over a couple of things, sort of basics, following up on some
softhe questions that [JJJlust asked vou about your cients during the refevant time
6 period, and then the bulk of my questioning today will really be about sort of a somewhat
7 chronological walk through the time from the Election Day, November 3, 2020, through
& January 6, 2021 and to the extent there’ possibly something a tte bit relevant after
9 that; but, generally speaking, that's the focus of the committee's investigation, obviously,
10 and the focus of my questions for you today.
un Sol know you explained that you were employed as a partner at Elections, LLC
12 during the entirety of that time period when you were serving as deputy campaign
13 manager for the Trump Reclection Campaign; is that correct?
1 A Comet.
15 Q Okay. And did you have other clients in addition to the Donald Trump
16 Reelection Campaign during that time period?

7 A From July of 2020 through
18 Q [Gestures]

1 A The short answer is yes. ~The longer answer i | don't recal servicing any of
20 those clients from July of 2020 through January of 2021, only because oftime constraints.
21 Isnottosay | didn't help out, but my partner, Stefan, took on the laboring oar of
22 anything that was not related to the reelection campaign.
5 Q Okay. That's helpful and totally understandable in heat of a contested
20 reelection campaign.
2s Just so that we're clear about where those privilege ines or relationships might
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1 be, can you identify thoseother clients that you may have had an attorney-client

2 relationship with even if you were not on a day-to-day basis providing legal services for

3 them?

a Mr. Garber. | think that, itself, i confidential, who his clients were.

6 Q Okay. Maybe - I take your point, Mr. Garber, but, Mr. Clark, let me walk

7 through some of the other - the types of interactions that we're going to ask you about

8 today, andif as I'm asking you these questions, if any of those implicate other

9 attomey-client relationships, you could flag them for me. Does that work?

10 A sure.

1 Q Okay. Great. Solassume in your capacity as - well, actually, let me back

2 ou

13 So as deputy campaign manager, how would you describe the breakdown

14 between your responsibilities as far as serving as a lawyer, providing advice for the

15 campaign, versus your other duties?

16 A Sure. Somyjobas deputy campaign manager was broken up into a couple

17 of different buckets. You have to remember July of 2020 is just months before the

18 election. So there was alot of work to do and a lot of triage.

19 So campaign leadership kind of broke up different roles and responsibilities for

20 everybody. My main areas of focus were the budget, primarily the budget and getting

21 ourarms around the spend, not necessarily like directing what we should be spending

22 money on, but getting my arms around the spend.

2 The convention was five weeks away and | was put in charge of making and it

24 hadjust been cancelled in person. So was put in charge of figuring out how to do that,

25 and then oversaw the General Counsel’ Office. Matt Morgan became general counsel
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2 So that's how | would break that up.

I
4 just a rough estimate, what portion of your efforts were dedicated towards overseeing

$ the legal operation and the General Counsel's Office?

6 Mr. Garber. Inwhich time period though.

7 Mr. Clark. Yeah. In which time period are you talking about?

Co
9 Q Let's talk before the election first, so from July 2020 through Election Day.

10 A Twenty percent, fifteen percent. Matt really, really ran it and | would -- |FT
12 which was budget, but yeah. Fifteen to twenty percent is fair, | think.

13 Q Okay. And how did that change after the election?LIenn
15 until about November 15th or soor just before that. Obviously, there was a lot going on

16 post-election, rightafter the election, related to the litigation and things of that nature.A
18 November, is it fair to say that litigation was a significant portion of your time then?

LoLIin
IITeiET

23 doing work like that.

24 Q Okay. We'll have an opportunity to talk about that in more detail later. |

25 assume that whatyou're referring to is a shift in leadership to Mayor Guiliani and a team
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1 oflawyersthat hewasworkingwith. Is that accurate?

2 A Yes

3 Q So during the time period from the election through January th -so this

4 would encompass the time period before Mayor Guillani took over the leaderships efforts

5 forthe campaign as well as after. Who did you view asyour client?

s If you were asked to provide legal advice, whoi the human being that you would

7 be conveying that to?

5 A One of two people. It would haveeither been the President, himself, or

9 the campaign asa corporate entity.

10 Q Okay. And who would the representatives of the campaign be in kind of

11 practical terms that you would be providing legal advice to?

2 A Well there wasn't really a it's hard to say. Okay?

13 1 don't remember and| don't mean that as not | don't know what the org chart

14 said, but there was a lot of people involved in the campaign even before the election, but

15 particularly after, that needed to know or purported to sign off on things or didn't. So

16 there was kind of just a group, and it's hard to rememberifanybody said, Okay ~~ you

17 know, there wasn't like one decider that said we're goingto do this let's go.

1 So there wasn't one person| kind of gave advice to.

19 Q sure. That makes sense.

1) Who did you consider as partofthat group that would have been, you know, sort

21 ofthe representation of the campaign that you were providing advice to as an entity?

2 wi Garber, [J ivsross. 1etink what youre sort of getting at is a egal

23 issuein terms who, legally, was his ~ the client representatives, and | thinkwhat he's

24 sayings he represented the campaign, and so anybody involved in the campaign could

25 have technically come into the umbrela ofhis client.
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1 I think that washis point.

2 IE oi. Thanks Mr. Garber. Understood.

3 ovIN

a Q just want to make sure - this i all sort of preliminary before we get nto

5 more factual questioning - that | understand what your expectation was or
6 understanding was about privileged relationships.

7 So, for instance, you've identified Matt Morgan, who was the general counsel of

5 the campaign. Sol assume you would have had attorney-client privileged conversations
9 with Mr. Morgan; is that right?

10 A Yes. presume would have, ves.

n Q What about Mr. Stepien?

2 A Atvarious points, yes.

3 Q Okay. Another senior campaign offical, Jason Mille, would you have been
14 providing legal advice to JasonMiller at various times?

15 A Well, I wouldn't have been providing legal advice to him, but | would have

16 beendiscussing campaign legaladvice to him
7 Q Would

1 A -atvarious points.

19 Q  Somy. didn't mean to interrupt you.
2 A No. Thatsalright

2 Q That's helpful, but you would have understood conversationswith Jason
22 Miller about campaign legal advice to be privileged communications, depending on

23 circumstances and content?

2 A sure. Yes
2s Q Did you have any offical role in the Trump Administration, a government
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1 role?

2 A did

3 Q What was that?

4 A Ihadtwojobs. From January 20, 2017 through March of 2018, | was the

5 director of intergovernmental affairs at the White House, and from March of 2018

6 through December of 2019, | was the public liaisonatthe White House.

7 Q Great. So during the time period that you wereserving as deputy

8 campaign manager, you no longer had those official government roles; is that right?

9 A Yes. That'sright.

10 Q Okay. Great

1 1 know you identified the President, obviously as the candidate,your client to

12 whom you would have been providing legal advice during this relevant time period from

13 November 3rd through January 6th. Looking at that first time period, the 3rd through

14 the 15th, approximately, how frequently were you in touch with, speaking directly with

15 the President?

16 A Pretty frequently. | can't ~ I couldn't say for sure, but frequently is fair.

7 Q Okay. Did that change after the change in litigation strategy or leadership

18 aroundNovember 15th?

19 A Yes. That changed.

0 Q Okay. Approximately, how often or how can you characterize for us the

21 change in your level of contact or interaction with the President?

2 A ltwas far less frequent, but| can — it's not like it went completely to nothing.

23 Q Okay. Understood.

2 What about in the context of providing legal advice or in your role as a lawyer for

25 the Trump Reelection Campaign, how much interaction did you have with Vice President
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1 Pence?

2 A Asafair—agood amount. |interacted with him a good amount, especially

3 when! --in the White House, | certainly did, and when | became deputy campaign

4 manager, | dealt with him frequently.

5 Q And would you deal with him directly or through a lawyer and other

6 members of his staff?

7 A Both.

8 Q During the time period from November 3rd through the 15th of November,

9 approximately, how often did you interact with Vice President Pence?

10 A Ican't remember. Not as frequently as with the President, but| can't

11 remember.

2 Q Okay. What about after the 15th through January 6th; did you have

13 interactions with Vice President Pence?

1a A I don't remember,but|don't think| did.

5 Q Okay. What about outside counsel that were retained to provide legal

16 advice or representation to the Trump Campaign; what was your role in either retaining.

17 or supervising those lawyers?

18 A So, again, before July 2020, | didn't have a lot to do - well, strike that.

19 I think that's | supervised Matt, who had lke direct -- Matt Morgan, who had

20 really direct interactions with lawyers representing the campaign. ~ At times, | would

21 interact with them, usually with Matt, but f he had the largest point of contact with

22 them, | had some percentage subset with them, but | would say Matt was directly

23 supervising them and | had less interaction than him, significantly less interaction than

24 him.

2 Q Thankyou. And did that change at all around the inflection point that you
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1 identified for us earlier around November 15th?

2 Aves
5 a Howse?
a A Many of the attorneys that we had brought on to represent the campaign on

5 the outside either stopped representing the President or didn't talk to us anymore

6 because wewerent supervisingtheiwork
7 Q Focusing onthe first part of whatyou just said, why did they stop

8 representing the President?

9 A Idon't remember specifically and | can onlyspeculate, and | don't want to do

10 that, but they -- | think the change in strategy was a partofthat.

u What, in particular, about the change in strategy made you think that?
12 A Itwas just the different approach to litigation, the different approach to how

13 to, you know, go about post-election. They had signed up to work with us, doing things

14 a certain way and that changed, and | dort tink they werewilling t ckaround.
15 Q Okay. And, again, the change in strategy that you're referring to, is this

16 associated with the new strategy implemented by Mayor Guiliani after taking control of

17 the gation effort?
1 Aves
19 Q Did you have any direct communication with outside counsel about this.

20 change in strategy or were those through Mr. Morgan?

2 Mr. Garber. And | think that would be covered by privilege and the work product

22 protection, I thinkhe can characterize sortof what he thought, but in terms of his
23 interactions with the client and outside counsel, | think that's privileged.

u I ori, re. Garber
x o
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1 Q For clarification, I'm not asking for the content of any of those

2 communications, but just the existence of them, Mr. Clark. ~ Did you have any interaction

3 with outside counsel about the change in strategy?

4 A don't remember specifically, but | may have. just don't remember

5 specifically.

6 Q Okay. Ifyou're thinking of them, are there any outside counsel that you do

7 rememberhaving interactions with?

8 A Again, not off the top of my head. | don't remember.

9 Q Okay. Sothere are several other so | think we've covered my general

10 understandingof the key people, going back to my earlier question about whothefolks

11 were that you would have been talkingto kind of under the umbrella of your privileged

12 relationship or advice that you may have been providing to the Trump Reelection

13 campaign. Arethereothers that | have forgotten?

14 A don't thinkso.

15 Mr. Garber. To be clear, it seems like you identified only, | think, three people,

16 Matt Morgan, Stepien, and Jason Miller.

17 IE Asvelas the Presidentandthe Vice President, ves

18 Mr. Garber. As well as the President and the Vice President, but were there

19 other people involved with the campaign who you would consider your communications

20 were privileged at the time?

2 Mr. Clark. Yeah. | mean, Matt had a pretty good-sized staff working for him.

22 The names will escape me and I apologizefor that, but they would have all been covered

23 andi would have had conversations with them at times, I'm sure.

2 The whole communications team, Tim Murtaugh, Erin Perrine. ~ Courtney Perella

25 wasajunior comms associate, Thia McDonald and others that | assume would be there,
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1 butthose are people that come to mind in terms of individuals that | probably would have

2 had conversations that could be considered privileged.

3 Q Okay. That'svery helpful. Thank you.

4 As we talked about you didn't have a formal government relationship at that time

5 orarole, rather, but are there - did you interact withtheWhite House Counsel's Office

6 atall during time period of November 3rd through January 6th?

7 A Yes.

8 Q In what capacitydid you have interactions with the White House Counsel's

9 Office?

10 A I'm not sure follow. Like you mean as an attorney or like how do you

1 mean?

2 Q  Ijust mean the context. | assume that, as a lawyer for the campaign, that

13 you were neither seeking or providing legal advice to the White House Counsel's Office.

14 Isthat correct?

15 A That's correct, yes.

16 Q So, generally speaking, what was the contextof your interactions with the

17 White House Counsel?

18 A Well, first, | had friends in the White House Counsel's Office when | worked

19 there. So beyond getting lunchand just chatting, it would have been talking to Pat

20 Cipollone and giving him updates on the campaign, updates on what was happening.

21 Yeah. | mean, it would have been that type of thing. | would have been in

22 meetings with them when | was over at the White House at times, likely just Pat, but

23 maybe Pat Philbin too, but other than those two and the kind of social component of

24 friends from the White House Counsel's Officeatthe time, that would have been the

25 extent of what | did with them.
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1 Q Thankyou. Setting aside the social component, having lunch and

2 everything, really just focusing on the time period from Election Day through January 6th

3 and more substantive interactions?

4 A Yeah. Itwould have been Pat Cipollone and probably Pat Philbin and it

5 would have been either giving them updates on the campaign, just chatting about things

6 generally, you know, White House campaign specific, o being in meetings with them at

7 the White House.

8 Q Thankyou. What about Eric Herschmann; is that a person that is known to

9 you?

10 A Yes

1 Q And what was his role during this time periodafter the election?

2 A Well, | don't think he was ever in the White House Counsel's Office, to be

13 clear; otherwise, | would have said his name. ~ Eric was ~ Eric is a friend. Eric was

14 involved in helping us kind of navigate post-election and what to do and how to do it.

15 He was on the inside, obviously, but he was very involved.

16 Q Okay. Thankyou.

7 You said "us". Whois the "us" that you're referringto with Mr. Herschmann

18 helping to navigate post-election?

19 A Matt Morgan and Jason Miller and, to a certain extent, Bil Stepien.

0 Q So you're referring to senior officials from the reelection campaign?

2 A Yes.

2 Q Did Mr. Herschmann have an official ole, duties for the election campaign?

23 A Nothing that - no, he did not.

2 Q  Soandhe,at the time, was, actually | take your point. | should have

25 made ore clear my transition comingafter the White House Counsel's Office. also
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1 share the understanding that he wasn't actually in the White House Counsel's Office, but

2 wasalawyer working at the White House at the time. Is that fair?

3 A That's fair, yes.

4 Q So there's — are there any well another person whos in that category

5 whol assume that you interacted with, generally speaking, during this time period, but

6 didnot have an official role with the campaign Mark Meadows, then the White House:

7 chief of staff; s that right?

8 A Yes.

9 Q 50 he was working as the White House chief of staff at that time. So,

10 generally speaking, what were your interactions with him after Election Day?

1 A Alter Election Day, again, it would be kindof updates on where we stood

12 withthings. He would be over at the campaign headquarters at times. I'd be at

13 meetings at White House with him on various things. We spoke by phone. He may or

14 may not have texted me.

15 | mean, we communicated pretty regularly.

16 Q Okay. [fits helpful to go backto the breakdown that you provided us from

17 the beginning, so from November3rd through the 15th, generally speaking, how frequent

18 were your communications with Mark Meadows?

19 A Probably, daily. | know he - buta lot of those communications would be,

20 you know, Jason or Bill would get a call from him and they'd talk and then they'd come

21 into my office to ask me a question while he was on the phoneor stuff like that. So I'm

22 countingallof that,but probably daily.

23 Q sure. Okay. And did that change after November 15th as well?

2 A Yeah. Itbecamefarless frequent.

2 Q And to what did you attribute that change with respect to your
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1 communications with Mark Meadows?

2 A ljustwasn't - | didn't have the - | wasn't runningthe strategy on

3 postelection workand| didn't havea lot of insight into it. Sothat, | would attribute the

4 sameasbefore.

5 Q Okay. In your interactions with Mr. Meadows during the entirety of the

6 post-election time period, they were with him in his capacity as White House Chief of

7 Staff; is that right?

8 A lassumeso. |don't know the delineation between kind of - he was doing

9 official work, guess, as chief of staff, but, you know, the line, t's tough to draw between

10 someone especially an assistant to the President. There's no real delineation between

11 political work andofficial work during the timeofthe day.

2 Soyeah. Official, he was kind always on the clock, | guess, is my impression.

13 Q Help me to understand that a little better. When you explain that because

14 he'sanassistant to the President, there's no real delineation between political and official

15 work, is that I don't want to mischaracterize you.

16 A No. That'sfair. Ishould have beena tle more clear.

7 So when you are a commissioned officer at the White House, you'reeither an

18 assistant to the President, a deputyassistant to the President, or special assistant to the

19 President. You've gota different status with respect to political work during official

20 business hours.

2 Soif you're not oneof those three people, if you're not a commissioned officer,

22 you're limited to political activity during your time off time. |forget what the hours of

23 the day they delineate are in the regs, but to your off time. If you're a commissioned

24 officer, you're considered on duty 24 hours a day, seven days a week, and so you're

25 allowed to do political activity at any time. You just can't use government resources for
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1

2 So my impression of him, there wasn'ta clean line ofwhen he was being a political

3 person and when he was being chief of staff consistent with kind of anybody else who

4 wasanassistant to the President or commissioned officer at the White House.

5 Q Thankyou for that. That's very helpful.

6 For the times that you're thinking of, especially during the time period after the

7 election through January 6th, when Mr. Meadows was acting in political capacity, what

8 function was he performing?

9 A I mean, I didn't have a lot of context in terms of what he was doing on a

10 day-to-day basis, but it would typically be a campaign update, you know, like how is this

11 thing going, how is that thing going, what's new with this, what's new with that, | heard

12 this, talked toso and so, here's what they said, what do you think, that kind of political

13 backandforth

14 Q Okay. Did he have an official role with the campaign?

15 A No.

16 Q Was he a person who was providing you approvals or tasking the senior

17 leadership of the campaign with work?

18 A That'sareally good question and | don't quite remember, because, well, it

19 wasa while ago; but, more importantly, like | worked mostly in White House side with

20 approvals for things. | worked mostly with Jared Kushner. Okay?

2 And 50 even if Mark or somebody else would come to me and say we need to do

22 X,Y, orZ,if they weren't ill Stepien or Jason Miller, who also worked with Jared, | would

23 probably have asked Jared if we should do it.

20 S01 don't want to say he wasdirectingtraffic just with respect to me, because |

25 would have checked with Jared before doing something, had he asked me to do
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2 Q Okay. That'svery helpful.

4 advice?

$ A Personal legal advice?

8 Q  Post-election. We can break it up into the two pieces if you want, but my

9 question was just, generally, after November 3rd. Did you have communications with

10 Mr. Meadows in which he asked you for legal advice?

12 Q  Inany capacity,eitherpersonallyor perhapsin another capacity.

13 A Idon'tthink so. don't remember specifically, but|don't believe so.

15 A He was never my client. So there wouldn't have been any personal legal

16 advice | would have done. The only thing | can think of is | may have provided him or he

18 strategy, but, again, | don't remember anything specific, but probably not, | guess is the

19 right answer.

20 SorryifI'm not super clear.

21 Q No. No.That's very helpful.

23 him with a campaign update with other people present, can you think a little bit more
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1 been privileged, you know, communications elated to the campaign?
2 A Allof the aforementioned people. It could have been me and Matt

3 Morgan, the President, quite frankly. It could have been in meetings with then
a Mr. Garber. To be clear, he's saying he doesn't remember any such interaction.

$ Mr. Clark. Yeah. | don't remember any specific interaction with him, must to

6 bereally clear, but may have. He may have been present is my point.

; o
8 Q That's helpful, butif you're providing - if you're talking to the President in

9 his capacity as a candidate and your capacity as a lawyer working for the reelection

10 campaign, the presence of Mr. Meadows in those communications, did you perceive that

11 tobea part ofa privileged communication with your lent, the President?
12 A I would have, yeah.

13 Q Okay. Help me to understand that when it comes to Mark Meadows and

14 his role as White HouseChief of Staff or ina separate -- some separate kind of more
15 political role.

16 Mr. Garber, Again, | think we're talking about a legal issue now. So if there's a
17 particular meeting that you want to talk about, we can talk about it. We're both talking
18 about a legal issue and this hypothetical example, which he can't remember.

1 So maybeifwe talk about it nthe contextof an actusl thing, it will be more clear;
20 otherwise, its ust a legal issue, think.
un I ovevourpoi, wi Garber.

2 ov[I

23 Q And, Mr. Clark, we will get through the kind of chronological, roughly

24 chronological, discussion about this post-election time period, but just so that my

25 expectations are set and we understand what the privileged relationships are, if they are
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1 implicated bylater conversations or meetings, documents that | may be able to show you,

2 doyou remember any meetings with the President where you were there in your capacity

3 asalawyer for the campaign where Mr. Meadows was also present?

4 A don'tremember that.

5 Q Okay. Andwhataboutany text messages?

6 A Justalso to be really clear, he was often in and out of meetings with people.

7 So,again, | just don't remember.

8 Q sure. Noproblem. And to Mr. Garber's point, hopefully, when we go

9 through this, we'll be able to jog your memory about specific meetings and who was

10 there and that will be a little bit more helpful, | think, to remember the various

1 participants.

2 What about, before we move though, text messages with Mr. Meadows; do you

13 recall exchanging any text messages with Mark Meadows that you would have been

14 providing legal advice?

15 A ldon'trecallany.

16 Q Okay. Thankyou.

7 Then theother thing that may come up -- | don't think it’s going to be a big factor,

18 butdid you have communications with other elected officials, in particular, member of

19 Congress during the post-election time period?

0 A I'msure did, but | don't remember. | don't remember specifically who or

21 when.

2 Q Would any of those have been any members of clients - sorry. Let me.

23 rephrase,

2 Would any members of Congress have been clients of yours?

2 A Members of Congress been clients? No, not on the legal side. | can't say,
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1 you know, one of my partners or someone | worked for did mail or something on the

2 political consulting side,butcertainly not on the legal side. | didn't have an

3 attomey-clientrelationshipwith anyone in Congress that | would have spoken to

4 Q That's very helpful. Thank you.

5 Let's gobackto Election Night, November 3, 2020, and like | said, | don't want to

6 overpromise chronological, because | will jump around a litle bit, but roughly speaking,

7 we're going to go from Election Night through January 6th.

8 So why don't we start. Where were you for Election Day, November 3rd?

° A Soon November 3rd, | did what | always do and | got to the office right

10 before the polls opened. Its just more superstition than anything.

u We had - | met with Nick Trainer, who also got in there early and, you know, we

12 just kind of gaveourfinal take on how we thought things would come out. We were all

13 wearing suits and ties, which is very odd on a campaign. It was a hoodie and jeans type

14 of operation, which was great, but we were all wearing suits and ties because the

15 President was coming over to give everyone - basically, to say -- we were going to give

16 him briefing and he was going to say thank you to everybody.

1” He cameover in the morning at some point. We gave him a briefing in the

18 conference room at the campaign. By we, it was me and Bill Stepien. Mr. Meadows

19 wasthere. | believe Jared Kushner was there, | believe Nick Trainer, and we just gave

20 him an update on where we thought the race was.

21 He then walked around the campaign office and gave remarks to everybody.

22 Nickand |thenwent down to the motorcade because we were going to the White House

23 tosetup the kind of war room operation to track votes, make sure everything was all set

24 forthat day.

2 Sothen we went down to the motorcade. We waited there, went back to the
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2 were at the White House. Nick and | accompanied him up there.

$ set up, and then kindof the day -- | don't think | left the White House that day.

7 Nick Trainer, what was his role with the campaign?

8 A Nick was originally head of delegates and party organization, which was

9 something that Bill Stepien -- the only thing that Bill Stepien and | oversaw prior to taking

10 over as the role as campaign manager and me as deputy, and that was in chargeof what

12 things like that, basically, setting up the convention and the actual operational voting of

15 steps to make sure we didn't do that.

16 Nick then took over as the battleground states director. So he was, basically, in

18 campaign and, basically, tracking that piece of the operation. | mean, moving the

19 President around, as you can imagine, is a monumental task. So he was the guy that

2 Advance, White House Military, everybody on an hour-by-hour basis. It was a lot of

23 work and he was in charge of targeting.

2 Whenwegot othe Map Room het co,
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1 punch, because he knew all of it in terms of he was a real critical part of our Election Day

2 operations team at the White House. ~ So that was tough.

3 Q Understandably. So before that unfortunate event, taking Mr. Trainer out

4 of Election Night, going back to the briefing that you said that you gave to the President

5 and, actually, before that even, you said that you and Mr. Trainer had sort of touched

6 base on the morningofElection Day, talking about how the daywas going to go. Am |

7 accurately recounting what you told us a few minutes ago?

8 A Yes

9 Q  Thatfirst conversation with Mr. Trainer, generally speaking, what was the

10 conclusion or what were the conversations between the two or you of how you thought

11 the day was going to go?

2 A Keepingin mind that our polling and our internal data and these were

13 people who had gone through 2016 as well we were actually quite bullish on Election

14 Dayintermsof how we thought the results would be. Nick, I think he said to me it's

15 goingtobe tightasatick. It said that's probably about right.

16 We went through statesof who we thought was going on win and who was going

17 tolose, and we kind of had some - we all had our lists of counties around the country.

18 that were kind of bellwethers that we really wanted to take a look at and make sure we

19 didwellin.

0 1 remember thinking, you know, the early votes coming out of Florida was going to

21 bereally important. The votes were going to be counted in Floridavery early. We

22 thought that was going to be an important bellwether, Ohio, and they were going to

23 dictate how we did elsewhere, we thought.

2 50 we thought it was going to be a really tight, a really tight election.

2 Q What was the message, setting aside the part of the President's arrival at the
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1 headquarters thanking staff, but how was the day going to play out, predictions; how

2 much of that, what you just described, was shared in the briefing with the President?

3 A don'tremember specifically what we briefed him on, but what we probably

4 did was what we always did, which was to go through the latest round the polling resus

5 with him, and | am sure that one or all of us said thisis going to be really close.

6 Q What was the President's reaction?

7 A Idon't remember specifically, but it was he understood.

8 Q Understood that it was going to beveryclose?

9 A He understood our take on it. | think he was much more optimistic, to be

10 reallyfair. He always was, but he understood where we were coming from.

1 Q Understood. So your point is he heard you and understood your

12 perspective even though he may have had a more optimistic approach; i that fair?

13 A fair

14 Q Did you speak with him again when you arrived at the White House at any

15 point on Election Day, like before polls closed?

16 A Yes. Solwalked with him and Jared up into the EEOB, the Eisenhower

17 Executive Office Building,up to one of the conferencerooms where he had a bunch of

18 campaign staff that he was going to speak with. | spoke to him on the walk up.

19 We may have talked about golf for all| know, but | don't think there was any

20 substantive conversation with respect to Election Day at that point. It's aquick walk

2 Q Understood. What about after polls closed; did you speakto the President

2 again?

23 A did. I would have spoken to him very late in the evening, not one on one,

24 ina large group of people upstairs in the residence. | mean, it was probably after

25 midnight, but before that, | was not one of the people having direct conversation with
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1 him

2 Q Okay. And! think interrupted you with a couple of questions, but if you

3 wantto return to generally telling us what else occurred on Election Day Night, that

4 would be helpful. So! know you told us that you got up to the White House, got

5 everything set up in the Map Room. EE

6 How did the rest of evening proceed, starting from when you started to get polls

7 closing and returns in?

8 A So Election Night is always kind of a blur for me and | for everybody, because

9 things start happening fast and you make fast decisions. We were tracking results in the

10 warroom,

1 Florida came in great. | mean great. Ohio, my number was and over-underof

12 500,000 votes in terms ofa margin and it waslooking great.

13 You've got to remember that none of these states occur in a vacuum in terms of

14 like the type of voter. Soif I'm in Florida and I've got northern Florida voting one, | can

15 impute certain things about southern Georgia voting that way, or if I'm in eastern Ohio, |

16 can impute what western Ohio is going to look like, because they're communities of

17 interest. They're all kindof the same in a lot of ways.

18 Anyway, that looked great. North Carolina looked great. We were picking up

19 ourvotes. The way I'm going to just nerd out for a second here. ~Thewaystates

20 operate in terms of the way they count votes are 50 different ways of doing it. Okay?

2 And so, for instance, Florida counts - well, wait. ~ Let me give a better example

22 that I'm a hundredpercentsure of right now.

23 North Carolina counts Election Day votes last. ~ So its first in vote, fist out vote.

24 Other states count Election Day first and work backwards to the beginning ofamail-in

25 periodoftime.
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1 So depending on that, you can kind of get a sense of how it's going to go, and if

2 you have the Election Day vote modeled correctly and the mail-in voting modeled

3 correctly, you kindof know - you can figure who's going to win. Ina lotofthese places,

4 we didn't have models because they never voted by mail before or the volume was

5 different.

6 Like in North Carolina and Florida, we had a pretty good sense of what it was.

7 goingtolook like and it was coming inover estimates. So wefeltgreat until later than

8 evening when Arizona came in.

° 1 had stepped out ofthe war room fora few minutes, and when | came back, they.

10 had called Arizona. Fox News had called Arizona, and the mood changed in the count

11 room, and even to this day, | think Fox called it prematurely, because they had no way of

12 knowingat the time how the result was going to come out. It was exceedingly close at

13 the end, but that changed the tone of the room.

1 Q Okay. Sothatwas about 11 p.m. Eastern Time when Fox called Arizona.

15 Isthat—

16 A That sounds right, but, again, you lose track of time.

uv Q Right. Yes.

18 A lassumethat'scorrect. That soundsright.

19 Q Ando before that time, were you - did you go up to the residence and

20 interactwith the Presidentatallbefore that?

21 A No.

2 Q Okay. And he wasn't down in the Map Room with you at all before Arizona

23 was called?

2 A I don't thinkso,

2 Q Okay. Sotellusalittle bit more about the effect of the - you just told us of
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1 the mood changing after Arizona was called. What do you remember about what

2 happened then?

3 A Well, | just remember - you know, | had always had concerns about Arizona

4 justfroma political context. So did Nick Trainer. He and | were both concerned about

5 Arizona, and it wasn't necessary in our mind for that to have a pathway.

6 We always talked in the campaign a lot about optionality. The reality is like we.

7 had multiple maps that could get the President reelected. Arizona wasn't a part of most

8 ofthem. We could doit without Arizona. We had other states. Other stuff had to

9 happen. Don't get me wrong, but! felt our whole job at that point was to tell everyone

10 totake a deep breath because, "A", | thought it was a premature call. They didn't have

11 nearly enough votes counted and, "8", there were other paths to winning at that time;

12 butitwasa sour mood at that point in that room.

13 Q Okay. Were you with the President when he was told about Fox calling

14 Arizona?

15 A No. Idon'tthinklwas. |don't remember speaking to him except like well

16 after midnight that evening.

uv Q Okay. Did you ever come to learn from anyofyour colleagues how the

18 President was informed about Fox calling Arizona?

19 A I don't remember. There were so many books written about it and news

20 reports and everything. Like | don't remember where | heard that from.

2 Q Okay. Would it be consistent with your recollection and as has been

22 publicly reported that Mr. Kushner informed the President that Fox had called Arizona?

23 A Itwouldn't be inconsistent with my understanding orwhat would happen,

24 but, again, | don't know.

2 Q Okay. Did you ever hear directly from the President or come to learn from
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1 anyof your colleagues about what the President's reaction was to learning that Fox had

2 called Arizona?

3 A Yes

a Q  Whatwasit?

5 A He was upset, is what | heard and was upset with Fox News calling it 50 soon,

6 is my understanding, and he had asked some members of the campaign to go and talk to

7 Foxabout that early cal, but | don't know who did what, but that's what | came to learn.

8 Q Okay. Were you involved any of those communications with Fox?

9 A Idon'tthinkso. | may have been onacall. | don't remember being

10 involved. | certainly wasn't asked to call anybody.
1 Q Sure. Okay. And if you do remember, who was asked to contact Fox

12 about their calling Arizona?

13 A Again, this isn't directly at the time. This is what | learned ater, but Jared

14 Kushner and Jason Miller.

15 Q Okay. Sowhat else do you remember about the Arizona call? What else

16 occurred before you said that you did talk to the Presidentaftermidnight that evening?

FY What else happened in between the Arizona call and your seeing the President?

1 A There would have been multiple conversations with Bill tepien, Eric

19 Herschmann. Rona McDaniel, chair of the RNC, was in the room quite a bit.

1) 1 would have talking to Matt Oczkowski, our data person who was kind of running

21 the countatthat point. Mr. Meadows was in quite a bit. We would have talked to

2 him

2 There was a conversation. | think it was one of those rooms down there. |

24 thinkit was the China Room, to be honest with you. | can't remember who else was

25 there, butit would have been me and Mr. Meadows and either Bil Stepien and Jason
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1 Miller or oneofthe two, and it was the first time| really spoke to Mayor Guiliani, who

2 came in and had thoughts on the election so far.

3 Q Okay. Why don't you tell us more about that interaction. What was the

4 conversation about, generally?

5 A mean, the conversation was generally about Mr. Meadows or Bil

6 Stepien I think Rudy had spoken to the President and Mr. Meadows or Bil wanted some

7 of us to go talk to Rudy so he could express his thoughts and concerns with respect to

8 Election Night, and hewas talking about Pennsylvania. We had had issues, even

9 postelection issues, with access to observe the counting of ballots, and | think it was.

10 about it all came down to ike him having certain ideas about the count not going right,

11 and] think it was just Pennsylvania, but | can't be quite sure.

2 It was mostly there -- we were mostly there to like have a conversation with him

13 sohe could kind of vent so he wouldn't go talk tothe President more, not because we

14 necessarily cared what he was going to say, but like it just wasn't productive.

15 Q Understood. And what you remember Mr. Guiliani kind of venting about

16 was primarily issues related to access by observers to counting the ballots in

17 Pennsyhania?

18 A Access for observers and kind of the number of mail-inballotsthat were

19 coming in andthat they weren't counting them in a timely manner. It was all kind of

20 related to that issue.

2 Q Okay. Did Mr. Guiliani give you any indicationofthe basis for his concerns

22 or opinions about those issues?

23 A don't rememberany specific bases.

2 Q Did you ever come to understand what the basis was for him expressing

25 these concerns or where he was receiving this information?
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1 A Well to be fai, his concerns were we can't see what they're doing. They

2 are correcting - they're curing ballots, meaning they're takinga ballot that would

3 otherwisebe invalid and fixing itsoit’s not.

a 1 believe that, | think and believe, that there was probably ballot curing going on

there, whichis why we were kept out, but | didn't have any direct evidence of it and he

6 certainly didn't at that point either.

7 Q Help me understand. What do you mean by ballot curing?

5 A So every jurisdictions different, again, in terms of counting. ~ Some states

9 allow fora curing period of ballots that come in that aren't filled out. They don't have a

10 date onitor there's a box checked that's missing.

1 Some states have rules that say as long as we can figure out voter intent, we're

12 goingto count the ballot. Other states say we're not going to count the ballot, but we're

13 goingtoallow fora curing period of time when an election worker can call the voter and

14 say you have five days to come in and cure your ballot. Other states prohibit it.

15 Pennsylvania, | don't want to say it wasa strict prohibition, but it was a pretty

16 strict state in terms of ballot curing, and the operating thesis was with al these mail-in

17 ballots that arrived in Philadelphia, there was a lot of ballot curing going on by people

18 who were counting those votes and that's why our election workers were kept at a

19 distance or outofthe room entirely, so we couldn't see them doing it

2 Q And

2 A Thatwas--

2 Q  Imsorry. 1didn't meantointerrupt you.

2 A Iwas just saying that was the theory | believe he was operating underatthe

24 time and it’s something | was sympathetic to, and | don't think it didn't happen, but he

25 didn't have any direct evidence at the time, certainly.
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1 Q Okay. And when you referred to mail-in ballots coming to Philadelphia in

2 the contextof this kind of concern, you're referring to absentee ballots that were

3 submitted by mail?

4 A Yes

5 Q And did you ever - stepping outside of Election Night and this conversation

6 with Mr. Guiliani, did you ever come to lear any evidence that would support Mr.

7 Guiliani's fear that there was something improper or illegal going on with respect to the

8 counting of ballots in Pennsylvania?

9 A No. Iwas two things kind of happened. One, being kept out, once that

10 ballot gets cured and counted, there's no way to kind ofprove the negative, that it didn't

11 happen, which is unfortunate frustrating. Theother thing is when | got pushed out in

12 the middle or early side of November, | wasn't in a position to really figure out that

13 investigation anymore myself.

14 Q Okay. Thankyou.

15 So just going back to this conversation that you recall having in think you said it

16 might have in the China Room at the White House with Mr. Meadows, Mr. Stepien, Mr.

17 Miller, and Mr. Guiliani -

18 A Yeah. It might have been just Bill or just Jason. just can't remember if

19 they were both there.

0 Q  Oneorboth. Okay. Great. Thanks for the clarification.

2 In addition to the theory or concern about the counting of ballots in Pennsylvania,

22 doyou remember anything else that Mr. Guiliani said?

23 A dont. Idont.

2 Q Was there any discussion of the President's remarks to be given that evening

25 during this conversation?
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1 A I don't remember. It wouldn't shock me, because | think it was pretty close

2 tothe time when he was going to give his remarks, but | don't remember specifically.

3 Q Okay. And what do you remember about Mr. Guiliani's demeanor during

4 this conversation?

5 A He was pretty passionate, like borderline belligerent.

6 Q Okay. We have receivedtestimony and evidence in our investigation that

7 indicates that Mr. Guiliani may have had too much to drink, that he was visibly

8 intoxicated that evening. Is that consistent with your recollection?

° AI want be charitable because | don't knowif he was drinking or not and his

10 personal circumstances, but that's consistent with his demeanor.

u Q So before your conversation with the President that you referred to earlier,

12 anyother meetingsor conversations about the status of the election that evening that

13 come to mind?

1a A It'sreally quite a blur. It would have been conversations about results in

15 specific states, counties that were still outstanding. There was a lot of slow counting.

16 going on because of the number of ballots.

1” 50s a person who likes resolution to things fast, it wasrather frustrating for me

18 andl can'timagine what it was like for the candidate and family members, but it was just

19 goingtotakealongtime. It became pretty clear that this count was going to take quite

20 alongtime.

2 Q Understood. Did you have anyupdate to your assessment about the

22 likelihood of success?

23 A No. Ireallystil thought it was going to be tight asa tick. |tell you what.

24 Atthat point, | do believe Arizona was called entirely too early. | mean, the count didn't

25 really get resolveduntil about 10 days later where we knew we were going to lose based
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1 on our data and our modeling, and ourdata and our modeling was like pretty close.

2 Georgia, we had a lead that we thought was going to hold and our data analytics

3 teamtold usthatit would. Pennsylvania, there was like 700-, 900-, 800,000-vote lead

4 and there werea ton of ballots to be counted that no one could quantify.

5 In Wisconsin, there were major concerns with respect to the handlingof absentee

6 ballots, an issue that was eventually brought all the way up to the Wisconsin Supreme

7 Court. think itwas ruled on in December,I think a four-three vote. ~ That was wide

8 open.

9 Soit was still wide open. It was stil goingto betightas a tick was my

10 assessmentat that time.

u Q Understood. Okay. So tell us what happened when you did speak to the

12 President that evening.

13 A My conversations with the President were with a large group of people up at

14 the main hallof the residenceof the White House as he was preparing his remarks. |

15 don't remember the specifics of what said. 1 don't, but it would have been some kind

16 of update with respect to the count, with voting, with mail-in ballots. ~ That's why|was

17 there, | presume, but when | say it was a full house. The kids were there. Mr.

18 Stepien was there, Mr. Miller, StephenMiller and his speech-writing team. ~The staff

19 secretary was there, all like kind of working on remarks and pulling stuff together.

0 1 don't rememberthe specifics. ~ Again,it was a lot of blur, but mostly, it was

21 working on remarks and trying to get an update on what was happening.

2 We got on the phone at one point. | don't remember if the President was there

23 ornot. We got on the phone with the team in Pennsylvania to provide an update at one

2 point

2 Yeah. That's those are kind of my memories of it, and then we all - the
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1 stairways and the elevators are really narrow and tight there, and | remember it was kind

2 ofagong show,everybody trying to pile through to get downstairs so he could give his

3 remarks. | remember that pretty specifically. | waited for a minute because it was

4 just someone was going to trip and fall and it was going to be a comedy going down the

5 stairs,

6 Solremember that, and then we all went to the Blue Room, kind of went to the

7 back staircase of the Blue Room, the Green Room where he tightened up his remark, and

8 then he went out and gave his remarks. | believe it was at that point when he started

9 giving his remarks — I mean, | usually never stuck around for his remarks. | would always

10 gowatch him on TV, because in my job, | cared way more what t looked on television.

11 Sol walked down to the Map Room and watched his remarks on theTVthere.

2 Q Okay. That's very helpful.

13 Just to go back and clarifya couple of things about what you just told us, so big

14 crowd in the residence and thanks for those that you remembered being there. You

15 said that the focus was really about preparing the remarks.

16 Did you have a senseof who was responsible for drafting the speech or remarks

17 that the President would give?

18 A Itwould have been Stephen. So Stephen Miller was really the guywho

19 drovea lot of the remarksfor the President. Derrick Lyons was a staff secretary, would

20 have assisted in that and then Gabe. |forget his last name. | didn't know him

21 particularly well, but he was the teleprompter operator and he would - he always played

22 a role, but that was just more of like ofa scrivener, like, Hey, we've got to load this thing

23 inand it's got to look right and getting the cadence right, but Gabe would have been

24 involved there as just kind of like typing.

2 Q  Gotit. Was Mr. Guiiani there in the residence?
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1 A I don't thinkhewas,but | don't remember. | mean, it wasabig crowd. |

2 say! don't think he was because | don't remember him saying anything.

3 I think there were other meetings up in the residenceprior to me going up late.

4 thatnight and, again, | think that's based on press reports. I'm not sure anyone told me,

5 but! have to imagine that because of our conversation in the China Room, he had been

6 up talking to the President, because that's why | think | wasthere, to like have - to be his

7 person that he could vent to.

8 Q Understood. Okay. Were there any other lawyers associated with Mr.

9 Guiliani present there?

10 A OfMr.Guiliani?

u Q Yes

2 A Idon't remember.

13 a Okay.

1a A His son, Andrew, worked at the White House. Sorry to interrupt.

5 Q None?

16 A His son worked at the White House and I'm sure he was hanging around that

17 night, but just don't remember him being around, nobody else that| recall.

18 Q Are you familiarwith Boris Epstein?

19 A Yes.

20 Q Was Boris there with MayorGuiliani that evening?

2 A Idon't know if he was with Mayor Guiliani that evening or not. |think he

22 wasthere, yeah

23 Q Do you remember him being in the residence when you were there?

2 A I don't remember him being there. That doesn't mean he wasn't, but|

25 don't remember him being there.
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1 Q Okay. Were you--did you participate in any conversations with the

2 President about whether he should declare victory, whether he should that say he won

3 the election versus some other outcome?

4 A What doyou mean by participate? Like |say that because in that big

5 meeting, those conversations were happening when they were discussing his remarks

6 Weallknow what his remarks were.

7 a Right

8 A Andthere were definitely conversations about that in that big meeting. |

9 don't think I ever weighed in other than giving an update on where we stood with respect

10 tothe count.

u 1 don't think | ever said you should saythis or you should say that or you shouldn't

12 saythis or shouldn't say that. | don't think | ever weighed with respect to those

13 remarks, but went| present there when those conversations were being had, the answer

1 isyes.

5 Q Just going back to, you know, | hear you saying you don't think you weighed

16 in about whether or not he should say that he had won the election, but in the course of

17 your providing an update on the status of counting and the status of the election, did you

18 tell thePresident that he had won?

19 A No. wouldn't have said that.

20 Q Okay. Whatwould you have said?

2 A I would have said we - | would have told him the truth, which | always did,

22 which was at the time like, Hey, this still looks really good, like | don't know where this is

23 going to come out tomorrow, and | gave him the update that | just gave you: Georgia,

24 wehadalead. Pennsylvania, there was stil way to many ballots outstanding. |

25 thought they called Arizona wrong. There were issues with the absentee ballots in
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1 Wisconsin that we needed to deal and would deal with.
2 Soit wasstill open. It was an open question.

3 Q Okay. Open question as tothe outcome?
a A What | would have said is, you know, | don't think this thing is over bya long

5 shot. 1 would have said that to him, something along those lines. | don't remember

6 the specificwords that used,but that's what | would have sad.
7 Q Okay. So for the rest of the conversation, even if you weren't asked or

8 didn't actually weigh in about what he should say, but in the rest of that group

9 conversation, did anyone advocate for a different position than what would be the

10 natural implication of whatyou just said, which is that — like you just told us, that it's not

1 overbya longshot yet?
12 Were there other voices advocating that it was over?

13 A Idon't remember that. Everyone would have looked to me or to Bill.

1 Franky they would have looked to Trainer i EE
15 but they would have looked to us to say what the status of the race was, and | don't think

16 there was any daylight between what Bill and | thought about where the race was at that

7 moment.
18 Q  Gotit. Soisitfair to say that you don't remember anyone giving an

19 assessment or advice to the President that was different than what you and your

20 colleagues viewed, which was that twas sill possible to win, but it was stil tight and the
21 election was not ver yet?
2 A I dont think anyone - no. No one would have said that. They would
23 have gotten an earful from me and Bill, because nobody in that room was from the

24 political departmentor the field department to count votes. No one hadaccess. They
25 could talk to them, but no one was talking on a regular basis our data analytics team.
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1 50 we were the ones everyone would have looked to, and if someone had said,

2 Well, no, or they disagreed, it would have turned into some kind of argument, because

3 we would have said, No, you're all wet, like what are youtalking about.

4 1 don't remember that happening. So | don't think anyone gave a different

5 assessmentof the electionat that point.

6 Q Okay. Thanks. Sodid you observe any other, even if you didn't

7 participate, but did you observe any other conversation that night before the President's

8 remarksabout what he should say about the outcome of the election?

° A Sol'msure | did observe it, okay, in terms ofwhatwas spoken, what was

10 said. lalso don't remember what that was and the likelihood is because my job at that

11 moment was to give an assessment of the politics of it. | never weighed in on speeches.

12 rarely weighed in on speeches, because that wasn't my baliwick.

13 Sowas| there? Was | present when they were talking about the wordsmithing.

14 of adocument and what he should say? Yes. Dolrememberwhat was said? No,

15 and probably don't remember because, "A", it was a long time ago and, "8", | was

16 probably on my phone, looking at numbers, doing something else.

1” 1 just didn't —thatwasn't my area,

18 Q Understood. Dol remember who, if anyone, advocated for the President

19 tosay he had won the election?

20 A I don't remember specifically.

2 Q Okay. Did youlater come to learn who had, if anyone?

2 A No. Idon'tremember, period, who, if anybody, advocated that the

23 President say those things.

2 Q Okay. Ididwant to follow up on one other thing. You said that you got

25 onthe phone with the team in Pennsylvania. Who, in particular, did you speak to in
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1 Pennsyhania?

2 A Ithink we called Mike Roman, who was on the ground in Philadelphia.

3 Mikejust— and]think we called Mike even though he wasn't the statedirector or

4 anything ike that, because Mike has been doing Pennsylvania sick politics forever and he

5 was working Election Day operationsfor the RNC and the campaign. So he had a good

6 sense of what was going on on the ground there.

7 Q Okay. Sowe have received testimony that Mayor Guiliani did suggest to

8 the President that he should go out and declare victory, saying that he won the election

9 outright and that others, including Jason Miller, told the President that he should not

10 declare victory until he had a better senseof the numbers.

1 We also got is that with your consistent with your understanding or any later

12 conversations you had with Mayor Guiliani or Mr. Miller?

13 A Yeah. That's consistent with what | heard after the fact. |don't

14 remember observing that conversation. | don't think | was in the room for it, but that's

15 certainly consistent with what | came to understand what happened and consistent with

16 like the overall context of those meetings.

7 Q Okay. Thankyou.

18 We also received testimony that Mayor Guiliani had a sort of verbal altercation

19 witheitheryou or Mr. Stepien about this topic, that there were, you know, strong words.

20 exchanged, including expletives about the possibilty that the President would go out and

21 declare victory.

2 Is that consistent with your recollection of the evening?

23 A Yeah. don't remember specifically, but it's consistent with my recollection

24 ofthe evening. |don't believe | was present for that specific conversation

2 Again,| think there was a conversation between the President and Rudy before|
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1 spoke to Rudy and| think there were other conversations with campaign staff and Rudy

2 that! was not privy to

3 Q Okay. Okay.

4 A It's totally consistent with my understandingofwhat happened after the

5 fact,

6 Q Sol think you told us that after, you know, making yourway down from the

7 residence with thegroup and the President beginning his remarks in the Blue Room that

8 youwent back to the Map Room and watched the President's remarks.

9 A Yes. We wenttothe Blue Room. Theywent over his remarks a ttle bit.

10 We wentin the Green Room to wait for him and then he give his remarks in the East

11 Room.

2 Q Okay. Thanks for that clarification, but you made your way back to the

13 map room where

14 A Iwentback to the map room.

15 Q That was the campaign war room for the evening; is that right?

16 A Yes.

7 Q Okay. Soas you referred to earlier, obviously, we do know what the

18 President said that evening. It was, you know, there was -- he did mention that there

19 had been a fraud on the American public, that this was an embarrassment to the country

20 and then said that we were getting ready to win this election, frankly, we did win this

21 election, we didwin thiselection.

2 What was your reaction to hearing the President give those remarks on live

23 television?

2 A don't remember my reaction at the timetothose. ~Again, | wasin a

25 position of counting votes, figuring out whether we won this or not and making sure we
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1 had the right resources in states to deal with any issues that came uppost-election, just

2 reconfirming or confirming that we had people on the ground, talking to political

3 operatives on the ground in places to see what the count was and the vote was.

4 1 don't recall any reaction | had tohisremarks.

5 Q Okay. And who else was with you in the Map Room during the time that

6 the President was speaking?

7 A Itwasn't super full, because most of the people were upstairs listening to

8 him, but I'm pretty sure Matt Oczkowski was there. Gary Coby might have been there.

9 Mike Hahn was probably there, because he was hanging out there most of the night.

10 That might have been it. | don't remember anybody else.

u Q Okay. Did you talk with anyof them about the President's remarks, either

12 while he wasspeaking orshortlyafter?

13 A Idon't remember.

1 Q Okay. Doyou remember any of them expressing surprise to hear the

15 President give those remarks in lightofwhat you had been monitoring for the election

16 results that evening?

1” A I don't remember any reaction from anybody else either, like rightafter or as

18 itwas going on.

19 Q Okay. Iguessi'm tryingto understand. Didyou~ going into the Map.

20 Room, did you know he was going to say that he had won the election?

2 A I didn't know what he was going to say that. | didn’t know. He's always

22 one to deviate from scripts.

23 Again, | wasn't payingsuper close attention about the actual remarks in the room.

24 I know | weighed in with respect to what | thought the current stateof affairs was at the

25 time.
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1 It didn't surprise me that he said it, because it's like on brand for him, but | don't

2 recall any specific reaction and | don't remember whether or not that was in the remarks

3 ahead of time or not, because, again, | wasn't paying super close attention to the

4 wordsmithingatthe time.

5 Q Okay. What doyou mean - you just said that one of the reasons or maybe

6 the reason why you weren't surprised was because it was kindofon brand for the

7 President. What did you mean by that?

8 A Yeah. | mean, when giving remarks and doing things like that, he will go in

9 directions that you don't expect, and | think he had a belief that he had won and I got that

10 sense don't know fit came from a conversation with Mr. Guiliani. | don't know what

11 itcame from. All know is that it wasn't my assessment or the campaign data team's

12 assessment.

13 Sol wasn't surprised. “Surprise” wouldn't be the right word. It was just kind of

14 neutral, kind of- | just wasn't surprised.

15 Q Okay. And not only was it not consistent with what you and the political

16 operations and data operations of the campaign and everyone else who was present

17 other than Mayor Guiliani,it wasn't consistent with that, it was contrary to what you had

18 told him about the status of the race; isn't that right?

19 A Yes.

0 Q Okay. Butlguess I'm just trying to understand. You're saying that you

21 weren't surprised notwithstanding all of the factors?

2 A 11 hadadollar for every time a cient of mine didn't take my advice or listen

23 tomystrategic advice, | would be a very wealthy person. I'm not surprised when

24 anybodysaysanything usually.

2 | mean, clientsgo ina different direction auite often.
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1 Q sure. Understood, and certainly all of the lawyers present, | think share
2 that experience when it comes to giving advice to your clients, but | guess this doesn't
3 strike meas legal advice. It struck me as a statement +
. A When say I'd be a wealthy man, I'm talking about politcal advice too,
S Believe me. 1just don't get surprised anymore when people do things contrary to what
6 believe to be correct information and the right advice
7 Q So evenifit wasn't you know, you were clear that you didn't give advice
8 about what you should say, bu, rather, were giving assessment about the fact of the
9 state of the race; but notwithstanding that, you still weren't surprised to hear the
10 President go outandsaythat he had won?
un A That's correct
2 ||Okay. It may be time for a break here for a couple of minutes, but

13 maybe
1 Hl
15 Eocoteseues, veer[TR if you have all have

16 any followup questionsif youwould like toask
uv EEE veoh just a quick question on that
1 o
1 Q Mr. Clark, is intriguing to me. f understood you a moment ago, you said
20 that, you know, it sounded ike atleast you and some others were trying to tell the
21 President that he lost or that the data had gone a certain way or not that he had lost, but
22 that maybe he had not won; is that more accurate, that he had not won?
5 A Idon' tink eventhink that's accurate. | think the advice | was giving was
24 actualy pretty bullish, which slike, Hey, this thing is a jump ball right now, this i great.
25 The public narrative leading up to it had been based on some like really tragic public
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1 poling data work leading up to November and there had been a constant barrage and

2 drumbeat that he was going to lose, he's going to lose Wisconsin by 14 points, it's going

3 tobeablood bath and we're going to lose 15 House seats.

4 This was contrary to all of that. This was like -- my take, | think | said it before

5 with respect to Arizona getting called too early, I tried to really calm everybody down,

6 because it wasn't the only -- it wasn't the end all-be all in terms of race.

7 So I viewed it as kind of a positive statement, positive comment.

8 Q Soa moment ago, maybe | misunderstood you, the issue that you had with

9 the speech or when you felt like your client didn't listen was when he came out and said

10 we did win this election, this is a majorfraud in our nation, was that what was

11 inconsistent with the -- | don't want tosay advice. Is that what was inconsistent with

12 the data and what youweretelling him?

13 A Well, | wouldn't characterize my previous testimony as being surprised

14 or the advice, the data, andthe analysis we had given him was that this was a jump

15 ball - okay that there were issues in various places that we needed to look at and

16 address. Soleaving the fraud partof the statement aside, that he won, saying that at

17 thattime, | believe was premature; but, you know, again, in terms of politica statements

18 and political statements that people make, this is the kind of rhetoric that comes in

19 political campaigns,

20 Again, not taking my advice or in the same way | propose calculating how it should

21 be craftedinto a speech isn't shocking to me and a lot of this stuffis the rhetoric that

22 politicians use. Soyeah. |wasn't surprised

23 Q  Isitfairto say that at that point in time when he was saying we did win this

24 election, we did win this election, this is major fraud in our nation, nobody at that point in

25 time was necessarily worried about the possible ramifications of that political rhetoric; is
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1 thatfair

2 Mr. Garber. When you say nobody --

a Q Just presumably like in terms of the conversation and the reactions, | got the

5 impression that you were saying about what's pretty natural politcal rhetoric - let me
6 startwithyou. Did you at that time see any concerns with the ramificationsofthat level

7 of political rhetoric, saying we won the election, this is a major fraud in our nation?

8 A The only ramification | would have thought of it was that if he was incorrect
9 aboutit, ifit was not proven incorrect. Like it was more a political calculation, like his

10 own reputational analysis. It didn't strike me as anything outofthe ordinary course at
1 thatmoment

13 1 thinks viene. res sctuaty a realy natural time to take a comfort

14 break. Ifwe could maybe just break and come back at 12:15, would that workfor you?

15 Mr. Garber. Sounds good.

16 |] Let's go off the record now. Thankyou.

17 (Recess)

18 |] So we're coming back from recess at 12:11 p.m. and there was just a

19 quick followup question that|wanted to ask you.

n Q Before the break, we were briefly taking about the President's speech
22 where he said, frankly, we did win this lection, we did win ths election, this is a major

23 fraud in our nation. To your knowledge, had anybody on the staff informed the
24 President that major fraud had been foundduring the course of the election?

2 A No, not to my knowledge.
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2 impression that he just made it up on the fly?

eset=
4 1 don't know if someone suggested that to him. | don't think they did. | think he

$ probably came up with that on the fly.

eterssono
7 actually told him that there had been major fraud in the election?

JE
: -I

10 Q And just to follow up with that, Mr. Clark, did you, yourself, believe at that

Le
12 A I mean, it depends on the meaningofthe word"fraud" and howyou look at

De
TT

15 system in a presidential election year, President election cycle is really problematic in

TT
I
18 that time, | didn't have -- | didn't share with anybodya belief that that was the case.

1 o[HH
20 Q  1guess like in the history of Presidents coming out the night of an election to

2a «come out and this is a fraud on the America public, this is an embarrassment to the

22 country, this is a major fraud, was anyone concerned or do you remember hearing any

23 conversations about the concern about the inflammatory nature of the President of the

LT
25 A I don't remember anything specifically. I'm not saying that nobody said
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1 that to him. | just don't remember the specifics in terms of the actual like wordsmithing

2 of the speech.

3 Okay. Thankyou. I'mgoingto turn it over tomyco-counsel,
.
5 Hl ov Thankyou

s oI
7 Q Mr. Clark, just before we leave Election Day, | wanted to ask you do you

8 remember any conversations before Election Day about the President's speech, the

9 remarks that he would give?

10 A prior to lection Day?
un a ves
12 A Idon't rememberanyconversations about that.

3 a okay. andinthe questions thaJJeststeavou, vou rerereatos
14 transition to an all-mail voting system. What do you mean by that?
15 A So, obviously, 2020was a year when COVID took over,but there were also

16 some majorchanges to voting systems in the sates. Soin Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania
17 traditionally did not have a high absentee ballot rate. 1 mean, it was low, single-digit,
18 percentages of the votes cast were absentee. An overwhelming majority were election

19 day because they had an excuse-based voting system.

0 In 2019, the legislature in Pennsylvania changed that system to allow for no
21 excuse absentee voting. Combined with COVID, t led to an explosion of absentee
22 ballots that were put into the system in Pennsylvania.
23 It wasn't a particularly well-drafted law and it really left a lot tothe imagination in

20 terms of local election official and the court in terms of interpreting those, and those
25 interpretations were kind of all over the map, and as I'm sure allof you on the call know, |
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1 mean, if you've ever been intoa Board of Elections meeting or been into a polling place

2 with people, you have a lot of people that have been doing this election administration

3 foraverylongtimethat have been doing it one way that are daily workers, not really well

4 versed in election law and the mechanics of voting, and to make a monumental change

5 like thatina presidential election cycle just, fist of a it seemed insane to me because

6 it's not the right way to run a railroad, but it created a lot of concern about the handling

7 and the counting of absentee ballots

8 Arizona not Arizona. Nevada. Nevada changed their aw to all mail voting

9 system in August of 2020. August of 2020, and

10 Q  msorry. didn't mean tointerrupt you, but think that's the point | was.

11 hopingtogetat. You referredearlierto an all-mail voting system, but then the example

12 you gave for Pennsylvania was about the expansion of access to absentee ballots through

13 no excuse balloting.

14 So are you ~ | takeit then, you were nottrying tosay that the entire -- that all 50

15 states went toa mail-in ballot system, which is not accurate?

16 A No. The Presidential election is 50 separate elections in 50 different states.

7 Q Right, and most of them were -the balloting, the change was to increase

18 the availability or the use of absentee ballots; is that right?

19 A Notnecessarily. Pennsylvania was, but Pennsylvania's tur to a no excuse

20 system coincided with the explosion of COVID, which led to an even greater explosion of

21 main balloting than | think anyone would have anticipated, absentee voting that anyone

22 would have anticipated.

23 You know, Nevada is a great example. Nevada changed their system to an

24 all-mail system, not just absentee system, like mailing live ballots out to people on their

25 voting listin August of 2020. They just rammed it through, which is insane to me.
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1 I mean, if youtalkto election officials in Colorado, Oregon, Hawaii, that have

2 switched to these things, it's a multi-cycle change in process, because you've got to get

3 the security on it right and the handling of it right, because you're adding a chain of

4 custody toa balloting procedure that had typically been done exclusively in person.

5 So the changes and the temporal component of the changes in particular were a

6 greatconcern.

7 Q Okay. Thankyouforthat,

8 So let's move forward from Election Day to the following week as ballots.

9 continued to be counted in the state and additional states are calledover the next several

10 days. Sodoyou remember meeting with the President in the days after the election?

u A Ido. couldn't tell you specific days that it occurred, but | do remember

12 meeting with him in the days after the election.

13 Q I'm happy to prompt your recollection and see if this jogs your memory. So

14 we've received testimony about a meeting with the President in the White House on

15 November 6th. So this would have been the day before the major media outlets called

16 the race entirely.

1” 50 on November 7th, AP, CNN, NBC, CBS, and Fox News called the election for

18 President Biden after projecting that he would win Pennsylvania. ~ Do you remember

19 that?

20 A Not specifically, but | don't doubt that | was there the day before then. |

21 just don't remember the topic of conversation.

2 Q  I'msorry. Letmebea little bit more precise. Do you remember that they

23 calledtherace on November7th after

2 A Yes.

2 Q projecting that he would win Pennsylvania?
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1 A Yes

2 Q Okay. Doyou remember meeting with the President the day before that?

3 A Not specifically, but I'm sure | met with him the day before that. I'm not

4 tryingtobe coy. just really don't remember the specifics of the day | met with him to

5 talkabout"X". The tick tockof the time period i really not the clearest in my memory.

6 Q Sure. Understood

7 S01 can tell you thatwe received testimony that the participants in this meeting

8 that I'm referring to on November th include yourself, Mr. Kushner, Mr. Stepien, Mr.

9 Miller, and then Matt Oczkowski participated by phone. ~ Does that jog your memory

10 about this meeting?

u A Yes.

2 Q Okay. Sowhat can you tell us about the contents, the discussion during

13 this meeting?

14 A Again, it's not all super clear, but we would have talked about the data in the

15 race, probably specifically Georgia and Arizona given that Matt was on the call and,

16 actually, at that time period, Pennsylvania too, because Matt was really in charge of

17 getting his arms around how many votes were outstanding, of those outstanding votes.

18 and those specific voters whose ballots were not yet counted, modeling them to make a

19 determination as to howtheirvotes would come up out.

0 So we would have been giving the President, presumably, an update in terms of

21 how probably Georgia, Pennsylvania, and Arizona were going to come out.

2 Q And what did you tell the President, you meaning the campaign officials that

23 participated in the meeting, about how those states were going to come out?

2 A Honestly, | don't remember specifically on that Friday. Everything moved

25 really fast, obviously. So Tuesday is the election. It rolls into Wednesday morning.
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1 Westill weren't clear on Arizona. We still weren't clear on Pennsylvania. We still

2 wouldn't been clear on Georgia.

3 I presume ~ there was a meeting. | don't remember the date, but there was a

4 meeting where Matt kind of told everybody, and | don't rememberif this was with the

5 President, that we weren't going to win Georgia. | don't remember if it was this meeting

6 ornot. Idon'tthink it was this meeting. | think it was the week after, but that's like

7 my Matt Oczkowski meeting memory.

8 Q Okay. That'sconsistent. We received testimony that during a meeting - |

9 thought it was this one, the 6th - that Matt Oczkowski told President Trump that he was

10 likely to lose, that the numbers just weren't there. Is that consistent with your

1 recollection?

2 A Yeah,at some point. just can't put the 6th on it, but | remember that

13 meeting and | remember it was like a switch. Matt was like we're good in Georgia, we're

14 good in Georgia, we're good in Georgia, and then allof a sudden, we weren't. just

15 rememberthatspecifically.

16 1 just don't remember that it occurred on the 6th.

uv Q  Gotit. Okay. And when you're saying that therewas a switch with Mr.

18 Oczkowski and his assessment of the Georgia numbers, that wasn't just during the

19 meeting, but, rather, you mean overa period of days as they were counting in Georgia?

20 A Itwasn'tat that meeting, but it was at a prior meeting where, | mean, it was

21 amatterof hours. Itwas like, | think we're good in Georgia, and then all ofa sudden, we

2 werent.

23 Q  Gotit. Okay.

2 A Butitwasin the same period, the same probably

2 Q  Whatelse
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1 A butit wasn't atthis meeting.

2 Q  fmsorry. 1 didn't mean to speak over you. What else do you remember

3 about what Mr. Oczkowskisaid during the meeting that you're recalling where he gave

4 the President his assessment?

5 A Idon't remember alot. He wouldn't have said anything about - | think at

6 that point in time, wewere still pretty confident, based on our model, that Arizona was

7 goingto come outokay. We thought it was going to be supertight. | think we were

8 like, Look, this is going to bereally close, but ike | think we're going to end Arizona up like

9 5000t07,500 votes based on our model numbers.

10 So he would have still been saying that at this point. Pennsylvania, he probably
11 would have given an update on the outstanding ballots in Pennsylvania, and on that

12 following Saturday when the networks called it, | remember Matt's numbers hadn't really

13 caught up to where the networks were at this point. So | don't know if he had given us a

14 definitive answer on Pennsylvania.

15 Then Georgia was such a mess in terms ofballots and theircuring period, and all

16 of that was happening. | don't remember if he said with any definition on the 6th that

17 that was case then, but | could be wrong. It's not ~ it wouldn't surprise me if thatother

18 testimony you have is correct, because that meeting took place. | just can't pinpoint it

19 onthesth

2 Q Wellsetting aide the 6th of not,butthe meeting that you remember, did

21 you agree with Mr. Oczkowskis assessment at that time?

2 A Interms of his count, yeah. | would have no reason to disagree with him,

23 because he was doing the data analytics. | didn't look at the algorithm. | didn't look at

24 thenumbers. wasn't in the middle of itat that point. So | would have assumed his.

25 numbers were correct.
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1 Q And did you express your assumption or your conclusion during the

2 meeting?

3 A don'tremember doing that, but | might have.

4 Q Do you remember others speaking in sort of support or in agreement with

5 what Mr. Oczkowski was saying?

6 A Not specifically, but no one would have disagreed with him. Let me put it

7 thatway. Nobody would have ~ if it was me and Miller and Stepien and Jared, no one

8 would have come in and said, No, he's all wet, he's wrong; but | don't know how full

9 throated it was that someone jumped in. | don't remember.

10 Q Okay. What was President's reaction to Mr. Oczkowski's assessment?

1 A don't remember his reaction that day, to be honest with you. |don't

12 recall. He was always - he always post-election in a limited period of time when |was.

13 really interacting with him, he always took information in in a way that was pretty calm

14 and absorbed it, but | don't rememberany specific reactions.

15 Q Okay. Did you have any question about whether he had actually heard and

16 understood what Mr. Oczkowski wassaying though?

7 A 1don't have any reason to believe he didn't hear and understand what he

18 was saying.

19 Q Okay. We have received testimony that all present were for the meeting

20 exceptfor thePresident appeared to be inagreement about the conclusion. Is that fair?

2 A That's fair. Yes

2 Q We've also heard testimony about a meeting about asimilar topic that

23 included Mayor Guiliani. Do you recall whether he participated in the meeting that

24 you'rerememberingwith Mr. Oczkowski?

2 A don't recall if he participated in that meeting or not.
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1 Q Okay. Around this time period, either before or just after the networks

2 called the race, do you remember having another meeting at the White House where Mr.

3 Guiliani participated, possibly by phone?

a A Yes

s Q Okay. What do you remember about that?

s A Sothere were two meetings, one where he was in person, and | don't know

7 what when that occurred. It was post-election and before he kind of took over. It was

8 afull house inthe Oval Office. He was siting next to me and we were talking about

9 Pennsylvania and litigation with respect to Pennsylvania

10 1 think he was talking about lawsuits and affidavits. It was just kind of a

11 conversation that was really going nowhere, and at one point, Matt Morgan and |

12 excused ourselves, just because the conversation was going nowhere, and went to a

13 different room and talked about kind of stuff we were working on and things lke that.

1 Q Okay. What do you mean by the conversation was going nowhere?

15 A He was just it was acircular conversation about Rudy and affidavits and,

16 you know, I've got an operating theory about how |approach issues like this in anything.

17 Right?

1 But you have to look at what do you think, what do you know, and what can you

19 prove. Rumors can be true ornottrue. Soyou should kind of chase down everything.
1) 1 just remember that in meeting, Rudy was just chasing ghosts from things that

21 had happened, you know, 10 days before and it just was off, just off. | don't know how

22 else to describe it, but it was a pointless conversation that wasn't leading to anything

23 substantive, if that makes sense.

2 Q Okay. It's does, and | would like to ask you about it, but it looks like we've

25 lost your video.
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2 [ Is that on my end or, in the conference, can you see Mr. Clark at this.

5 [Pause.]

8 Q So, Mr. Clark, | heard you before we had our little technical difficulty there.

9 You were saying that your operating theory is sort of what you think, what do you know,

10 and what can prove and that your interaction with Mayor Guiliani, in particular in the

12 inconsistent with that; is that fair?

15 felt like didn't satisfy the last part of your operating theory, which is do you know it and

18 been floating around about voting in the election and it was related to Pennsylvania and

23 was completelyadead-end anditjust pointless.

24 Q Understood.

25 A Look, | had had somefrustrationswith Mayor Guiliani, and I'm sure you'll
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1 talkaboutit, in a subsequent meeting we had, but like it was alot of that, and |didn't

2 wantto deal with it anymore, because we did't have time.

3 Q Was the Presidentduringthis meeting you're recalling with MayorGuiliani?

a A Yeah Hewas.

s Q Did you make your assessment of Mayor Guiliani’s statements clear in the

6 meeting?

7 A I'm sure well, | don't know how clear | was, but I'm sure| attempted to

8 makeitclear. |alwaystried to tell the truth to him and everybody and give honest

9 advice.

10 So don't knowhowclear it was, but | tied.

n Q But you did state your assessmentduring the meeting and t was ~ you were

12 hoping to make clear what you thought about —

13 A I'msureldid

1 Q What, specifically, do you remember saying at that point?

15 A Oh,in terms of specifics, | just was probably saying what | aid a lot, which

16 was, All ight, guys, do we have any evidence of this, do we have any affidavits,is there

17 any like what dowe have to show thisis the case.

18 Q But did the President respond?

19 A No. I'm sure Rudy responded at that point. The President would just kind

20 of observe these conversations, usually, more than engage in a meaningful way, with me

21 anyway, not necessarily with others

2 Q Okay. Butisit fair to say that it could not have escaped notice during this

23 meeting that you and Mr. Morgan had a different assessment of what Mayor Guiliani was

2 saying?

2 A No. Itwouldn't have escaped notice.
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1 Q  Ithink you said that you remember two meetings. One was in person with

2 Mayor Guiliani,but there was another one during this time period. What do you

3 rememberabout that one?

4 A And this was the week after the networks called the election, right

5 before it must have been right before Rudy took over. | was at the White House for a

6 meeting not related to Mr. Guiliani. It was a communications meeting, because|

7 was we werewaiting for the President. We were going to meet with the President.

8 Itwasme, Bill Stepien, and Jason Miller. | think Erin Perrine was there, for some reason.

9 I'm guessing it was some kind of press or communications meeting.

10 We were waiting in the cabinet room for the meeting to begin, and someone

11 cameinto the cabinet room and said, Hey, the President wants to talk to you, can you

12 comeinto this meeting. |said sure.

13 1 grabbed my stuff, walked to the outer oval, into the Oval Office, and a big crowd

14 wasthere. There was just alot people there. Maybe it seemed bigger than it really

15 was, but there was a lot of people there, and the President and everybody were on the

16 phone with Rudy Guiliani and he was talking about - they were talking about -- having a

17 discussion about Georgia and Georgia legal challenges, and my first thought was, Well,

18 thisis odd that | wasn't invited to this meeting; and the second thought was the President

19 let Rudy talk for a while and said, Hey, Rudy, Justin is here, what do you think of filing a

20 lawsuitordoing somethingin Georgia.

21 He was doing something in Georgia and, again, everybody in the world was in that

22 meeting, and my assessment was, Look, Georgia recount statutes are really weird.

23 They're not — they're all different, but theirs is particularly weird because you can't ile for

24 arecount until post-certification in Georgia. So the Governor certifies the election and

25 then youfile fora recount.
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1 Soit's like super late in the game. Okay? And but it’s actually an administrative

2 process and remedy that you can get to the bottom of some thing. It's not like a

3 perfunctory count. There was currently a hand recount going on in Georgia, ifyou

4 reall

5 So, anyway, | walked through that statute and all of that and so | sad | don't think

6 we should do anything administratively or in Federal Court or anything like that because

7 we're just going to get dismissed because our remedy is the State Court and the federal

8 judge is just going to say, you know, lookatthe state statute to do that.

9 There was some back and forth about it. ~ There was someback and forth about

10 the hand count going on, and Mr. Guiliani and |, we've butted heads before. He

11 said he told the President that | was lying to them about that, which | wasn't, and |just

12 kind of lost it on Rudy and got into a shouting match with him on the phone that day,

13 He said, You're lying. | came back with, I'm not lying, just read the statute in

14 Georgia. Then we started yelling at eachother and the President broke up the

15 conversation and the meeting broke up.

16 Q What was Mr. Guiliani' response to your telling him that what you were

17 saying was juts the reading the statute in Georgia?

18 A Idon't remember. We were screaming at each other.

19 Q Okay. How long after that interaction didMayor Guiliani take over

20 litigation onbehalfof the campaign?

2 A Iremember it like immediately, but | don't think it was immediately. 1 think

22 itwaslike the next day.

23 Q  Butwithina periodof a day or soafter that interaction?

2 A That's my recollection anyway, yeah.

2 Q How did you learn that Mr. Guiliani would be takingover litigation for the
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2 A The President called me and told me.

5 think.

7 him that Mr. Guiliani would be taking over the campaign ortakingover the litigation on

s oI
10 Q Okay.

13 Q Did he give you a reason?

15 and President about legal strategy.

18 understand that there was a reason?

19 Mr. Garber. Again, | think that goesto the substance of the communication from

20 the client to the lawyer, and that's just hardline privileged stuff.

2 | [re—

2 oI
23 Q Mr. Clark, did you believe that the interaction that you had with Mayor
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1 A In part, but it was kind of the culmination ofa week of us disagreeing about

2 stuff. That was kindofthe, you know, capstone of it, but it was partofthe puzzle, but it

3 was probably the ast - | don't want to say last straw, but it was thelast thing that

4 happened

5 Mr.Garber. "Us" is you and Rudy.

6 Mr. Clark. Between me and Rudy, yes.

5 Q You and Rudy directly, but also just in general, you and Mr. Morgan, the sort

9 of institutional or established campaign lawyers versus Mayor Guiliani and his associates;

10 isthat fair?

1 A Yes

2 Q Andif you can, can you distil for us what was the substance of the

13 disagreement between you and Mayor Guiliani?

1a A Imean, it was - the disagreements were like | always viewed them as

15 opposition in nature. If had said that t was noon, he would have said it was midnight.

16 There wasa lot of that going on. That was my hot take on it, but, substantively, you

17 know, there's a process to challenge election results and I never got the impression that

18 Rudy's team was interested in following that process.

19 1 believe the process we had would have -~ would have and could have uncovered

20 some things with a lot more serious effort to determine I'll never know the answer to

21 that because we weren't allowed to do i, but it was they believed a ot more in tral by
22 PR. They believed in not following the prescribed processes and didn't have a

23 fundamental understanding, | didn't think, of election law or local election law that

24 prevented them from going down that stratum.

2 Therewerealso legal theories that | thoughtwere fruitless. ~ Dominionvoting
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1 machines and software changes and, you know, Venezuela, | thought it was -- regardless

2 ofthe merits of it, which | didn'tthinkwere correct, the path of going down that way,

3 just didn't thinkwas a good strategy, because it wasn't something that was going to

4 fundamentally change anything.

5 So we disagreed on a lot of stuff and a lot of it just became oppositional at the

6 end,and thatwas that.

7 Q Okay. Thanks for that explanation, and think you now have told us about

8 twoin-person meetings with the President where these issues came up. You haven't

9 told us the content, but you did tell us that you had a direct phone cal with the President

10 about this.

n Through the course of al of those interactions and any others that you had with

12 President, do youthink that the differences between you and Mayor Guilianiwere clear

13 tothe President?

1a A Idon't know, but | would think so. ~ Again, | don't know how clear | was or

15 wasn't butlalways attempted to be.

16 Q  Abetter way | should have askedmyquestion, but did you state your

17 differences with Mayor Guiliani out loud as opposed to keeping them to yourself?

1 A Yes

19 Q Okay. Let'ssee. Onthe day -- going back to the timeline, November 7th,

20 the day that the networks called the race, do you remember being in a meeting with the

21 President in residence that day?

2 A Yes

2 Q Okay. We received testimony that the meeting included Mr. Stepien, Jason

24 Miller, David Bossie, and Eric Herschmann. Isthat consistent with your recollection?

2 A Yes
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1 Q Were there any others present?

2 A Notthat! remember. Mrs. Trump came in at the end of the meeting to say

3 hello, but shewasn't like in the meeting.

4 Q Okay. We've also received testimony that the participants in the meeting,

5 andinparticularyou, told the President that there was a likelihood of success in election

6 challenges of overturning the race, the outcome of the election, was less than five

7 percent. Is that consistent with your recollection?

8 A Sortof. Itold him it was between five and ten percent, | think, and laid

9 outthose percentages based on there still being outstanding votes to count in Arizona

10 that, again, even at that late point, we thought there was - we thought we were going to

11 winby5,000t07500 votes. The election challenge in Wisconsin was real and was being

12 litigated in terms of the recount in Dane and Madison in Dane and Milwaukee County,

13 and Georgia was stillamessat that point.

1a Soat that point, those three states, if they had flipped to President Trump, it

15 would have been a 269-269 vote and we would have had ae contingent vote in the

16 House. Nota contingent vote. |forget what they call it, buta vote in the House of

17 Representatives for it.

18 1did tell him there was a five to ten percent chance of winning andeveryone of

19 those things had to go right. Like it had to be a straight flush - right - all three. He

20 said he understood

2 Q Okay. Did anyone in that meeting on the 7th assert a different view of the

22 likelihoodof success?

23 A No. Infact, beforehand, we all went over and beforehand had met and

24 discussed like what are we going to say to him, because we had been assigned the task of

25 going over there and speaking to him, and it came to down to, yeah, everyone agreed
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1 with that assessment, and it was agreed that|would be the one to tell him that, because|

2 wastheonly one thatareal depth of knowledge in both the vote count and the legal

3 challenge in the challenges, the one in Wisconsin and Georgia.

a Q Okay. And what was the President's reaction when you told him that?

5 A Ithink he said, Okay, think it’s a litte bit higher, but okay, | understand.

s Q Okay. You said that you assigned a task, the group, of going over there.

7 Who assigned that task to you?

5 A No. Ithink we just kind of all agreed that that was the right approach. |

9 don't think it was like, Justin, you get to you know, we didn't draw straws or anything.

10 Iwashappytodoit. twas fine.

n Q  Gotit. What about meeting itself; who set up the meet or asked for it to

12 occur?

13 A Oh lsee what you're saying.

1a So earlier in day, we had had a meeting in the conference room at the campaign.

15 Itwasall those participants you just mentioned plus Jared Kushner was there. ~ Matt

16 Morgan wasthere. Hope Hickswas there. Dan Scavinowas there.

FY And when the networks called it, that meeting was occurring and the President

18 was golfing out in Loudoun County and it was decided at that moment, Hey, someone has

19 got to go back and talk to him and be there when he gets back to have a conversation

20 with him about the networks callings. It was a pretty monumental event.

2 So we kindof just picked who needed to go and who needed to be there. So

2 that's why we did that.

2 Q Ise. Okay. Thankyou.

2 Was there any discussioneitherat this meeting at headquarters before or in the.

25 meeting in the residence with the President about concession?
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1 A Idon't remember that. 1 don't remember that. There certainly wasn't

2 with the President. | don't think we talked about concession at that point with him.

3 I'm not sure | everspoke about it with him. I'm not sure. | don't think so, but

a don't remember, but | don't think —in that meeting at the campaign, it may have come

5 up, but it certainly wasn't an in-depth discussion.

5 Again,| believed in that five to ten percent path and so | wasn't thinking

7 concession at that point. That wasn't my job. Like a concession speech or whether

8 you should concede is something that's like super personal and it's something that like

9 family would discuss with him, and any speech he would give with respect to that would

10 have been, you know, the Millers, Jason and Stephen coming together on that.

n 1was really about legal challenges and the numbers at that point. Sol didn't

12 have it in my head. That doesn't mean it wasn't discussed, but | don't think it was

13 discussed with him in that meeting in that conference room. It may have been, but |

14 don't remember.

15 I Ov. etme lookat my notes here real quick.

© (erses notes)

18 Q During this meeting when you're in the residence with the President, were

19 there any states at that point that you told him there was no likelihood of changing the
20 outcome through the litigation?

2 A Idon'trememberthat, the path. We may have discusseda potential

22 recount in Pennsylvania, which had just gotten called, but at that point, it looked as if the

23 marginwas just going to be too big for a recount.

24 The ruleof thumbthat | go byis for everymillion votes cast,for every million

25 votes cast, ifit'swithin a thousand votes, a recount can overturn the results of an election
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1 for sure. If it's above that, the odds just start to plummet. It's just really hard to after

2 the fact change outcomes.

3 So based on my ruleof thumb, | don't remember the count at that point in time,
4 but thinkstuck to those three states because | think Pennsylvania was just going to be
5 too hard to have a recount effectuate any kind of change in the outcome of the election

6 inthatstate
7 Q Understood. Did you evershare that rule of thumb with the President?

8 A Idon't knowif | shared it with him, but | certainly would have shared it with

9 other people on the campaign.

10 |] Okay. Before I think Im going to switch gearsa litle bit. Sol
11 pause here and see if my colleagues have any followup before | do.
2 I vo veresood. Gohead.
13 EE et

1 Let's pull up a document reall quickly. It's about one of those states and the
15 post-election strategy. So this is going to be Exhibit No. 26. With your patience, Mr.

16 Clark, we'll do this for the first time. We'll pul the document up on the screen through
17 a screen share, and please let us know if you need us scroll or focus in.
1 Mr. Clark, Sure.

20 Q  Sothisis Exhibit 26. You can see the document on your screen?
n A lean, yes
2 I << vou don't mind continue scrolling down to the bottom so
23 that Mr. Clark can see where the email chain begins.

24 There we go. If we could just focus on that proposed press conference

25 announcement
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2 Q Do you remember this circumstance, Mr. Clark?LITT
4 press conference in Nevada?

$ A I don't remember this specifically, but | don't doubt that it was sent.SE
7 respect to the outcomeoftheelection in Nevada?

8 A Aslsaid before, Nevada, the change in their rules was really something. |

9 didn't -- it was ill advised, real problems with election administration in Nevada, just on its

10 face, like per se election administration problems because of the recency in the change ofoo
12 We did pursue an election challenge in Nevada, if I'm recalling it right, and -- yeah.

13 Adam and Matt Schlapp were kind of leading the effort out there.I
15 a real challenge to get a look at the ballots in Nevada.

16 Q Okay. And if we could scroll upto the top, there's an email exchangeCeiLtne tb
20 for his legal strategy. Mr. Miller responds at 3:50 p.m. on the 8th: "My understanding

21 of our Nevada strategy is to cause as much chaos as possible.”

2 Mr. Stepien then responds: "If that's the Nevada play, then okay, but as for

23 Pennsylvania, etc., no more Four Seasoning."

24 So the first thing | want to ask you aboutis just about the Nevada strategy. WhatCe——
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1 A I don't rememberthisemail. So I'mnot sure what he meantbythat.

2 Q Looking at it now, what do youthink that it meant?

2 A inkhe'stalk bout comms trate ther in terms of chaos, but don’
4 recall specifically what he was getting at there.

< Q Okay. What, generally speaking just from your experience in campaigns,

5 Whatwoulta comms tatesme treatin sha, what would tat nase?
7 Mr.Garber. Ifyou know. Thissounds like the conjecture.

8 Mr. Clark. Yeah. | mean, the playbook from a regular campaign to this period

9 of time in this campaign would have been thrown out the window. So I'm not sure.

» o
u @ Okay, Were you wareofany stages of the TrumpReclection
12 Campaign during this time period aimed at creating chaos?

13 A I don't remember.

@ What doyou understand i. Stepens response torefer 0 sot f

16 Mr. Garber. Can we take -- I'm sorry. Can we take a minute to just look at the

1 whole exchange,
wo EEE soe ofcouse.
w Wr. Garber, think you cotrlt._ you could stat tthe bottom and then
© salon

23 Mr. Clark. Hold right there.

2 [Witness peruses document.]

® Me. Cat, Okay. Goup
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1 [Witness further peruses document.)

2 Mr. Clark. All right. Stop right there for a second.

5 [Witness further peruses document.)

7 chaos piece, but in terms of the "no more Four Seasoning”, there had been a press

8 conference. I'm actually pretty sure it happened on theday the networks called the

9 where Mr. Guiliani had done a press conference and it was at like the Four Seasons

10 Landscaping Company in Pennsylvania, and it was just like super embarrassing. So I'm

13 Q Okay. What was -- beyondyourcharacterizing the press conference as.

15 Mr. Guiliani and others made during that press conference?

16 A The only thing|remember about that press conference, his statements in

18 don't remember alot of content of what he was talking about.

19 Q Did youdiscuss thatafterwards with senior campaign officials?

2 A No. Imean, that was don't forget that occurred - like think it was

21 contemporaneously with the networks calling it. So | had much bigger fish to fry at that

23 Q Understood, and then | think this is around the same time as this meeting

24 with Mayor Guiliani and the President that you previously told us about.

25 Did your assessment of -- did you repeat your assessment press conference at all
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1 during your interactions with Mayor Guiliani and the President?
2 A Idon'tknowif did. I'm not sure.

3 I or ots iookatone other document. This willbe Exhibit 27,
4 please.
5 Mr. Garber. The same thing with this, if we could

6 I vn We stort with - its only two emailsinthisone. So

7 there's a first email from Jason Miller on November 8th forwarding a link to article on the

8 Gateway Pundit.

9 Mr. Clark. Can you stop right there?

10 [Witness peruses exhibit.]

1 Mr. Clark, ~ Okay

u oI
13 Q Do you rememberthis email?

1 A Idont rememberit
15 Q Okay. Looking at it now, you respond on, it looks like, very early in the

16 morning on the 9th. You respond to the email about the Gateway Pundit article,

17 characterizing it 3s a very misleading headline and making a point about NCOA flags and
18 regarding 132,000 NCOA flags.

1 Does that jog your memory about what the content of this discussion is about?
20 Mr. Garber. Can you scroll down further just so he can see the precipitating
21 emailchain,please.

2 I jos: chat with the link.
23 Mr. Garber. Oh, Isee. Okay. Thankyou.

2 Mr. Clark, It doesn't jog my memory. There was just a lot of stuff fling around
25 then, but there were a lot of headlines and information that was comingout thatjust
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1 didn'ttell the story.

2 So have no doubt that this is true.

: oI
4 Q Okay. Soittells the story

5 A Ihave noideaif it wastrue.

6 Q  I'msorry. couldn't hear you

7 A Ihavenoidea. My assessment there was true to the best of my ability to

8 understand tat the time.

9 Q This seems that the article had a headline about ballotsbeing ineligible and

10 you're pointing out, in fact, it just means that there is some entry on the national change

11 of address database related to those voters; is that accurate?

2 A Thatappears to be correct.

13 Q Based on your experience in election law, this is something that you would

14 known the headline to be misleading?

15 A Well, no. It might have been that. also reference in that email that this.

16 isthe same thing that Alex Cannon is working on and it may have been something that

17 got flagged for himprior to. We had discussed it, for all | know. | don't know what the

18 contents of the article were, but, again, I'm assuming that my assessment at the time was

19 the understandingthat | had at the time and it was accurate to the best of my knowledge

20 and belief.

2 Q  That'sgreat. Sowhatisit that you remember Alex Cannon working on

22 relating to allegations ofvoter fraud?

23 A Very soon after the election, there were a lot of- again, there was a lot of

24 rumors going around, and you really have to investigate it, because sometimes rumor

25 turnsinto something that's not just rumor.
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1 50 Dave - Alex was tasked with engagingwith like data analytics people to check

2 outstufflike this, so rumor that dead voters voted or rumors that more ballots were

3 received than were sent in mail balloting, national changeof address flags. He was

4 tasked with working with data analytics to figure out f those things were true, which was

5 ablessing to us because it allowed us to operate with kind of our hands free so we could

6 have somebody else give an opinion about this stuff without having to dig into it

7 ourselves and go down holes that sometimes were fruitful and sometimes were fruitless.

8 Q And during what time period was Mr. Cannon doing this investigation vetting

9 work?

10 A I mean, It was like - | want to say it was like Wednesday or Thursday after

11 theelection is when he started engaging on this. | don't know when he stopped. |

12 don't remember that, because | think he stopped after | was pushed aside.

13 Q Okay. And during that time period, was Mr. Cannon giving you his sort of

14 readout or reporting what,if anything, the resultsofhis investigation were?

15 A I mean, to the extent he had them, but, again, | don't remember any

16 specifics he told me and I'm not sure they were able to draw any conclusions prior to me.

17 being, you know, pushed aside in the middle of November. I'm not sure where that

18 stood then.

19 Q Okay. Meaning he wasn't able to draw any conclusions either way?

0 A don't remember. The bigger storys | don't remember. |don't

21 remember any specific conversations with him about results of stuff. | knew what he

22 wasworkingon. | knew we would feed him headlines like this that would come in, like,

23 Hey, lookinto this.

2 1 don't remember any specific conclusions he true, and when team Rudy came i, |

25 was not getting not asking for it and not getting a ton of feedback from Alex on this.
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1 project he was working on.
2 Q Okay. I guess just wanted to clarify whether you're saying that you didn't
3 receive any conclusions from Mr. Cannon or any assessment about his workorwhether
4 the conclusions were that he had not found anything that was able to substantiate.
s A 1 don't remember any conclusions from him about his work on specific
6 projects, butt doesn't mean he didn't come to any conclusion with respect to this. I'm
7 cenainhedd.
8 I0 ct: ookat oneother email that's somewhat relevant to

9 this, Exhibit 30, lease.
10 I you could scroll down just ate bit, this is just a two-emai
11 exchange. Iilletyou lookat bothofthem
2 The first emails a November 16th email from Alex Cannon to the contact will
13 showlenna Ells. Let me know once you's had a chance to read this one.
1 Mr. Garber. So there's no indication Justin i on this one here.
15 I1 ibe up above, | believe.

1 Mr. Garber, Okay.
17 (Witness peruses exhibit]
1 Mr. Clark, Okay

20 Q SoMs. Ells respondson the 16th and it shows the full distribution stthat
21 includes you, Mr. Clark, as well as Mr. Morgan, Mr. Miller, Jason Miller, and Mr. Stepien.
2 A Okay. I don't remember this email, but have no doubt that Alex was
23 correct in his assessment, because he's a pretty thorough guy and he would have been
24 diigent and looking at whatever answers were coming up.
2 Q I believe you mentioned earlier in the context of your communications with
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1 Mayor Guiliani that your understanding of the issue or the rumors, the assertions related

2 to Dominion, but specific to this time period, do you remember having any conversations

3 with Mr. Cannon about t?

a A Alexisa friend and | interacted with him a lot on the campaign. | don't

5 rememberany specific conversations, but I'm sure we talked about it

s In terms of the data side of it and analytics with vote switching or whatever

7 election like data manipulation component, he would have been tracking that, and if he:

8 told me that there was no evidence of it on that front, | would take his word for it,

9 becausehe'sa thorough guy.

10 Yeah. 1 don't doubt - this i also after| had kind of gotten pushed off and my

11 oldest daughters’ birthday. Ihave twins. So there's a better than zero percent chance

12 that! did not really pay close attention to this email.

3 Q Understood. Well, separate from this exchange on the 16th, but just

14 stepping back, did you ever come to understand whether Mr. Cannon's work had ever

15 substantiated any of the allegations related to Dominion voting systems?

16 A Ididn't | was never - | did not come to | don't have ~ he never

17 communicated to me and I'm not in the position of any evidence that he was

18 corroborating the Dominion voting stuff.

19 Q Have you ever seen any evidence that did corroborate the Dominion voting

20 allegation?

2 A No.

2 Q So we receivedtestimony that Mr. Cannon generally spoke with yourself,

23 with Mr. Morgan, with Mr. Oczkowski and shared that these allegation that were coming

24 were either difficult or impossible to verify, that the vast majority of them were not

25 reliable at al, and we've also received testimony that you received that assessment and
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1 were not surprised by it.

2 Does that all seem consistent with your recollection?

3 A That's fair. | don't remember it specifically in specific conversations, which

4 iswhat | was getting at, but generally, yes. | remember that part for sure.

5 Q Okay. Did youshare those -well let me rephrase.

6 Who else within the -- like on the email that we were just looking, Mr.

7 Herschmann was someone who was added into that chain and, apparently, had an

8 interaction with Ms. Elis about this around this time period.

° Did you share your understanding of these allegations with Mr. Herschmann?

10 A want to - the answer is probably, but he would have gotten them

11 independently throughAlex anyway. Alex and Eric and Matt and | spoke often. Sof|

12 heard something from Alex with respect to this, | could have very well heard it on a phone

13 call with Ericonit.

1a So I'm not sure if| specifically shared those things or not, but we all kind of knew

15 what each other was doing in that brief period of time before | got pushed aside by Team

16 Rudy.

uv Q During this time period, | guesswhat I'm getting at is did you have

18 conversations specifically about whether any of the allegations that were coming in were

19 verifiable with Mr. Herschmann?

20 A I'msure I did, but | don't remember any specific conversations.

2 Q Going back to our conversation earlier about Mr. Meadows, what about Mr.

22 Meadows; did you have any conversations with him about whether the election fraud

23 allegations were verifiable?

2 A Idon't remember. don't rememberif | did or not.

2 Q Okay. What about the President; did you speak with the President about
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1 whether the election fraud allegations that were coming in were verifiable?

2 A don't remember havinga conversation with him about that. ~ Again, |

3 didn't speak to him as regularly as | did prior to the 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, and I'm not

4 sure what conclusions had been drawn by that time for me to be able to communicate

5 that,

s Sol don't remember, but it doesn't mean | didn't, and if | was asked at some point.

7 about them, | certainly would have told him my impression.

8 Q Okay. After the time when Mr. Guiliani took over sort of leading the

9 litigation efforts, what was your understanding of the process for vetting or investigating

10 election fraud allegations?

n A don't know what it was. | don't really rememberif there was a process for

12 vetting and doing those types of things. | didn't interact with him on that specific stuff

13 atthat point.

1 Q Okay. Butyou did say stayaffiliatedwith the campaign through January

15 2002

16 A Yeah, or later, whenever my pay switched over to the PAC, but yes. |did.

17 Iwas the deputy campaign manager and what | id at that point was realy help the

18 campaign CFO, Sean Dollman, and my primary goal, job was helping him in terms of

19 reconciling the budget, doing various wind-down stuf, you know, even like moved some

20 stuff out of the office for him because the lease was up, and then I did so | was really

21 focused on budgetarystuff and wind-down.

2 There's alot of trailing litigation. There's a lotoftrailing bill, which |would have

23 either been able to verify or do or not.

2 You know, you doa lotofralies and you've got alot of vendors that are like giant

25 vendors. So there's people who do staging in Johnstown, Pennsylvania. You know,
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1 they're not billing on a regular basis. So you've got to reconcile all of that stuff, and then

2 to the extent | was involved in any legal work, it was really with Matt kind of reviewing

4 part -- retainer or engagement letters for new attorneys that were coming on board with

$ Mr. Guiliani's team.

7 remained deputy campaign manager, did you come to form an opinion or assessment of

8 whether the election fraud allegations that were being asserted by Mayor Guiliani's team

9 were supported by fact?

10 A You'd have to go through individualclaimsthattheyhad, because | actually

12 was part of the problem that they never got addressed, but like take Dominion. | think

13 I've testified here today that they were all wet in their concerns about Dominion voting

15 I don't remember the other specifics they had, but that's a big one.

16 |]Okay. Let's look at one other document, Exhibit 32, please.

18 Q  Soif we could just scroll down,just so you can see the beginning part. It

19 looks like an email that originates with -- go up a little bit. Right there.

2a send to speech-writing team top 20 examples of voter fraud. You respond adding in

23 then Mr. Morgan responds to the group, providing an attachment that is titled "Best

2 Affidavits in Federal Litigation in Michigan and Pennsylvania".

25 In the substance of this email, as you can see here, he refers to something that he
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1 didon November 13th, but says by that time, Rudy's team control of the evidence

2 process and then, essentially, says that anything after that point would need to go to

3 Rudy's team for questions. Is that fair?

a Mr. Garber. Have you had a chance to read the whole thing?

5 Mr. Clark. Yeah. Ive readit. That seems right. 1 don't remember this email,

6 but that's consistent with my memory.

, oI
5 Q Okay. My questions here are more so the President made several speeches

9 atthe end of November and into December that discussed election fraud allegations. In

10 particular, there was one I'm thinking of that was posted -a video address posted around

11 December 2nd

2 Do you have any understanding of the fact checking or the fact checking process

13 thatwentinto preparing those speeches?

1a A Those specific speeches, | don't remember being involved in that.

15 Q Just generally speaking, the President's remarkabout election fraudafter the

16 election through January th, do you have an understanding of the fact checking process

17 thatwent into those?

1 A Well, I mean, this jogs my memory a tle bit. ~ Vince and Ross and/or

19 Steven Miller would email or cal for examplesofprovable things or issues that popped

20 up; but, again, as Matt's email points out, you know, after the November 11th, 12th,

21 13th, we didn't have any additional information to add or the ability to vet or fact check

22 anythingthatwasgoing into his speeches.

2 Q Did you come to understand whether Mayor Guilianis team, Ms. Ells or

24 anyone else, did providefactcheckingor vetting for those speeches?

2 A don't knowif theydid or not.
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1 a okay.

2 A I don't remember if someone told me that.

3 Q About the election and about whether there had been any -whether there

4 was election fraud in connection with - specifically, he said that the Justice Department

5 had uncovered no evidenceof wide spread voter fraud that could change the outcome of

6 the 2020 election. Is that consistent with your memory?

7 A Irememberhim saying that, yes.

8 Q Okay. What was your reaction when he made that statement?

° AI remember thinking the President is going to be really mad and, you know, |

10 actually didn't think it was the most responsible statement to make in the world, but |

11 didn't have any point of reference at that point. | had been not doing -- really involved

12 inany kind of investigation or work to find this stuff by that point fora couple of weeks

13 and, you know, | assume what he said was an accurate representation of what was going

14 onatthe Departmentof Justice. |had reason to believe it wasn't.

15 1 didn't think he needed to say it in a press event, but yeah.

16 Q  Yousaid that your reactionwasthat the President would be really mad.

17 Whywasthat? Why did you thinkhewould be mad?

18 A Just knowing him and like someone -- | had assumed that he had gotten

19 ahead of the President on that statement, meaning that he was pronouncing something

20 on behalf of the Federal Government that the President didn't want him to say. So | was

21 making an assumption there in terms of anger level of it, but that's just kind of how |

22 thought he would react.

23 Q Okay. Were you aware of any evidence or anything that would contradict

24 the conclusion that Mr. Barr stated?

2 A No.
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1 Q Okay. Were you aware of the President having any information that would

2 contradict the conclusion that Mr. Barr stated?

4 like two weeks. So | don't know what he was being told at the time by Mr. Guiliani,

$ Ms. Ellis, anybody like that. So | don't know what he had.

6 |]Okay. Il pause here and see if any of colleagues have any followup

so EEE eo

12 alotof content.

13 It begins on December 20th, an email from Mr. Stephen Miller. The subject line,

15 subject and then he asked for a compendium on election fraudfor the upcoming

18 congressional certification would have been to the January6th joint session?

19 A lassume so, but | don't remember this email exchange.

20 Q If we could scroll up a little bit, please, Mr. Miller responds, you know, with

2a an attachment. We can see now that you're copied as well as Mr. Morgan.

23 that's moreinconnection with producing the document.

25 to this email, | think should hopefully be the next page. We can look at the first page,
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2 It's a document called "Fraud Examples" and then it lists the six states and,

4 It's the one that starts Arizona. Ifyou could zoom out so that he could see the format,

$ that would be great.

7 Mr.Garber. Do you need to see moreofit?

8 Mr. Clark. Yeah. Here's my issue, is that there's so many of these documents

9 that were floating around during the election in terms of state lists. Like this looks like a

10 familiar document, but | don't remember this one specifically.

13 Q ldon't. My questions are just general. So there's no need to study it in

15 Generally speaking, does this document look like something that was prepared by

16 your team earlier in the process or would it have been something prepared by Mayor

18 A I couldn't say, but there are names on here that | don't recognize, like Olivia

23 providing this information to Senator Tuberville related to the January 6th joint session?

24 A No.
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1 regardingelection fraud allegations in connection with the January 6th joint session?

2 A Youknow, | don't remember. It doesn't mean that didn‘, and| say that

3 because people would talk to me. Like I've spoken to Senator Lee before and Senator

4 Langford, generally about election fraudi the election, but | don't remember if there.

was anything January 6th related orifit was just kind of a generalized briefing, but | didn't

6 really engage with those guys ahead of January 6th on a basis with respect to that vote.

7 Q Okay. So do you remember when you spoke to Senator Lee about election

8 fraudissues?

9 A Well see, that's what | don't remember. So | don't want be too specific,

10 but don't remember when I spoke to him about it.

n Q Do youthinkit was before the election or after?

2 A Ithinkit was after, but | don't remember.

3 a okay.

1a A And! don't remember if | spoke to Senator Langford or not or if someone

15 told me Senator Langford was looking for information andIreferred them to somebody.

16 justdon't remember that. Those two names kind of pop out in my head, and there

17 could have been other members of the House that | spoke to. | don't remember

18 specifically.

19 Q The conversation that you had with Senator Lee, do youremember whether

20 the I think you said that you did remember it had something to do with election fraud

21 allegations; is that right?

2 A Yeah. Idon'twant to speculate, but | think | did. 1 just can't remember if

23 itwasa generalized briefing right ater the election or if it was after that, but | don't recall

24 the specifics of the conversation.

2 1 wouldn't have been the only one onthecall, because | don't know him that well.
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1 Sol'mnot sure, but that memory is in my head.

2 Q Okay. That's helpful. Who else would have been on the call, if you

3 remember, with Senator Lee?

4 A Ithink Eric Herschmann knows him really well. So think he might have

5 been, but, again, | don't think it was anything - | just don't remember enough about it.

6 Q Okay. Just generally speaking or maybe fit does jog your memory

7 regarding this call with Senator Lee, what was your understanding of the purpose of the

8 members of Congressor Senators discussing election fraud allegations with respect to

9 January 6th?

10 A My only understanding of it and, again, | wasn't really whipping votes. |

11 wasn't lobbying. | think the membersof the House and Senate were trying to get an

12 understanding of what actually happened during the election beyond the news headlines.

13 That wasmyonly impressionatthe time.

14 Q And was it in connection with the potential objections to the certification?

15 A lsuppose. Ican'timagine it would have been related to anything else,

16 because it was the only benchmark thing they had to with respect to the election. Sol

17 assume itwas.

18 a okay.

19 A Butyeah. just don't remember the specifics of it.

0 Q Do you remember at all, your conversation with Senator Lee in specific, what

21 sort of assessment you would have given him about the strength of the evidence for

22 election fraud allegations?

23 A 1 would have just told him the truth as| understood it at the time, that there

24 were concerns that | had with respect to the administration of theelection and the

25 handling of ballots in certain areas. | would have just told the truth, including like if
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1 specific allegations came up that were alleged by Rudy's team. | probably would have

2 just referred him to Rudy's team, because | had no basis to say something was trueornot

3 tue

4 1f I was asked about Dominion, I'm sure | would have told the truth and said | don't

5 thinkthat was real. Other than that, | don't know the specifics of what | would have

6 said

7 Q Okay. We've talked toa lot of people through the course of the

8 investigation about these issues, and |think a lot of people have explained to us a

9 difference between there being concerns about irregularities, some of the topics related

10 tochanges of procedure regarding absentee ballots that you've raised earlier or even the

11 potential for an issue like the access to observers, creating the potentialforsome sort of

12 problem occurring contrasted with actual allegations of election fraud that would have

13 affected the outcome of the election.

14 Is that a fair kind of way to distinguish between the various issues, in your

1s opinion?

16 A Not quite, because those irregularities could lead to a change in the outcome

17 of the election.

18 Q Could lead to, but as opposed to evidence

19 A Butevidence of fraud could also not lead to. You know, if someone illegally

20 cast 10 ballots, but the margin in the election was 20, that fraud wouldn't lead to

21 changing the outcome of the election. That's just the -- changing the outcome of the

22 elections justa math problem. The means by which it can happen, whether t's fraud

23 orirregularity or mishandling ofa ballot of flawed election administration, that kind of

24 doesn't matter. That's just how it happened.

2 So don't take that characterization totally, but | get where people are coming
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1 from. Theresa distinction with to out and out fraud. |don't have the knowledge to

2 know whether there was or not. | have not seen evidence of out and out fraud in the

3 election.

4 Were there a lot of irregularities? Were there a lot of problems with changing

5 voting methods and technology and everything ahead of the election combined with

6 COVID? Youbet. Were there signature matching issues, | think, in states? Yes there

7 were; but, again, my job at that point in time -- the President chose a different path in

8 termsofwhotogowith. So that wasn't myjob anymore. Sol didn't chase those

9 down.

10 Q What wasn't your job anymore? Understanding whether there was any.

11 evidence to support allegations of fraud?

2 A Allegations of things that would happened that would have overturned the

13 result of the election.

1 Q Understood. Okay. So goingback to your conversation with Senator Lee,

15 isthata distinction that you would have shared with him?

16 A I would have talked -- | would have shared my observations about the

17 election and | would have said those things to anybody that asked.

18 a okay.

19 A just don't have the knowledge from November 15th or whatever on to be

20 abletodothat,

2 Q Okay. That's because you would have referred them to Mayor Guiliani and

22 his team after that point; is that fair?

23 A Yes. Thatsfair.

2 Q Did you ever

2 Mr. Garber, | don't get the sense we're planning on wrapping up and my.
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1 computer is about to run outof juice. I'm wondering if, at some point soon, it's a good

2 time to take a break.

5 IE vesh. 1have one followup question | would ke to pose. Then
4 thinkthis is a natural timefor a break. We had actually had talked about maybe taking

$ like a short lunch break, a 30-minute or so break at 1:30.

. wr Garber, Great

8 Q Before we do and, hopefully, nottrying the batteryofyour computer too

9 ‘much, but, Mr. Clark, you've told us that you would shared your assessment of these

10 issues with anyone who asked you and you've given us some examples of some of the

11 people that youdidtalkto shout this. Did any of those people ever com back o you
12 after having been referred to Mayor Guiliani and his team and express to you that they

13 did learn that there was evidence that would support allegations of election fraud?

u A Iwasa te bitofa hypothetical, because| dont know the unrse of
15 people that would come back to me, but yeah. | never got feedback that they had

16 diferent root,
v Oar. Soevemafterthe time period that Mayor Guan and is team
18 would have taken over and in the context of you referring people to them for questions

19 about what the evidence showed regarding election fraud, you never came to learn or

20 understand that Mayor Guiliani had produced evidence of election fraud; is that fair?

2 A Thatstar
» II ois. 1ink ules my collegues in the conference room hae
23 any other followup questions before we take our break --

u [Tr——
25 So what we had hoped was to take a brief recess and come back on the record at
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1 2p.m. Does that work for you guys?

2 Mr. Clark. That's great.

5 can leave and come back. It's totally up to you and we'll all come back on the record at

7 Until then, we'll stand in recess. Thank you.

8 [Whereupon, at 1:29 p.m., a lunch recess was taken, to reconvene at 2:00 p.m.

9 this same day.)
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2 |]We're back from recess at 2:06 p.m.

‘ [ ———.

7 strategyand litigation efforts in the post-election time period, both during the time when

8 you were leading that effort and then after when Mr. Guiliani took over.

9 I want to switch gears a little bit to talk abouta different avenue of post-election

10 activity for the campaign and for President Trump, and that's related specifically to state

12 campaign was pursuing either challenging the outcome of the election through two

13 tracks, one being litigation, cases filed in court, and another one being directed at state

15 Is that consistent with your understanding of the campaign's effort in the

18 there was really a different approach when Rudy and those guys came in versus the

19 previous one, but yes. That's my understanding.

20 Q Understood. Let'stalk about that briefly. So before the time period

23 A I don't remember conversations about the state legislature path prior to Mr.

25 We had done a lot of work earlier in the election with respect to nominating the
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1 Trump electors in those states and paid particular attention to it and I'm sure there are

2 memos and emails about it, because there was the faithless elector case before the U.S.

3 SupremeCourtthat spring, in 2020, and it could have completely upended the way

4 moder campaigns had been dealing with electors.

5 50 there was a lot of analysis of ike how the process works, but | don't

6 rememberI don't recall a track related to the state legislatures prior to Mr. Guiliani

7 taking over.

8 Q Okay. That's helpful. So when did you first hear and from whom about a

9 potential avenue to change the outcome of the election through state legislatures?

10 A don't know who | heard it fromorthe exact timing, but he, he meaning Mr

11 Guiliani and his team,| started hearing about meetings with leadership and electors in

12 various states. | may have even been asked for contact info to people in touch with the

13 Speaker of the House or some various and sundry statements.

14 Istarted hearing about meetings, started hearing about his kind of road show

15 where he went out to do quasi-hearings with state legislatures around the country, and it

16 became apparent that that was the track. | don't remember if someone told me

17 specifically or | drew my own conclusions or if| read about it in the press, but it became

18 apparent by early December that that was a track he was pursuing.

19 Q Okay. Soisit fair to assume from what you'vetold us that you were not

20 involved in developing the strategy for this track?

2 A No. Iwouldn't have been. | may have answered questions with respect

22 tohow the process works, my opinion on esoteric legal theories, you know, as one-off

23 things, but | wouldn't have recommended that someone pursue this track, and | certainly

24 wouldn't ~ Icertainly | wouldn't have recommended someone pursue this trackif was

25 asked.
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1 Q Okay. Whyisthat? Why wouldn't you have recommended someone to.

2 pursuethistrack?

3 A Well, mostly because| think while there is like an esoteric legal argument to

4 itand think the argument may have some validity like in the text of Constitution, | don't

Ss thinkit's something that can be done absentclearevidence of something really horrific

6 goingonin the campaign.

7 Without ~ it's almost something that think would have be done to support the

8 will of voters, and that just didn't it seemed off to metotryto circumvent actual

9 avenues of figuring out what went on during the election.

10 The first step would be actually litigating and doing an election contest and

11 litigating the election contest and investigating and then that would be a next step. This

12 was almost done, it seemed asifit was done, on a dualtrackwith it, which just seemed

13 offtome.

1 Q  Soit was your understanding that Mayor Guiliani's effort, the efforts led by

15 him on behalf of the President, were either dual-tracking a state legislature campaign

16 with an election contest litigation or potentially replacing in priority the state legislature:

17 avenue over the process litigation; is that air?

1 A Yes. That'sfair.

19 Q And you referred to an esoteric legal argument. ~ Are you referring to a

20 theory about what was asserted to be the plenary power of state legislatures to choose

21 electors?

2 A Yes

2 Q Okey. Generally speaking, what's your understanding - and we don't have

24 togetinto too much detail about it, but what is your understanding of the theory?

2 A Well its rooted in the 12th Amendment, which, you know, state legislatures
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1 are empowered with the authority to administer time, place, and manner of elections,

2 and under the 12th Amendment, there are certain theories that exit that a state

3 legislature could send its own certificateof ascertainment to the president of the Senate

4 with respect to which electoral votes to count from that state.

5 To be honest, | don'tthinkthat argument is without merit, but, again,| don't need

6 toargue the ins and outs of the constitutional principle here, but| thinkthat that is the

7 argumentatits core.

8 Q  Soare you was it your understanding that the effort led by Mayor Guiliani

9 on behalf of the President to attempt to effectuate a different outcome in the election,

10 overturn the results of the election through state legislature was tied to the role the state

11 legislature could potentially play underthe 12th Amendment?

2 A Yeah. Again, without having been part of any strategy meeting with

13 respect to this, that's my assumption. | think ts the only one way - the only thing that

14 would make sense from those meetingsor from the actions he took; otherwise, it

15 wouldn't make sense to do at all

16 Q  Soyou mentionedearlierthat you --

FY A Iwould also can | just add something really quickly?

18 a sue

19 A lalsoat the time remember thinking it was completely fruitless, because

20 there's no way these legislative bodies had the votes or the will to do that, because:

21 they're answerable to voters too. Beyond not thinking it was the right approach, | didn't

22 think it was going work. | didn't know how it could work. There's no way that people:

23 had majorities todo this stuff

2 Q Understood. Yes. And Just to be just so we have the full picture of your

25 understanding, you referred to there being a potential avenue, esoteric as the legal
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1 theory behind it as t may be, fora state legislature to send a certificate of ascertainment

2 tothe president of the Senate for the joint session to certify the results of the election.

3 Stepping back, what is your understandingof the normal electoral college process.

4 andthe ole that a certificate of ascertainment plays in that process?

5 A Wella certificate of ascertainment - | think this is from the Elector Count

6 Act, Ithink. The certificate of ascertainment directs the president of the Senate to

7 count to open a ballot with a certain set of electors on t. Right?

8 50 the Vice President's office receives elector votes from lots of people, believe it

9 ornot,is my understanding, but the certificate of ascertainment ascertains who won that

10 state and which electors should be counted when the votes are counted by Congress.

1 Q And in the normal course, who provides the certificate of ascertainment?

2 A don't remember under the statute who it says they take the word of, but

13 believe it's an election official or executive within the state that's determined by the

14 legislature. Then|think the legislature would have had some kind of authorizing statute

15 delineatingwhothat s

16 1 don't knowthat for sure. ~ You'd would have to just - you'd have to read the

17 statute on that, but whatever the normal - that would be whatever the normal course is

18 on this stuff; but, again, the theory of this, which has some merit to it, is that 12th

19 Amendment supercedes that and would give the legislature inherent power to send its

20 own certificate of ascertainment.

2 1 remember this argument coming up in the 2000 election at one point with

22 respect toFlorida.

23 Q Okay. Butjust to be clear, the normal course procedure isthat the votes.

24 are counted and certifiedbythe senior-most election officials in each statement and the

25 governor sends a certificate of ascertainment determining who has the won state to the
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1 various recipients, include the president of the Senate for certification i that right?

2 A Taking step back, the state figures out howthey re going to allocate their

3 electoral votes, whether legislature is going to pick them, whether they re going to be a

4 popular vote, whether the governor picks. | mean, they can, in theory, do anything they

5 want

s So they decide how theyre goin to castelectoralvotes. Once it's determined

7 that there's a popular vote to determine who the electors are going to be, the legislature

8 comes up with a processfor certifying those election results. ~ Right?

9 Like in North Carolina, it's a Board of Elections. In other states, it's the governor.

10 Inother states, the secretary of state just does it.

1 Ten they have to follow that process and then a certificate of ascertainment

12 comes from the executive in charge of that and it's sent to the Vice President's office:

13 saying count these votes, not any other votes.

1 Q Thankyou. Justo be clear. Every state has determined that the popular

15 voteis the manner by which they will select their electors. ~ Correct?

16 A Yeah. That's correct.

7 Q okey. Great

1 You mentioneda litle bit earlier when we startedtalking about state legislatures

19 that you were potentially asked for contact information for the like Speaker of the House

20 or another legislative leader. Do you remember which states and which legislative

21 leaders you were asked for contact information for?

2 A Idon't but | was asked for contact information a lot during the campaign

23 from people, because as | mentioned before, we did the delegates and party organization

24 thing which, necessarily, you're dealing with every local elected official, legislative official

25 inthestate. You're interacting with those people.
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1 So me orNick Trainer or Bill Stepien had the contact information for like

2 everybody. Sojust| would have been asked. don't remember specifically if | was

3 asked by one of Rudy's teamoranything like that, but | may have been.

4 Q Were you involved in any communications with legislative leaders or

5 otherwise involved in setting up meetingsfor the President with state legislatures during

6 the post-election time period?

7 A don'tremember that, but, again, | could have been asked by somebody to

8 call soand soand see if they re available forameeting and tried to set up something up.

9 Itwouldn't have been of the ordinary. | just don't remember.

10 Q Okay. What, generally, was your understanding of the purpose of those

11 meetings?

2 A Well, again, I don't remember the specifics of those meetings, but it at some

13 point became apparent that when the President was meeting with state legislators from a

14 state that it was about this dual path. That was me drawing -- making an assumption

15 about that, but it was based on the news and, you know, it was widely reported a lot of

16 times that these meetings were occurring.

7 Q Yes, absolutely. So, for instance, Michigan and Pennsylvania are two states

18 in which the President took meetings with legislative leaders that were reported at the

19 time or around the time that they occurred. Did youever have communications with

20 the President, himself, or with anyone at the White House about the content of those.

21 meetings?

2 A About the content of those meetings? | don't remember. I'm not even

23 sure Iwas advised those meetings were taking place. | just don't remember.

2 Q Any communications, again, with the Presidentor anyone else at the White

25 House or connected with the campaign that gave you an understanding of what the goal
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1 or purpose was of those meetings?

2 A Idon't rememberanyconversation like tha.

3 Q Okay. Did you ever come to learn about campaign staffers making phone

4 callsonbehalfof the campaign to state legislators?

5 A Yeah, but it was I don't remember if it was after the fact, like from press

6 reporting. It's been ayear andahalfand | just ~ | don't remember where | heard it

7 from.

8 Q Okay. What do you remember about the circumstances? How did those

9 staffersfor the Trump Reelection Campaign come to make phone calls to state

10 legislators?

1 A don't know how that came to be or why. | just learned that it had

12 occurred.

13 Q Okay. Soitdidn't occur at your direction, | assume,

14 A don't think so, no. | don't believe | | would not have been ~ I didn't

15 direct anybody to whipvotes in the state legislature. | don't believe | asked anybody to

16 call anybody with respect to this track of things

7 Q Okay. Doyou remember having conversations with Mike Roman about

18 this?

19 A I might have. Ithink Mike was one of the people that wasdoing this on

20 behalfofthe campaign.

2 Q Did you come to have an understanding of what the purpose was for these

2 als?

23 A don't remember. | may have talked to Mike about it. | may not have,

24 butit would have been after| had already learned like kind of this dual track thing, but |

25 don't remember the substance of any of those conversations.
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1 Q Did Mr. Roman tell you who had directed him to make these phone calls or

2 have his team make them?

3 AI don't remember the contentsofany conversation| had with Mike, but

4 from press reporting and possibly others I don't know who | heard it from - it was at

5 the behest of Mr. Guiliani's team.

s Q Okay. Did youtell Mr. Roman to have these efforts cease?

7 A don't remember havinga specific conversation with him about these

8 efforts. Sol don't know if told him that or not.

° a okay.

10 A Iwasn'tina position to make that ca at that point, to tell someone to stop

11 doing something. It wasn't my role on the campaign anymore.

2 Q Okay. Just stepping backa ttle bit, either to think aboutother

13 conversations that you had during this time period and even just setting here now, do you

14 have any concerns about the fact that members of the Trump Campaign were calling

15 state legislators during this post-election time period and also conveying to them a

16 request that they take some action to replace or to change the outcome of the election?

FY A Again, | don't remember any conversations, but| think I've told you didnt

18 agree with the approach for a variety of reasons, one, ust from a basic concept, ke it

19 wasn't going to work; but, number two, didn't agree with the approach because | don't

20 think that remedy, if it exists and if it works, is appropriate without some indication of the

21 will of the voters of the state wanting to take that particular action. Right?

2 But that's just kind oftheoretically where my head is on that, but also thought it

23 wasjust an idea that wasn't going to work.

2 Q Okay. Understood.

2 D0 you remember participating in a meeting at the White House — this could have
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1 been November 11th I believe, so before the time that Mayor Guilani took over litigation

2 efforts — with President Trump and Vice President Pence as well as other senior campaign
3 officals and Eric Herschmann where the topicof state legislators was discussed?

a A I don't remember that. | mayvery well have been there. | don't

5 rememberthespecificsofthe conversation.
6 I oor tookata document eal icy fw can. This willbe

7 Exhibit47, please.

8 I'm going to jump forward in time a tle bit here, Mr. Clark.
5 Mr. Clark, Sure.

10 I cov. Ves there a uestion aboutthe exhib?

1 o[I

2 Q Okay. While we're calling up Exhibit 47, this is going to jump forward in

13 time a litle bit to January 1st and then we'll come back, but this is an email sorry.
14 These headers, when then expand, take up a ot of screen space for us. If we could just

15 scroll down so that Mr. Clark and his counsel can read the full mal that would be great.

1 Perfect, That's the bottom.
w A Olay.

1s Q  Thisis the first email. We'll read the substantive text content at the top,

19 but! see from Team Trump Action Alert, Mr. Clark, it looks like a draft of what was to be a
20 blast cellphone text message and tweet. Is that format consistent with your experience

21 onthe campaign?
2 A Itsalitte different from what we had done. We hadn't done anything

23 quite like that, but t's not inconsistent with how we formatted stuff on the campaign.
2 Q Okay. Great. Anditdoes say you know, it has sort of a cal to action,

25 call and email these two legislative leaders in Georgia, House Speaker David Ralston,
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1 Majority Leader of the Senator Mike Dugan, demand they call a special session

2 immediately. Thenit has bullet points:

3 "Here's the evidenceof a false statement, demand and vote on decertification

4 witha final vote. You're either with President Trump or you're against him."

5 A Yes.

6 Q Doyoremember sorry. Go ahead.

7 A No. ljustsaidl see that

8 Q Do youremember any discussion about this text message alert? And I'l

9 preview for you there are ones forother states as well, but just generally the format

10 aroundthis time period.

u A I don't remember this specifically, but | | just don't remember it

12 specifically.

13 Q Okay. Great

1a If we could just scroll up and let Mr. Clark read the content of that, that would be

15 great

16 There we go.

1” So thefirst email is from Jason Miller, December 31st. I'lletyou take a minute

18 read that text.

19 A Okay.

20 Q Scroll up alittle bit more.

21 There's a response from Mr. Cannon: "I defer to Rudy - there's some material

22 redacted, obviously.

23 “I defer to Rudy and his legal team to determinewhether there may be any other

24 legal consideration.”

2 And then |believe Mr.Miller at the top responds again saying: “Thankyou, Alex.
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1 The Mayor requested the push and approved of the specific language via text.”

2 A Okay.

3 Q Somyquestion for you, Mr. Clark, and like| said, |represented to you that

4 there are a couple of others, for instance, asimilar format of blasts going out encouraging

5 Trump Campaign recipients of these messages to call or email the legislative leaders in

6 Michigan and also in Arizona in addition to this Georgia one that we're looking at.

7 So my question for yous just do you remember discussions around January 1,

8 2021 regarding these type of messages?

9 A Not specifically, no, but|may have discussed Alex's answer with him, which

10 would have been mine, lie | don't have any input into this. You know, ths isn't our

11 show. We'renot doing this. You know, Rudy and his team were part of -- were the

12 legal team doingit.

13 So that's my only like vague recollectionofthis, but, you know, it wasn't - | didn't

14 agree with the approach. Sol didn't weigh in, | don't believe, onthis, and if | was asked,

15 I would have told anybody on this thing that | didn't agree with the approach.

16 Q Okay. Is there can you elaborate on what you didn't agree with? Is it

17 the same as what you were telling us before, you know, about the practicality and the

18 likelihood of success as well as the potential sort of problem with the theory behind it?

19 A Sure. Yes,a hundred percent right, and now that I'mreading this, I'm

20 also it jogs my memory a little bit, because | either raised or Matt Morgan raised or Alex

21 did I remember there being - me talking to Jason at one point about state lobbying

22 rules and how this could potentially run afoul of those, and | don't know enough about ~ |

23 only know enough about them to know it can be an issue and|didn't know about them to

24 be able to articulate what they were in individual states, but | remember flagging that for

25 either Jason or somebody at the some point. It was either me or Matt did, but | was on
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4 implication of state lobbying laws; is that right?

$ A Correct, potentially. |didn't know. | just wanted everyone to be aware

7 Q Understood. What about your other concerns about this effort as a part of

8 the overall state legislature track campaign effort; did you raise concerns more generally

9 about that?

10 A I'm sure | did with people that would listen or wanted to talk to me about it,

12 this approach, that | didn't have any influence over changing policy. So within that small

13 group of people that | would speakto, you know, Matt Morgan -- I'm sure | spoke to

15 a good idea for the same reasons | discussed with you earlier.

16 Q Okay. Would Mr. Herschmann have also beena part of that small group

18 A Yes. Again, | don't know the specifics of those conversations when that

19 they occurred, but | would have articulated that.

2a House, including the White House Counsel, about state legislature theory or efforts?

23 just don't remember.

24 Q Okay.
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2 a eal bry on hat, r. Clr, moment ago wh[vesive
2 with you about the concerns regarding the Georgia texts that were in that, you said there

3 was something else that you kind of remembered weighing in on that might have been

4 related. To the extent that it jobs your memory, was it the email conversations about

$ the television ads that they wanted to place in Georgia regardingelection fraud?

. A No. response to that question, was actualyrefering to the lobbying
7 disclosure law. | think|might have just said it twice, but that was what | was referring

8 to when | was being asked a question before.

9 Q Okay. And | vaguely remember that state lobbying issue, you possibly

10 raising when they were also talking about putting the same content in television ads.

u A Oakey. 1don't remember putting that ame content ina TV ad, but,
12 again, | know enough to be dangerous about state lobbying laws. | would have said,

13 Hey, be careful. I'm sure | did.

wu EE ovo motes sense. towories.
i” o

16 Q Okay. I'llkeep going. | think | may come back to some of those

17 advertisingtype questions ile biter.
18 Okay. Mr. Clark, did you -- so what was your understanding of -- this is mere

19 days before January 6th, the email that we just showed you for the Georgia blast, January

20 15 Without tying your patience on au remote document syste hve, il represent
2a to you that there are emails from January 3rd and January 4th related to similar messages

22 bing sent forlegltive leaders in Michigan snd in rizons in adition to Georgi
23 So what was your understanding in this time period about the purpose of these

24 calls going out on the days leading upto January 6th?

» A Myunderstanding was anssumptiontht it was Based cm hat we
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1 discussed before, which was an understandingthat | had come to gain with respect to the

2 dualtrack that Mr. Guiliani was on related to state legislatures.

3 Q And, specifically, whatwas the intended result?

4 A Ibelieve the intended result was the legislatures in those states that he was

5 pushing to vote and send a certificateof ascertainment to the president of the Senate to

6 countadifferent slate of electors than they had received from the executive in that state.

7 Q Okay. And setting aside the concerns that you addressed for us earlier, you

8 explained to us earlier, did you have any specific concerns about this happening in such

9 close proximity of time leading up to January 6th?

10 A Ididn'tactually think about it with respect to January 6th. That never even

11 cross my mind in termsof proximityto it

2 Q Okay. Solet's rewind in the chronologically going back to probably late

13 November or early December, and Id ike to ask for you to think of the first time that you

14 heard ofa plan or the idea of having Trump-Pence electors to meet in states where the

15 election had been certified for the other team, for President Bided. When do you recall

16 hearing about this conceptforthefirst time?

7 A Itwasina memo and a subsequent phone call from a guy by the name of Jim

18 Troupis, who was the President's attorney in Wisconsin. ~ This Wisconsin case that he

19 was working on was -- | thought itwas the realcase. ~ Like it was a case that had a

20 remedy, that believe we had the law right.

2 Actually, like | said, it ended up going to the Wisconsin Supreme Court and lost on

22 afourthree vote. Itwasa real election challenge with respect to absentee ballot

23 handing in Dane and Milwaukee County.

2 We were coming up on the date whenelectorswould vote and | received from - |

25 either gota phone callor an emailfromJim Troupis with a memo attached from a guy
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1 named Ken Chesebro, and the memo outlined a concern that they had with respect to

2 electors and the electoral voting, being that if this case was still pending on theday the

3 electors vote and the Trumpelectors who had been duly nominated did not vote, the

4 case would be mooted because we wouldn't haveelectorsvotes to count.

5 The memo outlined certain precedent for this in 1960. It was actuallya

6 pretty thought a pretty thorough analysis and not an incorrect one to make sure that

7 there were contingent electors in the event that, you know, an election challenge that

8 was real, was proceeding, was mooted because they failed to vote. There was

9 precedent for it and it seemed right to me.

10 a okay.

n A don't remember the specific date. I'm sorry, but it was around that time,

12 end of November, early December.

3 Q Okay. That's very helpful.

1a 50 there are two memos of which I'm aware and have been published, reported

15 and published, publicly in recently months authored by Mr. Chesebro. The first one fits

16 the description that you gave. It's dated November 18, 2020.

FY Does that sound correct as far as the date of the memo that you reviewed?

1 A Isclose enough. Yeah.

19 Q Okay. There'sa second one that's dated December 8th. |believe. Do

20 you know whether you later campaign to receive a second memo by Mr. Chesebro?

2 A Ithink| did. | read the press reporting, just as you did, and | believe | did

22 receive that on December 8th.

2 Q Okay. But the context that you remember ths first coming to your

24 attention through Judge Troupis was in connection with the first memo?

2 A Yeah. That's how it came to my attention.
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1 Q  Andthat-

2 A Either he called and sent the memo or he just sent the and then called, but it

3 wasallaroundthat time.

4 Q  Gotit. That's the memo that does deal with the 1960 election example and

5 itfocuses on Wisconsin as opposed to the later memo which addresses several states?

6 A Yes.

7 Q Is that your recollection?

8 A Yes.

9 Q Okay. Sohbefore ask you more questions about the timeperiod, just

10 generally speaking, Judge Troupis, is this someone who had been retained by you and Mr.

11 Morgan to represent the campaign in election litigation?

2 A soareally good question. | don't know if he was retained by the RNC and

13 paidby them or retained by the campaign and paid by the campaign.

14 We didn't interview him. He came to the President directly. | don't know who

15 connected them, but either way, | respect Judge Troupis a lot. | thought he was actually

16 apretty good lawyer and he was doing the right thing, but | don't know who paid him or,

17 you know, who signed the no. You know, | think it was the campaign, but you'd have

18 tocheck. Ijustdon't have all of those documents in front of me.

19 Q Sure. Yeah. And thinkit's not as important to us, you know, who was

20 paying him, but, rather, the point - we received testimony. |think yousortof told us a

21 little bit about this yourself. We've had witnesses tellus that the lawyersthat were

22 retainedby you and Mr. Morgan largely left the campaign at various points in late

23 November and December because of disagreements with the Mayor Guiliani litigation

24 strategy and other lawyers did come on board who were willing toworkwith Mayor

25 Guiliani in that strategy.
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1 I'm wondering whether Judge Troupis is someone who was there before that.

2 A Sol don't knowifhe was there before that, but | — he did not come through

3 Mr.Guiliani. |know that. |just can't remember how he did come about coming in.

4 The only reason I say that is because | still stayed in contact with Judge Troupis because |

5 actually thought that case was real and he was doing it the right way, but he did not

6 report directly up to Mr. Guiliani

7 Q Okay. Thankyou.

8 What about Mr. Chesebro; was he known to you before you received this

9 communication fromJudge Troupis?

10 A No.

u Q Okay. What did you understand to be his connection to the litigation and

12 the campaign?

13 A Ithought he just worked for Jim, Judge Troupis. didn't - | don't even

14 know if we had a separate engagementletterwith him. He may have been working

15 directly for him. | thought he was working directly for him. | actually came to find out

16 he worked -- he was a separate attorney, like based in Massachusetts somewhere, but |

17 don'tknow. He came to the campaign through Mr. Troupis.

18 Q Okay. And how did Mr. Troupis present his credentials or his background

19 toyou?

20 A I don't remember. He just presented me with a legal memo and probably

21 told me about Ken's background.

2 Q Okay. And do yourememberwhat the background was?

23 A No,idon't. No.

2 a Okay.

2 A But!trusted Judge Troupis because, like I said, | thought he was a pretty
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1 good lawyer and an honorable guy and | don't think he would have raised something - he

2 wouldn't have brought someone to me, | wouldn't have expected he would have brought

3 someone to me, that was not good or raised an issue that was not a real issue.

a Q Okay. Sowhat did you do next after you received this communication or

Ss couple of communications from Judge Troupis and received memo authored by Mr.

6 Chesebro in November?

7 A don't remember the specifics, but | would have probably spoke to Matt

8 Morganaboutit. Infact, Matt may have been on the call with me and Judge Troupis.

9 Hemay not have been.

10 1 probably think Matt tasked JoshFinleywith looking into this stuff. Josh

11 worked on the campaign, worked for us in delegates and party organization and then

12 helped out in the campaign with EDO as the election drew to a close; and, ike said, the

13 idea ofa contingent electoral vote, Matt was right, but at some point, it morphed into.

14 something| didn't agree with, which was doing this like everywhere and doing it with not

15 necessarily duly nominated electors, and then kind of tapped out and | think Matt did

16 tooand think Josh did too, because it turned into something that wasn't the original

17 intention of that email or that memo.

18 Q Okay. And the original intention of the memo was kind of specificto the

19 Wisconsin circumstance; is that air?

1) A Sure. Wisconsin, butit would have applied anywhere where we had a real

21 election challenge going on. Don't forgot like at that point in November, like Georgia

22 wasstill ind of a mess on terms of what was happening. There had been this hand

23 recount. Al this stuff was going on in that contest.

2 The election contest in Nevada, | believe was still going on. It went on for quite a

25 while
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1 So my point was in places where there's a legitimate election contest going on,

2 something real, it seemed appropriate to me.

3 Q And either based on your understanding from speakingto Judge Troupis and

4 reading this memo by Mr. Chesebro or based on Mr. Morgan and Mr. Finley's research,

5 what was your understanding of the process for this idea of contingent electors? How

6 would that have worked?

7 A Well, what would happen is the duly nominated electors, the people who.

8 were actually nominated to be electors by the Trump Campaign and were nominatedby a

9 state party convention or by the state chair or whatever the process was in that individual

10 state would go to the Capitol and vote, casttheirvote, fill out a form on a contingent

11 basis casting a vote.

2 Then in the event that a —- and send it to the Vice President's office. In the event

13 that the litigation was won or, you know, Walla, you know, you win the Wisconsin case,

14 Wisconsin goes for Donald Trump, the executive in that state would then send a different

15 certificate of ascertainment to the vice president saying count these votes, not those.

16 votes.

uv Q Okay. Thankyou.

18 And fromyour original concept where you understood it to be about contingent

19 electors and connected to a legitimate election contest, litigation, was it your

20 understanding that the votes not only would be cast, but would be sent to the Vice

21 President?

2 A Itwas my understanding, yes. I'm not sure there's any way around that in

23 thestatute. | don't remember my specific belief at the time, but that's the only thing.

24 thatkind of makes sense to me; otherwise, you'd violate the statute by notgetting them

25 sentin time, presumably. Solthink they would have to be sent.
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1 Q Okay. So there was never, in your understanding, a plan or an idea that the

2 electoral votes would be cast and held, not submitted to the Vice President?

3 A Idontthinkso. I'm not sure got thatfar though, becausebythe time all

a the voting actually occurred, | was | had real problems with the process, like on the date

5 they voted. So | don't know how it ended up or what people thought.

6 Q Okay. Let's talk about what you said was the process morphing into

7 something different. So how did you come to understand that this was morphing?

5 A think there was an email either from somebody on Rudy's team or Ken

9 Chesebro about doing -- having contingent electors vote in other states, and | just.

10 remember | either replied or called somebody, saying unless we have litigation pending

11 like in these states, ike | don't think this is appropriate or, you know, this isn't the ight
12 thing to do. | don't remember how | phrased it, but | got intoa little bit of a back and

13 forth, and | think it was with Ken Chesebro where | said, All right, you know,youjust get

14 afterit like I'm out, and believe| had a I probably told Matt and| probably told Josh

15 like don't do anything more on this, this is like going down a road that just doesn't make

16 anysense.

FY Q Okay. And make any sense because you have a problem with the sort of

18 process, a legal issue with the process or --

19 A ltwasn'talegal. Itwas more like why are we having contingent electors

20 vote f there's no contingency whereby their votes are going to be the counted, like this is

2 stupid, like why are wedoingthis.

2 Q What was the response that you received?

23 A Idon't even know if therewasa response.

24 Q Okay. Just rewindinga little bit, you said that you thought that you may

25 have had this conversation directly with Mr. Chesebro?
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1 A I might have, yeah.

2 Q Approximately, on how many occasion did you speak to Mr. Chesebro?

3 A Notmany. That's why don't quite remember the specifics of the

4 conversations that | did have with him, but it was either a phone call or in some kind of

5 email exchange, I'm sure.

6 Q Okay. Would that have been on your DonaldTrump.com email?

7 A Yes.

8 Q Okay. And, again, do you remember Mr. Chesebro’s response to your

9 raising concerns about the appropriateness or whether thiswas the right thing to do?

10 Aldon. Alllrememberis it wasn't satisfactory. So kindofindicated I'm

1 out

2 Q Okay. What did you come to learn about what did happen, the process by

13 whichalternate electors were convened?

1a A I mean, | leared it was kind ofa haphazardly done project in a lot of ways.

15 It sounds like -- again, a lot of this was from press reports. | really stayed out of it once |

16 made my beliefs and understanding of the law known to people. It was just like kind of

17 sloppily done.

18 It sounds like people who were not even nominated to be an elector voted.

19 People were picking alternates to go and votes. You know, people raised concerns, it

20 sounds like in press reports, that they didn't want to doit and | don't know if they were

21 really pushed intoit or not. Some states, | think did it the appropriate way and made it

22 acontingent vote.

23 It just seemed sloppy and not particularly well done, and | neverreallytied it

24 together with the legislative track we had discussed before until - probably until after

25 January 6th, but that was kindof the — | don't knowif they were done, you know,
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1 contemporaneously or not for that purpose, but just it never sat right with me that there

2 was no contingent for having these people - there was nocontingency whereby these

3 votes would count. Soldon't know if those two tracks were connected or not.

4 Q We can show you some examples, but | think it was publicly reported even

5 atthe time and, certainly, subsequently that these - the existence of these votes cast by

6 Trump Pence electors was something that members of the legal team representing

7 President Trump were drawing to the attention of state legislators across the country,

8 telling them that they can take some action to recognize those electors and, thereby,

9 have some effect on the outcome of the election.

10 Do you remember coming to learn about those type of statements?

u A Not specifically, but that's the typeof thing I'mtalking about that | would

12 have seen in the press after the fact.

13 Q Okay. And once you did make the connection between those two efforts,

14 what were your thought, your reaction?

15 A I don't really remember what my reaction was, but I'm sure it was a little bit

16 ofan aha moment, but yeah. |don't remember.

uv Q What do you mean by - what was the aha piece?

18 A Just figuring out what the purported contingencywas for the vote. | really

19 couldn't drawtogether when there was no contingency by which an electoral vote was.

20 going tobe counted why you'd have a contingent electoral vote. The connection

21 between howthat the math formula was going to work after the fact was kind of like,

22 Aha, nowlgetit.

23 Q  Isee. And you've identified Wisconsin, Nevada, and possibly Georgia as

24 states during which at various different points, | think during late November or early.

25 December, there were legitimate election contests going on; is that right?
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1 A Ithink that's right. ~ Again, my timeline is not perfect on this. Sol don't

2 remember alot of the details, but that sounds right.

3 Q What about theother states; did you thinkthat there was a sort of valid

4 election contestor a valid contingency in Arizona,for instance?

5 A Atthat point, no, because Arizona's process for overturning the results of an

6 election not even overturn. Like their process by which you have a recount s really

7 tightand that time period had already passed.

8 There was nothing legally, | didn't think, that could be done in Arizona to get a

9 different resultin that election at that point in time.

10 Q What about in Michigan?

u A Michigan? | don't remember the specifics of Michigan. | don't know what

12 federal cases were pending at the time. | don't know what issues were there.

13 Michigan is a litte bit looser in terms of how to challenge what you think is an

14 incorrect count. The margin in Michigan was very large and the odds of overturning that

15 manyvotes just seemedalmost impossible.

16 Mr. Garber. Do you meanoverturning votes or

1” Mr.Clark, No. | mean having a successful recount when there's an

18 150,000-vote margin just doesn't seem right. It didn't seem like it would work.

0 oI
20 Q  Whatabout

21 A I don't remember the merits of those cases or the timing.

2 Q Okay. Thankyou.

23 What about in Pennsylvania?

2 A Again, similar issue. The margin was such in Pennsylvania that effectuating

25 a successful recount would have been highly unlikely to succeed, and| believe I could
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1 be wrong, but believe the time had passed for an election contest if it wasn't already

2 adjudicated, | think, but | don't remember the -- again, | don't remember the specific

3 timeline, but you had to get a very large margin in Pennsylvania.

4 Q Okay. And earlier, you told me that you came to understand that there

5 were some concerns among the electors themselves who were being asked to convene

6 and castuotes. Do you remember specifically what concerns you learned of?

7 A don't remember the specifics. | remember reading some press reports

8 aboutitafter thefact.

9 Q Okay. And you did you also mentioned that you understood that at least

10 acoupleofthe states, theelectors there, made their votes contingent. Can you tell me

11 what youremember about that.

2 A Again, |believe it was from press reports, but | think Pennsylvania cast their

13 votes and in theirvoting certificate put that it was a contingent vote.

14 Q Do yourememberany discussions at thetime when you first learned about

15 the possibility of this plan, about whether the votes shouldn't be - should stay on the

16 certificate itself that they're contingent?

7 A don'trememberhaving a conversation about that.

18 Q Okay. Did you ever learnor come to understandother concerns raised by

19 the Trump-Pence electors, including potentially seeking indemnification from the

20 campaign?

2 A Indemnification? At the time, like somebody looking for an indemnification

22 agreement from the campaign?

23 Q Correct.

2 A don'tremember that.

2 Q Okay. There is some -- our investigation has developed evidence,
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1 information that electors, particularly in Pennsylvania, were asking before, you know,

2 December Lath before convening whether the campaign would indemnify them for their

3 conduct What does indicate to you about the process?

a A I mean, I would let that, someone seeking an indemnity, speak for itself. 1

5 don'tremember that and | can't get inside their minds about why they wanted it, but,

6 typically, someone would want an indemnification on something because there was a

7 concern about liability in some form or fashion.

8 Q  Solet's go back reallyquickly. | know you told me that the frst time that

9 youheard of this in the context of the 2020 - after the 2020 election was in this

10 communication with Judge Troupis. Had you heard of the concept of contingent or

11 alternate electors at any other election or in 2020 before Election Day?

2 A Yeah. In2016, there were - | was the Electoral Collegewhip for Trump in

13 2016, and there had been a news report about the Clinton Campaign deciding whetheror

14 notto have contingent electors vote.

15 Q Okay. Whataboutin the 2020 cycle? There was a an article was

16 published in “The Atlantic" in Septemberof2020 that suggested thepossibilty that the

17 Trump Campaign might test the assumption that electors were to be chosen by the

18 popularvote. Doyou rememberthatarticle?

19 A No,ldon'

1) Q Okay. Italsoidentified specific party officials and leaders in Pennsylvania

21 who were aware of these types of communications and led to a press release,a formal

22 statement, by the legisltives leader in Pennsylvania sort of disavowing the rolefor a

23 statelegislature in selecting electors. Do you remember that?

2 A Idont. 1don't remember that, no.

2 a okay.
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1 A Idon't remember.

2 Q Did you speak with Mr. Miller in particular about that?

3 A It might have happened, but | don't remember that specifically.

a Q Okay. Soyousort told us you sortof originally understood the concept, the

Ss contingent and specifically tied to the State of Wisconsin and a legitimate election

6 process, and then in the process of you said you saw a writing, an email or a memo of

7 some kind that reflected this change to expand it to other states.

5 1 don't mean to mischaracterize your testimony, but generally speaking, is that a

9 fair summaryof what you've told us?

10 A Generally speaking, that's air summary.

n Q earlierreferred to a second memo that was drafted by Mr. Chesebro dated

12 December th. Doyou know whether that s the document that you saw that changed

13 your understandingofit?

1a Aldon. Soldon'tthinkitwas. |think it was a communication with Mr.

15 Chesebro, to be honest with you, with respect to coordinating electors to vote,

16 contingent electors to vote, and then there were states listed there that were - | didn't

17 think there was a need for contingent electors. | couldn't imagine a situation where a

18 contingent elector's vote would be counted. So there's no contingency.

19 Q Okay. December8thwasalso the safe harbor deadline for the Electoral

20 College after the 2020 election. Do yourememberwhether this document that you saw

21 from Mr. Chesebro was before or after the safe harbor deadline?

2 A Idon't remember.

2 Q  Didthe fact that each of the SO states had sort certified and submitted a

24 certificate of ascertainment determining the winner of that state, you know, vote by the

25 safe harbor deadline, did that factor intoyour assessment of whetheritwas appropriate



2 A No. Iviewthe safe harbor dateas a little bitof afalse deadline. | just

a thinkingatall on that.

5 Q Okay. You were aware that each of the 50 states had submitted

7 A Idon't knowif | was aware at the time or not, but | could have been.

8 Q Okay. Soif it wasn't the safeharbor deadline, you know, as a mile marker

9 o try to figure out when in the course of December you had this understanding that the

10 process had morphed, how far in advance of December 14th, the Electoral College

12 A Idon't remember. |couldn't guess, but it was at some pointafter Mr.

15 A Icouldn't say.

16 Q Okay. We have received other testimony that indicates that this shift was

18 that be inconsistent with your understanding?

2 This is going to be an example of an email that went out from Mr. Chesebro, Mr.

22 Clark, and in this case, it went out to the leaders of the electors in Georgia. It's not

23 going to be a memorization quiz, but certainly take a minute to go ahead and look at it
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2 [Witness peruses exhibit]

3 Mr. Garber. While he's reviewing it, so when | said |didn't have a hard stop, I've

4 gotsomething at five-ish. So, presumably, we will be done about then; does that make

5 sense?

. I covetom ont. whenyousai sm hes
7 ahardstop? Becauseatthebreak—

5 Mr.Garber. Yeah. The hardstopfor me is 5:30. Yeah.

9 I : = hor stop or would we be able to take a break and possibly

10 comeback?

1 Mr. Garber.No,no. Its real hardstop. Plusby then, we'll have been going

12 for many, many hours.

3 IEE o. |realizethat. What | wouldsayis if you cangive us alittlebit

14 oftime, we may need to take a break and coordinate and move some things around in

15 order toaddressthattime frame.

16 Mr. Garber. Yeah. That's why | wanted tobring it up now.

18 questioning, and when we reach a stopping point, we'll deal with that,

19 Mr. Garber, Allright. Thankyou.

20 Ivou

2 I
2 oIN

23 Q Mr. Clark, have you had a chance to look at this email?

20 A Yes

5 Q Inparticular, | want to drawyour attentionto the secondparagraph. It
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1 starts: "I spoke this evening Mayor Guiliani. We focused on doing everything possible

2 toensure thatall the Trump-Pence electors vote on December 14th. He is hopeful that

3 the Georgia electors wil go along with this strategy.

a Do you see that?

5 A ldo

s Q What's your reaction to reading that statement?

7 A I mean, it's consistent with my understandingofwho was driving the

8 process. [twas Mayor Guiliani and his team.

° Q Okay. Did you ever hear directly from Mr. Chesebro about his

10 communications with Mayor Guiliani?

n A don't remember if he told me about his communication with Mr. Guiliani or

12 not

3 Q Okay. Inthe interest of time, | will just describe to you another document,

16 but thinkit'sa description that you provided earlier. There's an email from youto.

15 Mark Meadows providing contact information for the electors in six states. It's dated

16 December 10th.

FY 1 think you didrefer toearlier getting requests about contact information. Do

18 you remember specifically Mr. Meadows reaching out to you to ask for contact

19 information of electors?

1) A don'tremember that, actually. don't.

2 Q Do youknow why Mr. Meadows would have been involved with electors?

2 A Idont. 1 know he was very involved ina lot of things athe end, but | don't

23 knowwhy he was involved with electors specifically

2 Q Did you ever come to learn that Mr. Meadows had a role in developing the

25 planforelectors to meet in contested states?
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1 A Yes. Ithinkl read that in a press report, actually, but | don't think | knew it

2 atthe time.

3 Q Okay. Other than what you read that's been publicly reported, did you

4 learn about that from any other place?

5 A I don't thinkso. | might have, but | don't think so.

6 Q Okay. What abouta lawyer who was active in Georgia | don't think we've

7 talk about yet by the name of Cleta Mitchell; were you aware of her involvement with the

8 contingent or alternate electors?

° A No. Iwasn'taware that she was involved with the contingent electors.

10 Q Okay. There are couple of other individuals that we see on emails similar

11 tothis one affiliated with the campaign, including Nick Trainer. Do you know what his

12 role was with respect to the electors?

13 A Oh, Nick would have been someone to get -- again, Nick work with me in

14 delegates and party organization. Nick would have had a ton of contact information,

15 Nick probably connected people.

16 1 don't think he had a role in electors per se, but I'm sure he had everybody's

17 contact information, because as part of delegates and party organization, we were in

18 charge of vetting and selecting the electors to be nominated in the state. | think he,

19 literally knew all of them.

20 Q Ise

2 A So he would have connected everybody.

2 Q Did you shareyour concerns about the appropriateness of this process with

23 Mr. Trainer?

2 A I don't knowifI did or not.

2 Q Okay. What about with Boris Epstein; do you know what his role was?
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1 A I mean, Boris worked for Mr. Guiliani. You had mentioned before when

2 youwere talking about being in the White House. Mr. Guilianis associates would

3 have before the election, | didn't consider him a Rudy Guilin, but by then, he definitely

4 was, and have come to understand -- guess |didn't know at the time, but ve come to

5 understand that he was very involved in the elector process.

s Q Okay. Anyone else who you know of in addition to Mr. Guiliani, Mr.

7 Epstein, Mayor Guillan, himself, who was involved in convening the electors?

5 A don't remember anybody else. | don't remember anybody else.

° a okay.

10 A Other than who | might have mentioned.

1 Q Okay. Who else did you speak to about your conclusions or your

12 assessment about the appropriateness of this process?

13 A Again, it was anever dwindling group of that would listen to me, but it

14 would have included Matt Morgan. I'm sure it included Josh Finley.

15 Well, I'm not sure. ~ With both of them, though, | think| cautioned them at some

16 point. It could have been other people too that were not really in the decisionmaking
17 authority component.

1 Like you mentioned Mr. Trainer. | don't knowif | spoke to him about it or not,

19 butimayhave. Mr. Mille, Jason Mille, | don't know if | spoke to him or not, but | may

20 have, that group that | kind of mentioned before that I still talk to.

2 Q Okay. Did you speak to White House Counsel, either Mr. Cipollone,

22 himself, or the others in his office ike Mr. Philbin about this?

2 A don't remember that, but | may have. If we were having a conversation

24 about something else and they asked me my opinion, | would have told them.

2 Q Whatlevel of detail? 1 know you shared with us your conclusions, but what
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1 doyou remember that you would have told someone like the White House Counsel if

2 theyasked?

3 A I don't remember telling them anything, but we talked enough that it could

4 have come up and | would shared with them my thinking on this at the time, | presume,

5 too

6 Q We received testimony indicating that White House Counsel's Office, either

7 Mr. Cipollone or Mr. Philbin, individuallyortogether, did not believe that there was a

8 legal basis for the meeting of the Trump-Pence electors as occurred on December 14th.

9 Isthat consistent with your conversations with them?

10 A Well, | don't remember talking to them about this, but it's consistent with

11 my understanding of their abilities as lawyers, and if | did talk to them about that, we

12 would have shared the same opinion. | just don't remember having that conversation.

13 a Okay.

1a A That's consistent. It's consistent.

5 Q Okay. What about either the Vice President, himself, or members of his

16 staffin OVP; did you discuss the concept of alternate or contingent electors with them?

1” A Idon'tthinkso. | don't think| did, but | don't remember specifically. |

18 would have only - the only people | spoke to over there were either the Vice President or

19 Mark Short, and | don't remember having a conversation with either of them about

20 alternate electors, contingent electors.

2 Q Are you aware of Mr. Morgan having communications - | know he used to

22 be counsel tothe Vice President and continued to represent him in a different capacity

23 during this time period. Are you aware of any communications between Mr. Morgan

24 and the Officeof the Vice President about this?

2 A Specifically about this, | don't. don't know. Matt didn't share the
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1 contents of any conversation with the Vice President's Office. I'd be shocked if he did

2 not speakto them about, because I'm pretty sure he was in regular contact with them.

3 Q And was Mr. Morgan's assessment of this idea of contingent or alternate

4 electors consistent with yours?

5 A Yes

6 Q Okay. In particular, did Mr. Morgan have a viewof this related to the Vice

7 President's ole on January 6th?

8 A I'm not sure we discussed it with respect to the Vice President's role on

9 January 6th. don't remember having the conversation.

10 a okay.

n A Priorto January6th anyway or even after. I'm not sure we talked about it,

12 but don't remember having that conversation with him.

3 Ho ese.

14 Allright. 'm just going to look at my notes really quickly in lightofthe time

15 constraint and seeif can streamline this a tte bit.

6 Jto, coud we take a smite break rey ust real vicky?
7 Mr. Clark, Sure.

1s Mr.Garber. We'll see you in five minutes.

1 I vce Thankyou so much
20 coon

21 [Recess]

2 BI vice back from recessat 320 pm.
2 wy colleagueJl >: 2 courte more questions and we will try to keep it

24 moving.



2 Q Mr. Clark, just rounding outourdiscussion about this idea of alternate or

4 A I don't remember speaking to him about this.

< Q Okay. We have seen some communications between you and Mr. Eastman

7 then?

8 A Idon't. I'd need to see the communications.

9 Q Okay. Ithinkitis just an email in which you provide your phone number to

10 him, which, you know, indicates, perhaps that you were arranging to have a phone call.

12 didn't, but | don't remember it.

13 Q Okay. Did you ever come to learn about a role that Professor Eastman

15 electors?

18 Eastman, but | don't remember a discussion. | don't remember learning about his role

21 Professor Eastman's name come up?

23 |] Okay. Thank you very much. I'll hand you backoff to my



1 you about some seemingly related topics. Our focus may focus more on some of the

2 financial aspect in your role, | believe you said earlier, as the deputy campaign manager

4 So | want to turn first to Exhibit 1.

| I
7 ‘email dated November 12th from Jason Miller to Mr. Stepien, you, | believe Murtaugh,

8 and this is regarding an individual named Ali Alexander. You can see him in the tweet

9 that is listed there where he says: "This is one of the most important fights in our

10 lifetime."

12 individual's face. We might be able to zoom in a little or you may be able to zoom in,

13 but do you recognize that individual, Ali Alexander?

15 Q From the news, and prior to the news reporting on the events of January

16 6th, did you know who Ali Alexander were, either by face, reputation, name?

18 Q Were you aware of his organization, Stop the Steal?

20 don't think | would have been able to affiliate Mr.Alexanderwith that organization.

21 Q Do you rememberwhere you heardofthe organization Stop theSteal in

22 2020?

23 A I think | heard aboutaStopthe Stealrally that was occurringin D.C. at some.
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1 atFreedom Plaza?

2 A don't remember.

3 Q Okay. Butyou thinkitwasarally in 20207

4 A Ibelieveso.

5 Q Ifyou scroll up, the response at the top, after Jason says who from the team

6 should go speakat this, Mr. Murtaugh says "Jenna?"

7 Why do think he suggested Jenna, and to the extent that you remember the

8 context, did you think that was sarcastic?

9 A Idon't know why he would have suggested Jenna and it couldverywell have

10 been sarcastic. Italso could have been serious.

1 So don't know how to characterize that.

2 Q Just to give you some context, it's very difficult for us after the fact,

13 especially with the personalities involved. We can see from communications, Mr

14 Murtaugh hasa very healthy senseof humor, especially sarcasm. So as somebody who

15 knows him well, we don't want to read into something. You're the better expert of the

16 tone.

7 So what we were trying to see is is he objectively suggesting Jenna on November

18 12th ors there kind of ike why don't we send one of the crazies out after the crazies kind

19 oftone to this?

0 A Itsalittle bit of the latter, but the latter could be serious. ~ Right?

2 Q That's fair.

2 A I mean, he does have a healthy sense of humor. He's super sarcastic.

23 1 actually think it'sa little bit of both. | don't know what the response was to

24 sending Jenna, the answer tosending Jenna out to this, but | find it kind of funny. also

25 thinkitcould be serious.
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1 SolI'msorry. |can't really pick a side of the net it's on.

2 Q That's a very helpful answer. Just out curiosity, sitting here today, can you

3 remember hearing th ame Al Alander ster his November 12th ermal ut ror to
© theeventsonanuary sh?
$ A I don't rememberif did or not. Itcertainly wouldn't have been a

FN—
7 Q And you don't remember being a part of any discussions about whether Mr.

8 Alexander would speak at the events on January 6th?

9 A No. Idon't think| -- | am -- | don't think | was involved in anythingwith

10 respect to the eventsof January 6th.

EE

13 Q  Thisis a series of emails, | believe, between Mr. Murtaugh, Mr. Stepien,

A
15 columnists, | believe. Wecan just -- so there's is a campaign email, | believe, that Mr.

16 ile recived, and then took ke he may have forwarded tha 0 you rs, sing
BE ———
18 Chad needs to know which of our high-brow columnist we can get to sit down fora virtual

A——
2 Singular goal,shift the narrative from, quote, where is the evidence to, quote,

2 Wowthats otaevidence
» S010 nm November 2, 2020. ve sll up8 Wt bt Chak akTo
23 Murtaugh, and if you keep scrolling up -- there we go.

2 Vi Heringressons, Nowatee, Wwe soursts
Bes
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1 When Miller responds here on November 12th, he says: "Excellent. Pitch away

2 toallshows. Justin I believe he's addressing you. You're the only Justin on the email

3 there, but correct me if lm wrong.

a He says: “Justin, please let us know when tomorrow you can do phoners with

5 me, Tim, and columnists to brief them. Would like to knock out several."

s Now if we scroll up just a litle bit, Murtaugh says: “Justin, do you want to get on

7 thephonewitha handful ofthese columnists?"

5 He lists some columnist, and if we scroll up justa little more, you respond back

9 minus Alexa and Chad. So now this is just Miller, Stepien, you, and Morgan: “What are

10 we going to say to them?"

n Now, this is November 13th. ~ Can you explain what your concern was there in

12 terms of what you would or would not have to say?"

13 A don't remembera ton about this specifi interaction, but the timeline, |

14 believe this puts me right around the time when | got pushed out, and they're discussing

15 affidavits, that we didn't really have any, and that was like a sore subject with Mayor

16 Guiliani, whoclaimed to have affidavits on things and didn't at times.

FY Sol think I'm nottrying to be cheeky, but like what arewe talking about with

18 these people. | don't even know how this ended.

19 1 actually talkedto the press quite a bit for the campaign on various issue on

20 background. |dont think I'm trying to be sarcastic at al there. just literally didn't

21 know what we were going to say to these reporters.

2 Q If I remember correctly from testimony earlier, this was right before you and.

23 Morgan kind of extricated yourselves and said you are not longer counsel and Mr. Guiliani

24 would be taking over from there forward.

2 A Well, we didn't really say that. The President tweeted it, | believe that next
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1 dayor that day, right around that time, and when that happened, Matt and | extricated

2 ourselves, but the precipitating eventwasthe President.

3 Q  Gotit. Okay. That'sa very helpful clarification. | appreciate that.

a 50 one of the things that we wanted to talk with you about, and we can take that

5 exhibit down, is the election litigation funding. So a couple oftimeswhen we've been

6 talking to you, you've mentioned some terms that we just wanted to kind of get some

7 dlarity on, and from our perspective, let me be clear.

5 We spoke with your attorneyabout this. Im not necessarily - I'm not asking you

9 questions about privileged communications that you've had with your clients. What I'm

10 tryingto getatis the non-privileged aspect of who was paying for the election-related

11 tigation. Soto the extent that there were buckets for that, we're going to ask you, to

12 the best that you can remember, if you can explain that to us.

13 So, earlier, | believe you mentioned EDO, which my understanding is it's Election

14 Day Operations. Is that correct?

15 A Yes

16 Q Andthis is, in my understanding, this i like boots on the ground out, out and

17 about, helping poll workers, volunteers, etc. It is not necessarily cases filed challenging

18 thebalots. Isthat right?

19 A Moreorless. | mean, in terms of budgeting, Im not sure there was a clear

20 delineation by the end between those two buckets of budget items.

2 Q Okay. That'svery helpful. So anywhere where you can tell us where t's

22 notclear, that would explain a lot and is very helpful. If i's not clear and it’s murky, just

23 tellusthat.

2 A Okay.

2 Q  Tothe extent that you know, for Election Day operations, do you know if
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1 those were paid by the RNC or by the campaign?

2 A Itwould have been both at some point. Early on, we had come up with

3 a-Ibelieve it was the first year that the RNC was not under a consent decree that barred

4 them from doing Election Day operations.

5 So early onin the cycle, | had helped out Brad Parscale, who was the campaign

6 manager, in coming upwith a budgetfor the campaign with RNC Legal with EDO. ~ That

7 budget ended up getting thrown out the window, like VDOT 50. Do you know what |

8 mean?

9 But it was — what that recognized was that it was going to be we were going to

10 kind of split the bill in some form or fashion. ~The RNC has a legal proceedings fund that

11 under the law allows them to spend money on lots of stuff related to legal expenditures.

2 50 as money was coming in -- and campaigns are, obviously, barred - or not

13 barred, but we have hard money limits that the RNC doesn't necessarily have. They

14 have much higher limits. So as money was in and we needed to put on moneyTVand

15 get you know, we were in our coordinated expenditure limit. The RNC would pick up

16 more tabs.

7 50a longwindupto say it was paid by both in some form or fashion.

18 Q And was there a negotiation about the split as to who would pay how much?

19 A There were several negotiations as to who would pay how much. Matt

20 Morgan was the butafter July 2020. Before July 2020, there really wasn'ta great

21 budget control process on the campaign, butafter 2020 or after July 2020, Matt took the

22 laboring oar in terms of negotiating with the RNC about who was going to pick up what,

23 and then | was having broader conversations about different items in termsof what they

24 were going to payforversus what the campaign committee was going to pay for.

2 Q And were those broader conversations regarding like the broader legal
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1 budgetorjustall?

2 A Broader budget generally, so who's going to pay for this travel, who's going

3 topay for event, who's going to payfor this, how are going to hit the coordinated limit for

4 television expenditures and digital, who's going to pay for digital, who's going to pay for

5 this turnout stuff, who's going to pay for these staffers on the ground in Texas, in Florida.

6 That's the broader conversation, like everything.

7 Q And was that youhaving those negotiations with them or was Mr. Kushner,

8 Jared Kushner, involved in those?

° A Jared was involved with it.

10 Q Would you say he was heavily involved in the negotiations with the splits?

u A Yes.

2 Q Okay. And did he and you directly negotiate with Ronna McDaniel?

13 Richard Walters? Both?

1a A Both,

5 Q Who did you deal with the most, if you had to say, between Ronna and

16 Richard?

1” A Richard mostly.

18 Q And was there always a written agreement?

19 My understanding is there was like a JFA. Was there always awritten JFA that

20 delineated the splits atdifferent times?

21 A Well, that JFA, though,was just about the fundraising. ~So that'sonthe

22 revenue side, not on the expenditure side.

23 a okay.

2 A That JFA was constantly renegotiated, which is fine. That's kindof how it

25 should work based on who needs the money and what bucket it's going to go in at any
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1 giventime.

2 So any expenditure discussion or change usually implicated the Joint Fundraising

3 Agreement, because it would be like, Okay, RNC, we need you to pay more. They would

4 say, Okay, we need to get more out the JFA then, a higher percentage.

5 Q So, frequently, the negotiations would start with the expenditures, but was

6 the expenditure splitin the JFA?

7 A No. No. The Joint Fundraising Agreements are only about the revenue

8 side. Idon'twe ever memorialized any -- | don't remember memorializing any

9 expenditure split to paper. Maybe we did. |don't remember doing it though.

10 Q What was the normal way that you remember? Wasitjusta verbal

11 agreement of a percentage?

2 A Just verbal, we need you to pay these invoices. It was always expense

13 specific.

1 Q Okay. Soitwas more

15 A We're going to be pay for this staffer or you're going to pay for that staffer,

16 you're going to pay for this event and we're going to pay for that event, we need you to

17 pickupthistab.

18 It was never about a - it was never really a percentage on the expenditure side.

19 Itwas always a percentage on the Joint Fundraising Agreement. ~ That's the only way you

20 can make thewaterfall work, really.

2 Q Okay. And we're going to come to that. So that makes sense.

2 Would Bradley Crate have been involved in the discussions given his relationship

23 withthe two parties?

2 A I don't remember him being involved, but he may have. He may have had a

25 conversation, but t really it was really more of a political conversation as opposed
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1 to--itwas about a budget, a campaign budget, and Brad would have, as a party to this,

2 would have wanted to know it was happening and that everything agreed tot and that

3 everything was above board, and as long asthosethree indicia were checked, he was

4 usually fine with everything.

5 Q Sol wantto focus on the legal budget, specifically, the election

6 litigation related expenses. Solthink, earlier, there were some names you mentioned,

7 butto the extent that you can, can you walk us through how does the funding of

8 election-related litigation happen in the sense that you mentioned Mr. Guiliani coming

9 in? Ibelievewetalked about Jenna Eli.

10 When allofthese folks start coming in in November, how are they being retained

11 and who s paying them?

2 A Yeah. Good question. Well, Ms. Ellis was -- she was on the campaign

13 months prior to November. So she was being paid anywayas a consultant. She was

14 hired before my time. Well, not before my time, but before | was dealing with

15 budgetary issues.

16 In November, after Matt and | stopped doing day-to-day litigation work on the

17 campaign, one of the roles | kept on was budgetary in nature, and we would - the way it

18 would work is someone and | say someone, because | didn't necessarily know who it

19 came from would say we need to hire this attorneyorthis law firm, and Matt and/or |

20 would negotiate the terms of the engagement with them, and, you know, sometimes it

21 worked. Sometimes it didn't and we couldn't come to an agreement.

2 Then think the campaign largely paid for it, but the RNC may have picked up the

23 tabon some of these legal expenditures at that point, but | think it was predominantly

24 campaign.

2 Q How did it get decided, to the extent that you remember, whether
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1 somebody was paid out of campaign funds or RNC funds? Who decide that?

2 A don't remember specifically, because it was always kind of a fluid situation

3 inthe sense of something comes in, here's an expenditure, Hey, who would be - the RNC

4 should pay this or we should pick this up.

5 So any person could have called from the RNC or from the campaign and said,

6 Hey, we think you guys should pay for this or we would call the RNC and they'd say, Hey,

7 you guys should pay for this

8 Soitwas reallya case-by-case basis. | don't think there was any hard and fast

9 rule.

10 Q And think, earlier, you said that you interviewed someof the attorneys.

11 Were you and Mr. Morgan conducting kind of like an interview processofwho was

12 applying to conduct litigation for the campaign?

13 A Ifisaid that, it was kind of a misstep or foot fault on there. What | mean by

14 thatis ike in November, we didn't interview anybody, but Matt would vet attorneys, and

15 that would mean we wouldtalk to them. Matt was doing most of it. Matt was

16 interactingwith the lawyers that we had retained. So there would be a vetting process

17 with everybody.

18 After November, the vetting process was less about us being comfortable with

19 them as an attorney and more about just making sure that they weren't going to, you

20 know, rip the campaign off that they were like remotely competent, and that we had

21 some kind of budget approval authority from somebody that was still making decisions.

2 Q Now, I'massuming that this was particularly for the cases that were brought

23 on behalf of the campaign, but for cases that weren't brought for the campaign, how did

24 you handle those, if they were kind of, let's say, campaign adjacent, but other parties?

2 A You'd have to give me an example ofa case. Unless the campaign or the
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1 President were a party to the litigation, I'm not aware of us retaining anybody. | could

2 be wrong, butl don't thinkwe did.
3 Q No. That's super helpful, because off the top my head, | can't remember a

4 name, although, that's probably a[Elavestion, because she knows that area

5 muchbetter than me, but my understanding i that there were cases that were brought
6 onbehalfof Mr. Trump and then there were cases that were brought on behalf of the

7 campaign, but then there could have been cases brought by — | believe there was a

5 congressman or the State of Texas, the AG's case.
5 A Olay.

10 Q So where there were cases that could have impacted the outcomeof the
1 election

2 A sue

3 Q but weren't the President or the campaign, did you and Mr. Morgan have
14 anyinvolvement in those cases orthe attorneys who were retained on those cases?

15 A 1 don't remember who was retained on those cases to prosecute those. |

16 don't rememberwhothe campaign paidon those.
w Yeah. 1don't remember.

1s Q sounds ike you're saying i's possible.

19 A itis definitely possible. You're bringing up a good point, and those two
20 might be it to be honest with you, those two cases, but | don't remember us engaging

21 anybody, butts totally possible that we id
2 Q  Sointhe moment - and I'm not being coy here. I'm trying to kind of like

23 organize and use the best use of time we'll show an email where you kind of break

23 down the legal spend, but do you know if anybody kept a tracker or a record anywhere of
25 cases that were being brought where the attorneys were being paid by the campaign?
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1 A Prior to Election Day, Matt probably would have kept something ike that. |

2 don'tknowif it was being tracked.
3 a aap

a A No. Idontknow. It wasn't being tracked by me. | don't think Matt was

5 trackingit
5 Q  Soit made have been the okay. | just want we've talked a lot about the.

7 recount process and, earlier, you said something along the lines of, normally, there are

8 certainstate rules about vote recounts, ligation, etc. | think[JJJ 2 something

9 about the safe harbor deadline in December and you said something along the fines of,

10 Well its nota hard date, it could go past that.
n In your experience politically, traditionally, how long does the recount process

2 hse

3 A Oh, Imean, itdepends. Again, there are 50 - these are dusty code,
14 election codes, in different states that you takeoff the shelf onceevery couple of ~ you

15 know, 20 years.

1 Typically, | mean they're designed to resolve election issues as fast as possible,
17 but, you know, typically, before the electors have to vote is usually when this happen.

1s Q Well let me ask you this: We can both definitively agree that it's defintely

19 onorbefore January 20th. Right?
2 A Iguess in theory, though, these things could go on and on.

2 Q Past the day after which a new President is installed, forlackof a better
2 word?

5 A Sure. I mean, that contingent elector memo on Hawai, that recount went.

26 backpastthe electors voting date. Right?
2s These things can go and on and on and you don't necessarily need a state to have
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1 an outcome by Inauguration Day. Right?

2 1 mean, you can stil swear ina President ifthose votes aren't counted, but all the

3 states now typically do have processes in place to resolve these issuepriorto that stuff.

4 Sol can'timagine an eventuality where something legitimately lasts longer than

Inauguration Day, but in theory, sure. It could.

s Q  Solet's come back tothat, because it was our understandingthat recounts,

7 past Inauguration Day were pretty rare.

5 A Oh agreed.

° Q  Sowe'llcome back to that. A moment ago, you said that there were hard

10 limits on how the campaign funds could be spent. What happens to the DITFP funds.

11 thatare campaign funds in terms of funds that are raised for the campaign? What are

12 you allowed to use those for once they're in the campaign accounts?

13 A Sure. Sol think I actually said there are hard campaign limits in terms of

14 what you can raise for people. During the courseof the campaign, the only limitation is

15 goingto belt can't be for personal use of a candidate. There's other limitations too, but

16 when the money comes in to the DITFP account, it really depends on when that occurs.

FY 1 mean, prior to Election Day, t'sgoingto for electioneering activitiesfor the most

18 part, which isa pretty broad category of stuff related to electing ~ supporting a candidate

19 for President, his or principal campaign committee.
1) After election day, you can - I think -check the regs, but you can raise money for

21 arecountand topayoffdebt.

2 Q Okay. That was our understanding as well, that those were the two things,

2 Soit's our understanding that immediately after the election a few days, there

24 wasa discussion about setting up the Save America PAC. Are you aware of those

25 discussions?
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1 A Yes

2 Q And were you involved in those?

3 A Tosome extent, yes.

a Q sitting here today, what is your understanding of why the Save America PAC

5 wascreated?

s A Regardless of whether President Trump was ultimately elected President

7 again in 2020 or not, he neededa successor organization, like a Presidents who after

8 their secondrunfor office need a successor organization through which to do politcal

9 activity to support candidates and causes that they believe to be important. So that

10 conversation, | actually think had started prior to the election. | thought it occurred

11 before November 3rd.

2 Q Do yourememberhaving conversations with JaredKushner about creation

13 of the Save America PAC?

1a A You know, | either had conversations directly with Jared or | had

15 conversations with Alex Cannon who had conversations with Jared, but actually think

16 talked to both of them. | just can't be sure.

FY Those conversations would have been related to giving options in terms of what

18 the best type of entity to create was. There really is only one option that makes a lot of

19 sense, and that'samulti-candidate PAC, which Save America ended up becoming; but

20 wasinvolved in conversations and may have even prepared a document - | don't think|

21 did, but somebody ended up doing it laying out what the different types of entities that

22 you can create are and what the pros and cons areforthat, campaign finance limits, what

23 you can spend, etc.

2 Q Yeah, and we're definitely campaign finance experts, but the gistofwhat we

25 understand is that while there's limitation on what would happen if money was raised
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1 into DITFP, Save America would not have those limitations. ~ So you would not want a

2 bunch of money raised sitting in a campaign account. You would want it, to your point,

3 sittingina multi-candidate PAC that would then be a leadership PAC that would allow for

4 more flexible spending

5 Is that fair?

6 A Yeah. The money going into the campaign, principal campaign committee,

7 atthat point was dead money. It couldn't be spent on things.

8 Q Yeah. Sodoyou remember having conversations regarding fundraising

9 after the election?

10 A Yeah. We would have talked about that. | mean, the former President

11 hada robust lst that wasn't - when you stop emailing a lstorsoliciting from any kind of

12 fundraising ist, it tends to get stagnant and subiect to spam and all of this. I'm no.

13 expert on this stuff, but that's what our digital team indicated to us.

14 Soyeah. There was talk of needing to continue fundraising after the election to

15 keep those lsts fresh.

16 Q And who was that talk with? Was Gary Coby present?

7 A Garywould have been involved in those conversations. Jared probably was

18 involved in those conversations, Alex.

19 Q Do youremember when it was?

0 A I mean, we talked about it before the election for sure, because it was one of

21 those things where you never liked talking about the election duringelection, but it was

22 one of those things that kind of had to be discussed because it needed to happen and

23 there some lead time tot, but | don't remember specifically when. | don't think it was

24 one conversation. | think it was just like a series of conversations.

2 Q knowthis was before your time, but were you aware that there were
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1 conversations after the 2016 election where they were actually told to stop fundraising

2 after the election?

5 A Ohideitnnbortnh, Wiswsbahgtor mention?
4 Q No. I'm saying | know that was before your time, but in the context of the

$ conversations in 2020 when you were talking with Mr. Coby, it sounds --other testimony

6 seems to suggest tht they would need approval o continue fundraising aftr the
7 election. Gary Coby could not unilaterally decide to do that himself.

. A sue Thats comect.
9 Q Okay. Andwhyisthat?

10 Mr.Garber. Approval by whom.

u Mr. Clark, Wel, it would have been approval by the principal. So Mr. Trump
12 would have had to do that.

13 Mr. Garber. Okay.

“ Wr.Clark. fm sorry. Canyourepeat your question?
15 Mr.Garber. Is that what you meant?

wR severcvesion ron. somuen
v ooI
18 Q Understanding that Mr. Trump had to approve, can you tell us about the

19 conversations that you had? It sounded like you said there were several, but just the

20 gist of the conversations that you bout continuing fundraisingafter the 2020election or

21 leading up toand ater the election
2 A Just what told you with respect t keeping the Ist fresh an the Ps fresh
23 and kind of the technical components of continue to fundraise, you know, so it doesn't

24 precipitously drop off and you lose the quality of the list. That was the conversation

5 withoan.
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1 Q And do you remember during the course of those conversations, would you

2 have talked about the need to warm up IPs or take the lst out of Salesforce? Do you

3 remember any conversations about DataPeer or any of that at those times or did that

4 happenlater?

5 A Oh,DataPeer happened during the campaign.

s a okay.

7 A Thatwasinthe fall. That was a really I think it was a really smart dea at

8 thetime. |don'tknow what you know it, but DataPeer was concerned about ownership

9 of the not ownership, but the custody of the President's lst and the IP addresses that's

10 sent from them which the RNC owned and Donald Trump didnt. ~ Another party owning
11 thelPs and sending from those IPsisgreat when you've got a Joint Fundraising

12 Agreement with that person, but once the campaign has ended, that Joint Fundraising

13 Agreement was going to go away and we'd be left without any IPs to send things from,
14 andit takes a while to warm those up.

15 50 Alex Cannon and Sean Dollman came to me in the fal of 2020prior to the

16 election with a plan that had apparently been in the works forawhile on DataPeer,

17 creatinga company called DataPeer to create IPs or buy IPs to start doing initial sends

18 from during the course of the campaign. ~ So when the campaign ended, those IPs would

19 be warmed up and you'd be ready send them out, and it sounded like a good idea to me.

1) They laid it all out for me and we did it.

2 Q If can go back, when we talking about the general fundraising discussions

22 that you were having before the election about continuing fundraising and keeping the

23 list warm after the election, do you remember having any discussions about the themes

24 or what you would be fundraising on?

2 A No. Interms of content, that was really inGary Coby's wheelhouse, on
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1 what worked and what didn't. It always had been.

2 You know, | supervised Matt Morgan, who ran the Legal Department which

3 approved legal disclaimers and stuff on email sends, but in terms of content, | never really

4 messed withGary other than occasionallygetting an email blast from him and makingfun

5 of, you know, a statement or something, just ribbing him, but | never edited content and

6 created content

7 Q Actually, that's a really great lead-in to my next question, which is let's talk

8 about the approval process for those fundraising emails, because there was a lot of

9 people on there. think you were on that lst, and there were some inflammatory things.

10 that were said in those emails.

1 Aside from ribbing Mr. Coby about something that may have been extreme, did

12 you have any conversations with anyone about what was in those fundraising emails

13 versus maybe personal beliefs? |thinkyou said earlier, you didn't believe in the

14 Dominion voting machines, but there were fundraising emails that talked about the

15 voting machines.

16 Did you have any conversations with anyone about what was in the fundraising

17 emails versus what Mr. Cannon was finding or what Mr. Parkinson was finding or what

18 the research folks were seeing in terms of fraud?

19 A No. Again, my content approval, | wasn't on a content approval chain.

20 We were on thelegal approval chain.

2 Sol didn't sign off on content and none of us were really in a position to call out

22 Garin termsofwhat that content should be.

23 Q  Whowas? Based on your understanding as deputy campaign manager,

24 what was your understanding of who was in a position to call out Mr. Coby about the

25 accuracy or truth or lack thereof of what was in those fundraising emails?
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1 A I mean, Gary was the digital director. | mean, he ran it, and don't forget,

2 camein--as deputy campaign manager, | came at the endof July of 2020, and one of

3 things clearly not on my list was how to - approval processes for systems for digital email

4 sends

5 mean, we were not in a position to make any kind of wholesale change at that

6 pointin termsofapproval processes. So yeah.

7 Q And! will say to support that point, we have heard testimony from other

8 witnesses would have said that you and Mr. Stepien came in and inherited, quote, a

9 well-oiled machine that Mr. Coby had built that required no tinkering, no modification,

10 andjustran. Would you disagree with that?

1 A No. Iwouldn'tdisagreewith thatatall.

2 Q 50 going back to the question of you and Mr. Stepien, what we'retrying to

13 figure outisis it your understanding that Mr. Coby had approval over the content of

14 those emails?

15 When they went through the approval process, was it your understanding that it

16 was Mr. Coby's job toverify the truth or accuracy ofwhat was in those emails?

7 A 1don't know if that's true, but he had ultimate approval over content in

18 there. Sowhatever content was there, he was approving, but in terms of like

19 verification of the accuracy of what was said in a fundraising ema, | don't know who was

20 doingthat,if anybody.

2 Q Sol guess that would be my next question, is do you know, actually, if

22 anybody was doing that? Was that anybody's actual job that they were responsible for?

23 A don't know.

2 Q Who would know?

2 A Mr. Coby.
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1 Q If Mr. Coby saidthatit was Mr. Parkinson'sjobto research, Mr. Cannon's job

2 to do legal, would you agree with those characterizations?

3 A lguess, yes. would. | mean, | dont know to ~ I know Alex was
a approving not copy, but disclaimers, reviewing stuff for legal accuracy. | assume Zach

5 was doing the same in terms of verifying accuracy of emails; but, again, | don't know what

6 Gary's actual internal process was in terms of, Hey, this email is good to send because we

7 have signoff from these people.

8 Q  Butif toldyouor if you foundout thattherewasactuallynobody verifying
9 the accuracy or truth of the content of those emails regarding what they were warranting

10 to the recipients, would that actually surprise you?

1 A Iguess | don't know. | don't know. Its hard to say, because if those
12 people were on a content approval chain, | assume there would be some kind of

13 clearance.

1 Q You would assume that somebody was responsible for truth and accuracy?
15 A Well, no. What I'm saying is if research -- Legal was approving content as it

16 wasgoing out. The RNC -- and let's also keep in mind, too, like we're talking about

17 sends that were broken down bya percentage between the RNC and the campaign.
18 If Research Departments were on those email, | would presume that they signed

19 off on whatever kindofcontent there was.

? IE occ. ve couldputup Exhibits.
2 ov I

2 Q Thisis adocumentthatwewere hopingyoumightbe able toexplain a
23 couple of buckets on. This is a November 18th screen shot that Mr. Dollman would send

24 around every day to a pretty consistent list, usually to Mr. Kushner and then he would

25 copy a number of you in leadership, and they were cash position updates. Are you
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1 familiarwith these?

2 A Yeah. lam.

3 Q So theyre largely similar with some minor variations, but they generally

4 track the three accounts of the campaign general account, the recount legal and then,

5 onceit was created, Save America. So if right here.

6 50 do you see where it says recount legal, recount costs for Wisconsin was $3

7 milion?

8 It was ourunderstandingthat was literally the amount that the campaign paid to

9 the State of Wisconsin for the recount. Is that consistent with your understanding?

10 A That jogs my memory. We had to put down,| believe a - it was a very

11 large seven-figure deposit on the cost of the recount. You're jogging my memory right

12 now. Soforgive meif | don't have the details perfectly right.

13 Wisconsin requires the petitioning party to pay for the recount. So believe we

14 had to put downa deposit that close to $3 million.

15 Q  Isitfair to say that would have come out of the recount legal bucket?

16 A Probably, yeah. | would suggested that it be paid out of there.

7 Q Okay. And you raised avery good point. Are you the person who would

18 suggest where those things should come out of funding-wise?

19 A Ifasked, yeah. |mean,itwas usually pretty obvious where an expenditure

20 should come from. Sean did a pretty good not a pretty good job, did a very good job

21 of tracking debt, and so splitting those buckets between recount and legal and like DJTFP

22 general raising against debt was pretty important.

23 So wind down, there are other buckets you could kind of put these in the general

24 account.

2 Q Do you see the second bullet point under notes where it says the Joint
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1 Fundraising Agreement split is changing at midnight to 75-257

2 A ldo

3 Q You don't happen to remember -this is November 18th. You don't

4 happen to remember being involved in those conversation over that split, do you?

5 A don't remember that, but | very well could have been involved in those:

6 conversations.

7 Q  Andto the best of your recollection, given the format, does that mean it

8 would have be 75-25, the campaign-RNC?

9 A don't rememberhis numbering convention.

10 Q Okay. Sositting here, you can'ttell whichis which?

1 A lant

2 Q Okay. And is that something that Mr. Kushner would have negotiated?

13 Youwould have negotiated? Can you remember sitting here today?

14 A don't remember negotiating that split, but very well could have. Jared

15 certainly would have been involved and | would have -- | don't think anyone would have:

16 changed the split on the JFA without letting him know or involving him in the

17 conversation.

18 Q 50 the way that you said that, Mr. Kushner certainly would have been

19 involved, it was our understanding that Mr. Kushman was brought in to really have an

20 active role in the budgeting process and to kind of manage the understandingthatyou

21 and Mr. Stepien were, in fact, the campaign manager and the deputy campaign manager

22 and that you were responsible for the budget, it was our understanding Mr. Kushner had

23 avery active role in that, working with the two of yous i that correct?

2 A Yes.

2 Q oh-
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1 A AfterBill-

2 Q  Imsorry. Goahead.

3 A Alter Bill was named campaign manager and | was named deputy campaign

4 manager, as| mentioned earlier, one of the things | was put in charge of was budget, and

5 Jaredand|were attachedat the hip.

6 There had been serious budget control questions prior to that from the previous

7 campaign manager. So Sean Dollman and | workedreally closely together on developing

8 abudget and a budget control system, and | worked with Jared, | mean, a lot just to make

9 sure that the money - that everyone had their arms around what we were spending,

10 where it was going and whether we had it and all that kind of suf.

1 Q And! understand that there were issues with Mr. Parscale. That's kind of

12 before our time in terms of relevance here, but starting during that July 2020 period

13 when you and Mr. Stepien started, was it pretty consistent at that point that you and Mr.

14 Kushner were regularly working on the budget issues?

15 A Yes

16 Q And how often do you think you met with Mr. Kushner about the budget?

7 A We would meet in person once aweek and often times more than that,

18 spoke on the phone. Bill probably talked to Jared more than |did, but, you know, we

19 would relay messages, and | was constantly working the budget with Sean.

0 So theseupdates were part of just keeping him informed, and yeah. | mean, it

21 wasa couple days a week, probably.

2 Q And Mr. Kushner wasveryactive in the fundraising updates, wasn't he?

23 A Imsorry. | don't know what the fundraising updates are.

2 Q The amounts of - do you see where it says fundraising, where it says funds

25 in transit and the cost of fundraising?
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1 A Yes. Hewasveryinvolved in that. He worked pretty close with Gary, too,

2 onthese items,

3 Q Was it your understanding that Mr. Kushner regularly updated the President

4 onthe financial issues?

5 A don't know if | had that understanding at the time, but | assume so,

6 because somebody would have and | wasn't the one doing it.

7 Q Well, let me aska better question. What was you understanding of Mr.

8  Trump'sinterest in the funds raised, lie the budget, the finances of the campaign, if you

9 wil

10 A I would say pretty interested as far as candidates go. I've done this a lot,

11 and some candidates are very interested. Some candidates, their eyes would glaze over

12 when you start to talk to them about a budget.

13 1 would say he was right in the middle.

14 Q So this email is, | believe on November 18th, and do you see under the DITFP

15 general column, it says outstanding payable and it’s a little under $34 million?

16 A Yes.

7 Q So thisis a couple of weeks after the election, and I'm not asking you to

18 remember specifics, but generally, what was the $34 million in payable that the campaign

19 hadleft two weeks after the election? What kind of things would be in that bucket?

0 A Oh, boy. So campaigns have a ton of trailing invoices. | mean a ton of

21 trailinginvoices. The smallest on campaigns has tons of trailing invoices, mean you do

22 anevent in the begin of October and a vendorwhodid workfor you, a small mom and

23 pop shop, theydon'tbill you until the end.

2 Porta-Potties come to mind. We had all these rallies, and the guy who did all the

25 Porta-Potty vendors didn't send us his bill for like two and a half months, until October,
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2 So you had alot of those trailing invoices coming in. | believe we paid

5 Digital, you do the digital buy. They put the digital ad up and youpay that after.

7 due at the end of November.

8 [|] Okay. That makes a lot of sense.

9 If we could put up Exhibit No. 5.

12 from Mr. Dollman out to the group, and it says: “Note: | metwith Justin this morning

13 about the recount/legal budget and we should have something today that will display

15 So this is the next day. Do you happen to remember meeting with Mr. Dollman

16 that morning to discuss that recount legal budget?

18 So | don't doubt that we had it.

19 Q On november 19th, what would the concern with budget have been when so

20 much money is being raised post-election?

23 the budget concern right now post-election?
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4 forget like we have to spend that on recount and legal. If we didn't spend it all, that

$ ‘money can get transferred to the RNC legal proceedings fund.

7 needed to have our arms around what we're spending it on, making sure we're spending

8 it on = you know, not like wasting moneyso there's something left over.

9 Q Soto be clear, that recount/legal fund, that is what you would have used for

10 election-related litigation or recount and that's all you could use iton. Correct?

12 RNC legal proceedings fund.

13 Q  Butit couldn't be transferred to, say, Save America or DITFP General?

15 Q Sos itfair to say it was kindof a use it or lose it or give it to RNC?

16 A Thatwas--yes. |thinkthat's fair. That'safair characterization.

w @ ThermaNovember 2th rom MeDolman. Khe, ninth

2a Yeah.

23 get back, let's discuss a new system for paying bill where we need DIT to sign off on them.

24 I want to create a tighter process for going forward. We should have a budget we
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1 I'm assuming that Sean Dollman, you, and Alex Cannon. Is that a fair

2 assumption?

3 A That's fair.

4 Q And what was the point of this process, to the extent that you know, in

5 terms of what Mr. Kushner wanted to accomplish with this?

6 A Ithink he just wanted to get an understanding of, again, ike - before Rudy

7 and his team came in, Matt would have known to the pennywhat we owed lawyers, what

8 we were paying lawyers, who they were. When Rudy and his team came in, as |

9 mentioned, we were just getting engagement letters thrown at us from different

10 directions and looking for approvals on whether we shoulddothings or not.

u S0 we wanted to create a budget, ike here's what we're going to spend our

12 moneyon. When!say "we", | mean Jared and | think he was right about that, because

13 justthings were movingsofast that if you didn't have a budget control on this stuff, you

14 were just going to start setting money on fire and that just didn't make any sense.

5 Q And correct me if I'm wrong, but other testimony that we've gathered

16 suggested that there might be things that would go to the President without anybody.

17 looking at it first or maybe there weren't the strictest controls before things went to the

18 President for him to sign off on.

19 A In terms of expenditures from the campaign?

20 Q Yes

2 A Sothere were a few engagement letters that | believe like - that's hard to

22 say. Idon'tknow. Expenditure approval

23 Q Well, and you actually hit on it, attorneys that may have come in that the

24 President said okay, but that didn't get vetted or approved before expenditures were.

25 approved
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1 A Yeah,but that's a little different, because the campaign still had to sign an

2 engagement letter. Right?

s Saif oho approve someting, you ow, we wo Gets ergrgement ter
a and review it and negotiate with these people, and it wouldn't necessarily get done.

5 You're talking about a pretty tight time window here and, you know, all of these

§ engagement ethos came tome From someame ter han direcly through me or Mats.
7 So we were looking at them, and if the President approved it, | would call Jared.

8 I think Jared was looking for a process here that wasn't that, that was a little more

5 omanied
10 Q That makes sense. Is itfair tosay that he seems like a very organized

11 gentleman and who kes processes and procedures?
12 A Yeah,and | shared thatwith him. Chaosis just hard todealwith on a

13 budget.

won eso
15 If we could turn to Exhibit 8.

I" o—
uv Q Thisisanemallthe samo day. | baieve is in response tothe mall where
18 Mr. Dollman said that you guys were going to sit down and get your arms around a

19 recount budget.

20 So this is from Mr. Dollman to Mr. Kushner and others up top, but it's not really as

2 relevant. So this is Mr. Dollman writing: “Jared: Justin, Alex, and | updatedthis just

22 now. We thinkit accurately reflects remaining expenses and total spend to date. The

23 big drivers on spend to date were the three million to Wisconsin, cost of fundraising, and

2% thedata project.
25 The only item we can't estimate are the expenses for Team Rudy. We have yet
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1 toreceive anything from them. As you can see, after remaining expenses, we estimate

2 $9.87 million remaining."

3 So just want toaskyou clarifya coupleof things for us. I'm assuming ifyou

4 scroll downa litle bit, this isthe cash position onDecember8th. I'm assuming this is

5 recount/legal budget that we've been seeing that this would have come out of.

6 A Yes. That'swhat thisis.

7 Q Okay. Thenif you see the line that says Cost of Fundraising, I'm assuming

8 that's when you were talking about the costofdigital or actual fundraising costs.

9 A don't know what that line item is. It must be. It must be the cost of

10 fundraising coming in, but | actually don't know what that is.

1 1 remember this document getting created, because we actually settled on this,

12 because we needed something simple that we could updateeasily that could be

13 replicated from day to day compared to a prior day. So like the remaining expenses

14 column could go up or down. The spend to date would then be added based on that,

15 and then you'd be able to have those were the variables in addition to the cash position

16 on that day, the cash position at the end of day, and then the cash position at the end of

17 the day would match the cash position at the beginning of the day for the next

18 spreadsheet.

19 Sol remember creating this and working on this with Sean and coming up with

20 like a decent estimate for what we have. | don't remember what fundraising is, though,

21 what that ine item isfor.

2 Q I'm assumingitsthe costof fundraising. ~ Right?

23 Because t's an expense related to fundraising?

2 A assume so too, but|don't know for sure.

2 Q Okay. And when it says the data project, in the email, it says data project,
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1 but! believe on the line, it says national/data. Do you know what the data project was?

2 A Ireferring to it earlier, which was Alex Cannon's work verifying or, you know,

3 finding out the answerto issues with respect to dead voters, national change of adress,

4 you know, real data sensitive things that were being brought up with respect to election

5 contest.

6 Q And do you know what the Ops row meant?

7 We assumed operations, but we weren't sure which operations.

8 A Opsis going to beshortfor operations in allof our budget. | just don't

9 knowwhat our operational expenditurewason that.

10 1 mean, we did have ongoing costs, but $725,000 seems high in terms of remaining

11 expenses. Like we had there was staff at the campaign. You know, there are

12 printing costs, | guess.

13 1 don't rememberexactlywhat made up that number. To be really fair, | was a

14 big believer in you neverwent to come in under on the expenditure side of a budget. It

15 could very well have been a plug number that we just made bigger so we didn't have to

16 come back witha crazier number on something else and could just reallocate to there.

7 I don't know. I'd have to look at it, going forward and back, and |just don't

18 remember the conversation wehad about it.

19 Q And if you look at that row that says National, I'm assuming that's just kind

20 of like a bucket for nationalrelated expenses that might come up.

2 A don't remember specifically.

2 Q The reason ask is because if you scroll back up to the bottom of the emai,

23 he explicitly says that you couldn't estimate expenses for Team Rudy. Did they ever

24 submit anything budget-wise or how would you know how much that cost?

2 A Wedidn't. They never did provide a budget in terms of their expenses for
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2 Q Do you knowif they were ever paidfor their work?

s A don think think thle expenses were pid. dont know. 1 dont
4 believe they were paid for their work.

< Q Do you know how their expenses were paid, like through whom, through

o whatentiy?
7 A Idon't remember.

8 Q And to the extent that you know, the Spend to Date column appears to be

9 funds that have already been spent in those states. Was that for law firms that were

10 conducting litigation in those states or what was that spend for, to the extent that you

1 conremember?
12 A The largest expenses would have been for law firm expenses, but | don't

13 know specifically what made up those numbers.

uw Jl oe ree conaumonnison pe
I" o
16 Q So this is an email -- actually,ifwe can just go up a little bit, | want to scroll a

17 tie bit soy so we ca go through the who, what, when. Ifwe cango pa lit bi to
18 the top, this is an email dated December 22, 2020. If we go up a little bit, you can see

wo semi
20 It's from Mr. Dollman to Mr. Kushner and the team, and it's cash position update

2a dated December 22nd. If you scroll down, Mr. Dollman adds the note above the

2 sandord chart,
23 He says: "Below is a screen shotof the current positionsfor the three accounts.

24 Note: This includes the $4.975 million media buy invoice that we just received."

25 Now if you scroll down, would that have been in recount/legal under outstanding
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1 payables?

2 A Good question. Idon'tknow. Like|said, if we had a media buy and it

3 television, you wouldn't really record that as a payable at any point, because it would

4 probably just be right out the door, but fit was in between the time when the invoice

5 showed up and when it was paid, it could have been in the outstanding payables bucket.

6 Q To the best of your knowledge - so don't know if you're aware. Do you

7 remember the $4.97 million media buy invoice that came in on December 22nd?

8 A don't remember the invoice specifically. | remember that there was a

9 media buy component to this. | don't remember that specifically or the number

10 specifically.

1 Q Well, sorry. Let me be clear. I'm not asking about the number. I'm

12 saying do you remember the big $5 million media buyofelection fraud-related

13 commercialsthatthe President and Rudy Guiiani wanted to put on TV?

14 A ldo

15 Q Do you remember seeing the commercials? | believe they went on OAN

16 and Newsmax,

7 A didsee them.

18 Q Would you have qualified those as recount/legal?

19 A Imean,yes. can get there.

0 We would we worka lot with we had a lot FEC compliance lawyers on our

21 team, and if wewere comfortable making that expenditure out of recount/legal, then I'm

22 sure we were comfortable with it.

23 Mr. Garber. Is that something you in particular

20 Mr. Clark. | don't remember that. | don't rememberif | specifically approved it

25 ornot, butif | did, we would have doneour diligence on it and had been pretty



1 comfortable with the outcome.

4 recount/legal, I'll come back to that in a moment.

5 If we could go upto page 1, there's a line that | believe Mr. Kushner says is

7 Hesays: "Thanks, Sean. I'm assuming the reason why Save America has been

8 stagnant is chargebacks."

9 What are chargebacks?

10 A Chargebacks are so if someone wants to not have their donation -- so you

12 know what, | don't want to give that money anymore. There's two ways to effectuate

13 doing that.

15 don't agree with that charge on my credit card and, presumably, the credit card company

16 putsaholdonit. What happens then is they then goto the credit card person who

18 that dispute typically gets resolved in favor of the merchants.

19 I think we had a policy to not fight chargebacks. The other way to do itis a

20 refund, call the campaign and give a refund. We were very open about doing both,

23 "Correct. Chargeback have negatively impacted Save America by nearly $2 million since
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1 Solet's just pickoff that ast piece. Do you know what that means, recurring has

2 moved from weekly to monthly?

3 A Yeah. Sowhenyoumakea when you give on ine, there's an option to

4 make ita recurring donation. Sol give $1010. political campaign. | then have a box |

Scan check -- sometimes t's pre-checked -- which says | want to make this a recurring

6 donation.

7 This indicates to me that we changed the recurring donation check box on Save

8 America from a weekly, do you want to make this a recurring donation weekly, to one

9 that was monthly

10 Q And do you remember - to theextent that you remember those ~ it sounds

11 like that was a discussion. Do you remember those discussions?

2 A Vaguely. 1would always defer to Gary in terms of the best way to

13 appropriately do that. |didn't at that point, | wouldn't have cared much. | don't

16 rememberwhywedidthat.

15 Q isi possible because it's now December 23rd it's been a month and half

16 since the election and you're taking fundraising emails recurring weekly for people for

17 whatatthispoint?

1 A Imsorry. 1don't followyour question.

19 Q Well if understood you correctly, you're saying it was a recurring donation

20 that was happening. The default was weekly and now you changed it to monthly, and

21 you said don't know why we would have changed at that point.

2 This is nowDecember23rd, over -- about a month and 2 halfafter the election.

23 What would people need to be donating weekly to as opposed to monthly if the election

24 was over?

2 A I mean, this was for Save America. So Save America i not a principal
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1 campaign committee anyway. Its for a multi-candidate PAC, but | don't remember the

2 reason we switched it from weekly to monthly.

3 Q And do you have any - do you knowwhy the chargebacks seemed to have

4 increased by nearly $2 million since the 14th of that month, so about seven days, $2

5 milion in chargebacks, it sounds like?

6 A don't know why. | don't even remember why the - what the theories

7 were onit, but, | mean, itis ~ it occurred.

8 Q  Solet mecome back the theories on that in a second. In the email above,

9 Mr. Coby says if you scroll up, he responds and says: "Pushing lot as well. Average

10 daily growth, 1.2 millon.”

1 Do you know what he's referring to when he says "pushinga lot less"?

2 A assume that means fewer emails and text messages sent.

13 Q So pushinga lot less in termsofthe things that would get people to donate?

14 A Yes.

15 Q And average daily growth, 1.2 millon, is it your understanding that that was

16 low or where doesthat fall> Is he saying that it's low now?

7 A I wouldn't characterize it as low or high. | don't remember the context of

18 that number.

19 Q They mayhave just be just 50 you know, now this is the average daily gross?

0 A Itcould have been, yeah.

2 Q Okay. Sothe reason|asked about the recount issue is because since

22 January 21,2021 - so that the day after Inauguration in 2021 to present day, the Make

23 America Great Again PAC has PAC spent five and a half million dollars on recount

24 expenditures. What are you spending on recount-wise, which is, my understanding, the

25 money left over that was raised from the campaign that got moved over to MAGA PAC?



1 What is still being recounted? | think the most recent expense was $600,000 in

2 March to a company called 2M Document Management and Imaging, and to the.

4 recount/legal in March 2022 ofa 2020 election?

$ Mr. Garber. See, that might be -- | think now we're getting into substantively

7 ovI

SV——
9 the election?

10 Mr. Garber. Again, | think you're asking substantively what are legal funds being

13 experience with campaigns. Let me rephrase it.

" oI
15 Q Inthe past, have you ever had recount/legal fund being spent two years

18 funds. Generally, you can spend recount/legal money on something that has significant

19 nexus, significant enough nexus, to the recount and recount-related activities.

A

23 And you don't have to be specific about what you've actually spent it on, but just

24 from you experience, a type of expense that's still happening in recount/legal two years
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1 Mr. Garber. Well, have you had an experience where there's been that kind of

2 expenditure oristhis unusual.

3 Mr. Clark, This is an unusual set of circumstances. Its pretty unique.

4 Mr. Garber. | think the predicate of the question is an issue.

s o
6 Q Well, | guess the predicate question would be do you need somebody

7 continuously saying that an election is fraudulent in order to justify fraudulent — excuse

8 mein order to justify recount/legal expenses for an election that happened two years

9 ago?

10 A No

u Q If President Trump said tomorrow the election wasn't stolen, Biden was the

12 duly-elected President, you could continue spending recount/legal expenses out of that

13 account?

14 A Youbet. The two are not related.

15 Q Okay. That's helpful to know.

16 wanted to turn to the email. ~ So you're not going to remember this and | don't

17 expect you to because we put them up so quickly, but when we showed you some of

18 these cash position updates, the one on November 17th had the Save America cash

19 position as 18 million and change. There's others that we have that show that as of

20 January 6th, the cash position is $76 million, and asofJanuary 13th, the cash position is

21 allthe way up to $77 million.

2 Do you remember getting those emails?

23 A I'm sure if I'm on the distribution list, I'm sure | did.

2 Q Do you remember having conversations with people about how much

25 money Save America was raisingafter the election leading up to the events on January.



1 6th?

2 A I don't remember specific conversations|had with people, but | would have

4 Q Do you rememberreporters contacting you and Mr. Murtaugh, askinga lot

$ of questions about the disclaimers at the bottom of the emails where the funds were, in

7 of the emails?

8 A You know, vaguely. You're jogging my memory on that. We got a lot of

9 reporter inquiries, and stuff about budget always came to me. | vaguely remember that.

10 |] Yeah, and trust me. I'm not doing this to try to brain tease you, but

12 your memory,I'mjust tryingto truncate that.

13 So let me actually put up Exhibit 24 and I'll seeif -- while we're putting up Exhibit

15 asking if the real purpose of Save America is to raise money for a war chest or to support

16 other candidates. They talk about the fundraising campaign being misleading because it

18 So I'm trying to put up an email that tries to explain all ofthat, and if you -- and,

2a Q  Thisis a reporter from "The Washington Post" and he's talking about the

22 Trump operation raising more than $150 million since the election and he's looking at the

23 breakdown of where the money went with the PAC, RNC, etc.

24 "Can you tell us where you plan on spending the money? Some outside critics

25 say it's unfair to ask small-dollar donors to give so frequently to help the President when
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1 alotofit won't go toward legal expenses. What do you say to those concerns?"

2 1 will proffer to you that there are a number of these communications from

3 reportersto Mr. Murtaugh. So this was, seemingly, a commonly-asked question when

4 people startednoticing the change in disclaimers.

5 Soif we scroll up this dated November 30, 2020, and Mr. Murtaugh writes: "till

6 ignore?"

7 1 will just say to you,a lot of the other emails are dated November 11th and

8 November 24th. So there are emails where he has beenforwardingthis you and to

9 others saying what is our position on this and they have been taking the position to

10 ignore,sojust for context of why he's saying "still ignore".

1 Is that fair? Does that sound consistent with what you remember?

2 A sure. Itdoes.

13 Q Ifyou scroll up, I believe that might be whois that responding?

14 Oh. It's you responding. So you respond to Mr. Murtaugh and you copy and

15 loop in Dollman, Jason Miller, | believe, and Bill Stepien, and you say: "I would sill say.

16 nocomment, but also don't know if that number is correct and whether it's something

17 we want toinform if the story is going to get written anyway."

18 Was there a concern that there would be a story coming out talking about where

19 the money was actually going as opposed to election litigation defense - election

20 litigation expenses?

2 Excuse me.

2 A don't know if there was a concern or not. My default was usually no

23 comment on money. In campaigns, we don't talk about expenditures. We don't talk

24 about what we spend on TV, and my position was we don't need to talk about this

2 V'm also indicating in there that | didn't know if the number was right or not. So
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1 wasn'table to really talk about it, which is probably why | added Sean, and I'm sure |

2 added Jason and Bill for their insight into like whether we should talk to the press about it

3 ornot

4 Q Ifyou scroll up, I believe Mr. Murtaugh responds on December 1st:

5 "Doliman agrees".

6 If we keep scrolling, there's a ttle bit of confusion, still no comment. ~ Then

7 actually stop for one second.

8 If you go back down alitle bit, Mr. Murtaugh says: side with no comment.

9 He's going to write about the split, and if we say stuff about legal expenses, it wil serve to

10 highlight the argument that the fundraising pitch is misleading.”

1 Our reading of that, and|just want you to agree or disagree or tell us why we're

12 wrong is if you look at the previous charts we were looking at regarding how money was.

13 actually in that recount/legal bucket that would be used for recount/legal expenses, it

14 was quite low. | think, if you remember, it was 10 or 13 million dollars; whereas, Save

15 America, because of the change in the disclaimers and the split, got all the way up to |

16 think you sawof them that said $70 million.

7 So when Mr. Murtaugh says "He's going to write about the split and if we say stuff

18 about legal expenses, it will serve to highight the argument that the fundraising pitch is

19 misleading", it sounded like what he was saying there is if you look at these emails that

20 say contribute to the official Election Defense Fund and we show them how much money

21 isin the Election Defense Fund versus Save America, it will only highlight that the

22 fundraising is misleading

23 Is that an unfair read of Mr. Murtaugh's comments?

2 A With one exception. It will highlight the argument that the fundraising

25 pitchis misleading. | don't think Mr. Murtaugh is saying the fundraising pitch is
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1 misleading

2 Q Okay. Andthat's fair. understand the modification there.

3 If you scroll up, | believe that's JM, Jason Millers initials. He asks Mr. Dollman

4 whatare the reporting deadlines, and he says: "If will be tougher to dodge such

5 answersafter reporters can find it themselves."

s Understanding that you may remember that exact email, iting here today, what

7 doyou think he thought you needed to dodge?

8 A Ithinkit sounds inquiries rom a reporter, but | don't think that's a unique

9 statement with respect to any inuiry that he would have received. It's not a weird

10 statement from anybody.

n Reporters were hounding us al the time about fundraising and money and digital

12 fundraising, and we gotcloser to reporting deadlines, everyone wanted to break the story

13 about what the number was, and so | think Jason was tryingtoget a senseofwhat the

14 reporting deadline was so that we can, you know, have at it and make a determination.

15 Q Do youthinkthere was any concern that when the FEC reports came out and

16 reporters could find where the funds had gone versus where the fundraising email had

17 represented they were going, do you think there was concern about the

18 questions - dodging the answers to those questions then?

19 A Well there would haven't been questions then. | think that's what he's

20 getting. Like the numberwould be the number. They wouldn't need a statement from

21 the campaign atall. They could make their own -- draw their own conclusions with

20 respect to money and where it was.

2 Q If we scroll up one more, | believe there's an email at ~ its the top one. |

24 think that's Mr. Miller. He responds on November 30th and says: "Welp, sounds like

25 we have 72 hours to come up with the messaging game plan."
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1 What do you think he meant there?

2 A Justwhatitsays. |don't-

3 Mr. Garber. Can we scroll upfor context, if Justin is on these emails.

a Mr. Clark. | think that might actually be the last. That may be the top. | think

5 youjustread the entirechain.

6 Mr. Garber. Okay.

7 EEE oro. Therewego. Thatwas my next question. So you're

8 skipping ahead a little bit. We're going to keep going, actually. I'm just kind of asking

9 himaswego. Wejustdon't have time - I'm sorry —kind of like sit and read everything,
10 butwe're going to read it piece by piece.

u oI
2 Q Sot sounded like Mr. Miller wassaying they needed time to comeupwith a

13 messaging game plan. interpret that in comms speak as, basically, like how to message

14 itbetter than the reporters are asking it. Is that fair?

15 A I wouldn't characterize it | would characterize it as what message does the

16 campaign want to put out and what the game plan i to do that.

7 Q That's far.

1 1f you scroll up one more email it says - | believe this is Mr. Murtaugh responding

19 toJason, Mr. Dollman, and he copies you and Stepien, and he says: "We should talk

20 tomorrow about whether to just announce this by press release like we would any other

21 fundraising announcement. If we have the numbers, we can discuss how the

22 breakdown among entities needs to be messaged, also key, as Jason pointed, that POTUS

23 ison board on how it will be described."

2 Do you remember having conversations with the former President about how you

25 would describe the issues of the Save America fundraising?
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1 A Idont know.

2 Mr. Garber. Is the last email? | think, in fairness, if Justin is on the email chain,

3 we should look at the whole thing. Is this the last one on the chain.

a I 1 ov'c have said ves, buta minute ago, | was. Solet's scroll up,

5 because | did thinkthisisthe last one.

6 Anditis.

7 Mr. Garber. Okay. Thankyou.

5 Mr. Clark. | don't remember having any conversationswith the former President

9 about thisissue.

0 +
1 Q Do you rememberthe press release that you issued and gave to Fox News

12 about the funds raised by Save America?

13 A Idon't remember that, no.

1a Q  Itsokay. | know that comms wasn't your job. |was just curious if you

15 sitting here could remember it and I'm trying to evaluate what's worth putting up in front

16 of youatthispoint.

FY Solet's do Exhibit 23,ifwe could.

19 Q Andif you see where Mr. Murtaugh, it says "FY again, andmy guess is if you

20 scroll down, it's another reporter saying something about if you scroll down one more:

21 “Save America has been added to the fundraisingdistribution. Why start fundraising for

22 itnow when the focused solicitations have been on legal challenges?"

2 1f you scroll up, I think she re-ups email with Mr. Murtaugh and says: “There are

24 some campaign finance folks who say this is a bait and switch given that the priority on

25 theallocation isfor the leadership PAC.



1 And Mr. Murtaugh, if you scroll up, forwards it to you and says "FYl again". Then

2 if you scroll up, and | believe if you scroll up, this is the last email that you respond to.

a just looked at, but this November 10th, about a week after the election, and you say:

5 "We, frankly, should have started a week ago. The President is committed to helping

7 Can you give us some context for that to kind of understand what you were trying

8 to communicate to Mr. Murtaugh, to the extent that you understand reading it now?

9 A Yeah. don't remember this interaction, but it's consistent with what | told

10 you all before, is that prior to the election, it was really incumbent for us to make sure

12 ‘my understanding of that.

13 He should have started it on Election Day,is when the committee should have

15 post-second electionfor a President must in the digital fundraising era, because, again, all

16 of those IPs get stale. You've got to have a plan to be able to do it.

18 Hl ‘And if we could look at Exhibit 12.

» oI

2a this one is on November 11th. Ifyou scroll down, the Politico reporters says: "I'm

22 writing a story on the President's new leadership PAC and the fundraising solicitations

23 that raise moneyfor the PAC and the recount.

25 I'm not sure if that's cutoff on our end. Oh, there itis.



2 spend money out of his PAC on the recounts or other post-election legal proceedings.”

4 to raise money for a committee marked on the website as an Election Defense Fund if it's

$ going to a leadership PAC."

8 And you wrote back "Do we care?" On November 11th.

9 1 guess my question to you why wouldn't you care at this point?

10 Let me phrase it this way: When you say "do we care", what did you mean

12 A | probably meant -- and | don't remember this specific interaction, but |

13 probably meant, talking to Tim, like do you care if we don't get back to this particular

15 sure - see if he neededto get an answeror not.

16 I, frankly, don't think that question deserved an answer. | think her

18 could do, but | think | wasliterally just asking like do we care if we get backto this person.

19 MEE + coin to put up one more email, Exhibit 14.

2a Q This is November 24th. It's an email from a CNN reporter to Mr. Murtaugh,

23 that the Election Defense Fund is directing an increasingly large share of donations to the

2 Se Amaren PAC thar tam oven the ag fos stetsdin ror
25 supporters. Seventy-five percent of contributions are now going to Save America, up
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1 from the 60 percent that was being funneled to the PAC last week.

2 Previously, 60 percent of contributions were going to retire campaign debt, and

3 before that, 95 percent of contributions were going to the RNC's operating account.

4 Whyis the campaign telling its supporters they are contributing toward an Election

5 Defense Fund if only a small percentage of those funds are actually going toward funding

6 legalefforts?

7 How can the campaign justify directing 75 percent of contributions intended for a

8 2020 legal fund toward the President's Political Action Committee? Is Save America

9 funding any of these 2020 recount efforts or legal challenges?"

10 Then if you scroll up, | believe this reporter emails November 24th and then he

11 pings Mr. Murtaugh again, | think, an hour later. ~ Mr. Murtaugh forwards this to you

12 three minutes laterand says: "FYI. Still not answering."

13 If you scroll up, you respond back: "Good. Don't."

1a Why did you think t was good to not respond to that reporter?

15 A I mean, | generally think it's good to not respond toa lot of reporters. It

16 probably had less to do with the content of his question and more to do with the reporter

17 itself.

1 If Tim wasn't answering, good. Don't doit.

19 1 don't know. | don't know why I said it in this particular instance, but my default

20 is usually not to talk to the press, particularly about money.

2 Q so there's a couple ofother emails, but there's no point going through these.

22 Did you ever have concerns when these were coming in about the fundraising emails that

23 were going out to millions of people raising money for the official lection Defense Fund

24 that was going to Save America PAC that, certainly at the time, | don't believe was paying

25 any money towards election defense litigation efforts?
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1 A don't remember having what my concern level was at the time about

2 these. | would have relied pretty heavily on Tim and Jason Miller to see what the press

3 concern should be about this stuff, but my own independent judgment with respect to

4 that wouldn't have been — | wouldn't have I don't remember what it was, if anything.

5 Q Earlier during our conversation when Ms. Lucier was asking you a number

6 questions, | believe you made it, at least to me - so correct me if | got the wrong

7 impression. You made it clear that you did agree with some of the more extreme claims.

8 that Mr. Guiliani and his camp were making regarding Dominion voting machines or dead

9 voters that were later were proven to be untrue.

10 Anumber of those inflammatory claims were what was put in those fundraising

11 emails dayafter day, to the point where at one point, they were sending 25 emails a day

12 toindividuals on the campaign list who would get 25 fundraising emails a day. Did you

13 have any conversations with anyone on the campaign staff or did anyone on the

14 campaign staff have conversations with you about their concerns about what was being

15 sentoutin the fundraising emails versus what was being seen in terms of the validity of

16 the statements or the falsity of statements in the fundraising emails?

7 A don'tremember the volume going out. ~ Again, it was not my area to deal

18 with content or volume of sends or anything like that. ~ Like| just wasn't.

19 In terms of approval on fundraising emails - not approvals, but in terms of people

20 raising concerns about it, Alex Cannon, at one point, came into my office and said

21 something to the effect - and he was just doing legal reviews. It was like, | can't believe:

22 we're sending this stuff out, or something to that effect. 1 said I told him he should go

23 talkto Gary and speak to him about it, and I told him you don't need to do legal reviews

24 on these anymore.

2 Mr. Garber. By legal review, you mean disclosure reviews.
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1 Mr. Clark, Just disclosures. All they're looking for is disclaimers and is the

2 disclaimer done the right way.

: o
4 Q Inthe conversation that you had with Mr. Cannon, did Mr. Cannon express

5 concern about the inflammatory nature and claims that were being made in these emails

6 that were using information that he was debunking and disproving in his research?

7 A Well, I wouldn't say inflammatory. It was just about information that he

8  knewwasn't correct. |don't remember specific information.

9 Q Have you read any of those fundraising emails?

10 A Again, |didn't review for content ever and | don't read fundraising emails

1 thatcomein.

2 Q I'm not asking you if you reviewed for content, because| understand there's

13 like a whole list of people, but have you actually received and read any of the hundreds of

14 emails that people were receiving in the days leadingupto the election and leadingup to

15 January 6th from the Trump fundraising, the digital fundraising machine?

16 Have you read any of them?

7 A don't believe | have. don't rememberif | have or not.

18 Q When Alex Cannon came to you and raised his concerns about what was in

19 those fundraising emails, did you look at anyof them?

0 A don't remember.

2 Q Do you know if Mr. Cannonever talked toGary Coby about what was in

22 those fundraising emails?

23 A don't know.

2 Q Did Mr. Cannon ever tell you about when he was warming up the IP

25 addresses for DataPeer, whether he was able to use the emails that were going out
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1 through Salesforce or whether he, in fact, had to use the ones that were the most toned

2 down in order for them to pass through the other email company?

3 A That rings a bell, but | don't remember the specifics of that.

a Q Did he ever mention to you working with a company called erable?

5 A Yes

s Q And did he ever mention to you that in order to get the emails passed

7 through terable, they had to take the most watered-down fundraising emails that were

8 being sent out from the RNC Salesforce account, because, otherwise, they would not pass

9 through terable's Legal and Deliverability Departments?

10 Doyourememberhim discussing thatwith you?

n A remember him saying that terable had to review all emails for content. |

12 don't remember your characterization of the conversation quite that way, but | vaguely

13 rememberthat conversation. Yes.

1 Q Did you ever speak with anyone, Gary Coby, Mr. Kushner, did you ever speak

15 with anyone about concerns of raising all the money for Save America while the

16 fundraising emails said that they were going to Election Defense Funds?

FY A Im notsure I -I don't really accept the premise of your question, because

18 the disclaimers in those emails al said where the money was going.

19 Q Actually, think | worded myquestion poorly, butI think you managed to

20 answerit, because my question really did you ever have concerns about that fact, but it

21 sounds like you're saying no because the disclaimers at the bottom told them where the

22 moneywasactually going.

2 A Well, that's onlything that | was concerned with, the only thing| had control

2 over

2 Mr. Garber. And he said he can't remember reading the actual emails.
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2 Q Right, but when Mr. Murtaugh was raising all of these issues to you with

3 reporters and people were usingtheword "misleading, was it your understanding or was

4 ityour feeling that as long as the disclaimerat the bottom was accurate, it didn't matter

5 what the bodyof the email said?

6 A That was the only thing that | had any kindofinput into, was the disclaimer

7 onthe bottom. didn't have any input or control over content.

5 In terms of reporter questions, like | don't really worry about that n terms of their

9 inquiries. | mean, we gotalot of inquiries from a lot of reporters that don't characterize

10 things the right way.

n My world and the thing that | had any kind of say in was the legal disclaimer at the.

12 bottom. Aslongas Matt's team that was reviewing content was getting the disclaimer

13 right along with the -- you know, in accordance with the Joint Fundraising Agreement,

14 didn't have any other inputs that were going to have any impact, particularly before July

15 and, you know, after kind of got pushed out by the Rudy team.

16 Q Andisee what you're saying. | guess I'm askinga more basic question,
17 whichis if I'm understanding you correctly, you're saying that the disclaimers in the email

18 were accurate and the disclaimers complied with our legal obligation to tell them where

19 the money was actually going, and you're saying | didn't review the content or the body

20 ofthe email; | have no idea ifthe content or the body matched the disclaimer and it

21 wasn'tmyjob to know,

2 A And to be fair, | wasn't really | wasn't reviewing disclaimers either.

23 Someone on the legal team was.

2 So my concern was with the disclaimers being correct. | was

2 Q Right. |guesswhat I'm saying -
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1 A And] excuse me.

2 Q  Imsorry. didn't mean tocut you offer.

3 1did hear you say that you did not remember reading the fundraising emails, but

4 myauestion is your I forget Mr. Murtaugh's official title. It was something-comms,

5 A He was communication director.

6 Q Communications director. So your communications director emails you - |

7 thinkwe have atleast or six of them — reporters contacting and saying is it misleading,

8 like youre telling the world you're raising money for Election Defense Fund, but your

9 disclaimer says Save America; and he's not sending you the disclaimerand sending you

10 the content and saying, you know, | just want to make sure this is okay. He's send you

11 reporters who are about to report that you're misleading people.

2 My question is, a the deputy campaign manager who could have gone Gary Coby,

13 as his boss, and said -

14 A That's nota fair description, but keep going.

15 Q Actually, if that's wrong, tell me. Did you not think that you have to ability

6 toe

7 A Gary didn't report to me,

18 Q Who did he report to?

19 A I mean, he would have reported directly ~ I'm not even sure he directly

20 reported to Bill Stepien. Like you had mentioned, it wasa really well-oiled machine, and

21 he worked directly with Jared on a lot of approvals and a lot of things like.

2 1 don't knowifJared was approving content, but he didn't report to me.

23 Q  s0when you're getting these emails that the content is misleading

24 smalldollar donors the donate to an Election Defense Fund and that's not what itis and

25 $2 million of chargebacks happen after December 14th, when there's nothing to fight
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1 anymore and people are donating to an Election Defense Fund that is ikely futile, is

2 nobody having conversations about the misrepresentations in the ema saying this is for
3 Election Defense Funds when t's actually going to Save America?

a Mr. Garber. That's not what the emails are saying. ~The emails were from

5 Murtaugh, saying I'm getting these press inquiries about fundraising communications,
6 should respond to them. | think that's what the emails were saying.

7 HE orc etme be clear

8 «I
5 Q The emails are saying should respond to them, and your response is do we.

10 care, don't, there's nothing to respond to.
n I'm asking you a deeper question, which is you're seeing in the body of these

12 emails, presumably, a constant theme from reporters that you are misleading small-dollar

13 donorsinto donating money into an Election Defense Fund that s not, in fact, going to
14 that. Its largely going to a Save America PAC, which you knew was for his leadership

15 and future efforts; it was not going to be for tigation funds. Right?

16 A 1 didnt know what the money was goin to be spent on.
7 Q Wel, you said in your email a week afterwards we should have been saying

18 this a week ago, that the Save America Fund -- the Save America money was - the

19 President is committed to helping elected candidates that share his vision for America
2 What partofthat is the official Election Defense Fundorelection-related

2 itigation?
2 A Tobe fai, the money from Save America could be expended on litigation. |

23 didn't know at the time what it was going to be expended on.

2 The statement | gave is a definitional statement of what a multi-candidate PAC can
25 do, but there are very few restrictions on what a multi-candidate PAC can spend on. |
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1 didn't know what the money was going to go to.

2 Q 1 guess my question is, regardless of whether that $150 million number is

3 right, there are daily updates going where you can see this hockey stick of money going to

4 the Save America PAC form small-dollar donors in the emails, and nobody is having a

5 conversation whether its misleading to millions of people to take money from an official

6 Election Defense Fund that is not going to be spent on election defense.

7 1s anybody having those conversations other than Alex Cannon coming to you and

8 sayingare weokaywith it?

9 Because that's what it sounds like. It sound like you're saying only Alex Cannon

10 cameforward and had problemswith that.

1 A 1don't know if that's true or not or if those are the only conversations that

12 were happening aboutit. Whatl do know is that the digital department which is in

13 charge of the content creation, sending it out, and didn't report to me had been pushing

14 out emails for years before | was involved in the campaign, and me coming in months

15 after, had no say in the content that wasbeing created and pushed out.

16 Q When Alex Cannon came to you and raised concerns, what did you tell him?

7 A Ithink]already answered that. | told him, you know, look, if you don't

18 want to review this stuff, that's fine.

19 Q  Totalkto Gary Coby?

0 A TalktoGary,yeah. You shouldtalktoGary.

2 Q  Imsorry. Assoon as you said it, | remembered what you said.

2 In orderforthe content to be changed, who would Gary have had to go to?

23 A Idontknow. |don't think he had I don't think anybody approving what

24 his concepts were. | don't think he had to get approval from anyone in terms of

25 fundraising.



1 |] Can we there's a technical aspect | was hoping you could answer, if

2 we could go to Exhibit 50 really quickly.

4 Q There's a December 4th email from Mr. Stepien, and this another reporter

$ email, | believe. | think there was some question of whether there was a surplus at the

7 says, something along the lines of finishing the -- he's writing about the Trump committee

8 finishing the election with tens of millions of dollars in the bank.

9 "Do you know how much was on hand unencumbered on November 4th? |

10 understand that some within the campaign requested $3 million, but that you turned it

12 $207 million post-Election Day? Can you tell the breakdownof which committee raised

13 what?"

15 then reporter comes back and says something along the line of: "On number two, my

16 reporting is that you were very concerned about not ending the campaign in debt and

18 question is one, what was the purposeof winding up on Election Day with tens of millions

2 Do you know, sitting here,if anyofthat is true?

2a Was Mr. Stepien concerned about not ending the campaign in debt?

23 about not ending the campaign in debt?

25 Q Okay. And was it true, to the best of your knowledge, understanding,
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1 earlier, you said there's al those trailing invoices, but do you happen to know what the

2 finances were atthe time oftheelection in terms of cash on hand, whether it was

3 positive or negative?

a A Itwould have been positive. Well, | actually don't know. My

5 concern the campaign always had a ballot sheet that was just fine, meaning the value of

6 President's email and other fundraising ists and the rental of those or sale of those was

7 always going to exceed any liabilities we had. Okay?

5 My concern when we took over the campaign, the issues of cash was a cash flow

9 problem leading up to the end of the campaign to keep money on TV. Sos had

10 mentioned, you had to payforTV in advance, and payingforTV in advance, we needed

1 cashtobeable todo that.

2 Vl be honest with you. From the time we made our last payment for television

13 through the end of the campaign and we hit payroll | breathed a big sigh of relef, and |

14 wasn't super concerned with our cash position through Election Day, because, again,

15 knew that the value of the assets of the campaign would exceed its labiltes, because

16 after the campaign, it can only raise money for recount-related activites ort pay off debt

17 and wind-down

1 We wanted to make sure we had our arms around what the debt was. So

19 actually don't know what the cash -- | couldn't tell you right now what the cash position

20 was with respect to the campaign and the debt on Election Day, but we were allina very

21 comfortableposition that our assets exceeded our liabilities, and we trying to make sure

22 that we accounted for everything that was any so in the event we needed to raise toward

23 that, we could.

2 Q  Andthat's also why the DataPeer issue was so important. Right? To

25 make sure that you had control of that lst if, post-JFA or Joint post-relationship RNC, it
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1 wouldn't all be sitting intheir Salesforce account?

2 A Well, yeah, and we would be able to use it for something. So, again, it

3 vould hestarting users you stopedsending ema. Wevanttomakesre
a we didn'tdothat.

5 Q And if you scroll up, | think Mr. Stepien responds: "I don't want to engage

© ith hs cousohnswe.
7 If you scroll up, at some point, Mr. Murtaugh says: "I think it's important to

8 knock that one down if it's untrue about leaving money in the bank."

9 And Mr. Stepien responds and says: "Justin can speak best to how we spend

10 downto the nubs."

u nk Know ht hat mea, ut stwant to make sure, Somasking wat
12 does that mean?

13 A Imean, | was the guy who was like -- | wasn't approving every budget item,

16 but was he person ih ed everyone fe hdth cas 0beable odo, Soe
15 spent down --like that meant we spent down to the complete bottom of the barrel. We

16 were, you know, going through couch cushions for money, spending money.

v Some spent al he cash we cold on ltianeering sty that we had, and 50
18 that inquiry was off base from that reporter. | don't remember if | spoke to Mr.

19 Murtaugh or not, but it was — that's accurate.

0 EE novecov iso obinbi3 res uc
a EF
2 Qn carr, youwee talkin boutth - yo sidsamting abut
23 can't remember if it was the true-up or the relationship with the RNC, but if you scroll

28 down, ths am emalchi, bu wert the beg | nk wil make sense
25 inane, hile evesdtorder
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1 So the original email is — this is from Mr. Dollman and this is early. | think thisis

2 the day of the election, and it looks like his digital dailytracker was not that good, and it's

3 alittle basic compared to what comes later. | think he improved it, but you've got gross

4 delta, net delta, aggregate delta, conduit, net from RNC.

5 Sitting here right now, do you remember what any of that meant or what he was

6 tracking there?

7 A No.

8 Q Andthat's okay, because it gets better, but ifyou scroll up, so Mr. Dollman

9 writes this email, and I'm sorry. It spreadson multiple pages. So we kind of have to

10 startat the top and go down, but he writes to - later on, you can see. It's just the

11 generalgroup. | believe it's you, Stepien, Murtaugh, and Kushner.

2 Mr. Dollman says: "Based on today's fundraising numbers, we should surpass

13 the amount to make us whole with the RNC at some point tomorrow morning."

1a Now, this is November 4th, the day of the election. Do you know what he's talk

15 about, making you guys whole with the RNC?

16 A Yeah. We had come up with some deal on expenditures with the RNC with

17 respect to I think it was with respect to rallies. Don't hold me to that, but it

18 was they agreed to take on some expenditure that they were allowed to take on, and in

19 exchange, we changed the funding formula on the JFA to make them whole to the

20 amount that they expended.

2 So Sean, | think there, istracking what we -- when they would be made whole

22 based onthat JFA splits.

23 Q Okay. And that makes sense, and at this point in time, this is the

24 percentage split where there's no Save America yet. It's just DJTFP and RNC, but you

25 scroll up, Mr. Kushner responds and says: "Can we huddle on this tomorrow? We also
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1 need to balance our books and then make sure that we've dealt with 11 million overage."

2 Siting here, do you know what he was talking about, the 11 million overage the

3 dayafter the election?

a A Yeah. believe that was — I think we had undershot our expenses in terms

5 of what certain items were going cost, and so our payables were higher than we thought

6 they were,if i'm recalling this correctly. That $11 million was an overage in payables.

7 a okay.

5 A Overage meaning over what we had thought we had in terms of payables.

5 I oi. cite could go to Exhibit 16, page 2

1 Q  There'san email. Thisis 12 days later. There is an email from Mr.

12 Dollman to Mr. Kushner, and he says: “The majority of fundraising is going straight to

13 Save America and not the recount/legal account. We should change the JFA to 80-20.

14 Since are taking on more legal costs, our 80 percent should have a portion that's allocated

15 totherecount/legal fund."

16 Can you explain what he means there?

7 Mr. Garber. Is Justin on this email?

1 [ Yeah. If you scroll up, you can see the grouping that he sends to

19 I's the same group every time, although, sometimes Mr. Coby is added, but it's pretty

20 standard. Its usually Alex, Justin. The consistent ones are Mr. Clark and, often times,

21 Mr. cannon.

2 Mr. Clark, Okay.

2 Mr. Garber. What was the question?

2 Mr. Clark. Yeah. Could you repeat your question? I'm sorry.
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1 Q Actually, I'm going to back up, because | think you just addressedthis a

2 ‘moment ago when | was asking you about the making you whole. | think you said that

3 wasin relation to an RNC agreement for events,but this, apparently, responding to
4 tha
5 "The RNC has reached their agreed-to $10 million for events, and since they've

6 reached their agreed-to amount, we've received nearly four millon in event costs that
7 would have been allocated to the RNC."

8 So it looks like this is what you were talking about, maybe the dispute about event

9 costs with the RNC.

10 A That seems right.

1 Q Okay. And the part | was asking you about, the majority of fundraising i.
12 going straight to Save America and not the recount/legal account, this email now is

13 November 16th. So you'vealready created Save America, and | can't remember the split

14 atthispoint. It might have been 60 percent. | can't remember, but now Mr. Dollman,
15 1 believe, is suggesting we should change the JFA to 80-10.

16 "Since we are taking on more legal costs, our 80 percent should have a portion

17 that's allocated to the recount/legal fund."
18 Do you know what he meansthere?

19 A Idon't remember. I'msure|did atthetime.

2 Q Iwas going to say|understand i's been a while. | just was curious if it was
2 in political lingo speak that you could understand what he was getting at there.

2 A No. fmsory.
23 Q Do you remember being involved in those discussions about the 80-20 split

26 orwhethera decision was reached?
2s A I don'tremember this conversation, really. So | don't know.
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1 Q Andlater on in the email I think you get into the loop because, I think, Mr.

2 Kushner actually says can we loop Justin in on this lot of moving parts.

3 “Are you saying we are $4 million over budget on events?"

a So that would have been like actual rally events held with RNC?

5 A Ithinkso, yeah

6 I oi. Theni we couldlookat Exhibit 17.

’ -[
5 Q Thisis, | believe, the next day, and it's kind of same chain, but there's a

9 email if you scroll down a litle bit, you can see where it’s — so this is the same thing.

10 Ifyou scroll up, this is same chain, but this time, Jared says: "Also, | would like to

11 compare the legal bucket to our budget so that things don't deviate.”

2 I'm assuming that's the discussion about legal spend and getting a handle on that.

13 A They seem related. | don't remember specifically.

14 Q Then hesays: "lalso would like to go back to RNC on the split going.

15 forward, dot, dot, dot."

16 Then if you scroll up, you respond.

FY He says that at 12:26, and if you scroll up, | believe on the same day, November

18 16th, you write back a couple of hours later: "Gary, Ill ring you on the split shortly."

19 So would you have talked with Gary Coby about negotiating the RNC split?

1) A Yeah. He was very involved, because he did digital | believe he did digital

21 forthe RNC and for us, and he wasvery close to Richard and Ronna and they listened to

22 him. So he was useful in doing work on splits

2 Mr.Garber. Areyouasking him if he remembers.

2 Mr. Clark. | don't remember that conversation specifically, but Gary was -~ it

25 wasn't weird that he would be involved in these.
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2 Q Okay. And | understood you to be saying no necessarily for that one, that

3 was why you rang him, but that, generally, you would think you would have rung him

a because he was really involved in the splits for the reasons you stated?

5 A Yeah. |thinkhewould be helpfulwhenweweretryingto negotiatea

6 change, because he knew the numbers better than anybody.
; BE oioy. Sos 5:15 and | know Ross has 5:30 hard stop. What Id
8 like to do, if you guys areokay with it, is a very strict five minutes. If you could just give

5 a chance o assess and regroup and we are back hre at no lter than 5120.
10 Is that okay? We'll have 10 minutes left to get done everything we need.

u Wr. Garber, Yeah. We wil beon in fiveminutes.
2 |] Okay. Perfect. Thankyou
3 [Recess.]

u I 1 cock on the record at 522.
15 We will try to go as quickly as possible. | promise you this is the last of line of

16 questioning. We really don't want to go ntoanother day. We're hoping to get tall
17 done today, but fm hoping that the 5:30 i maybe flexible to 5:40, 5:45, because we realy
18 do not want to do another day. Ifwe can just get a few extra minutes today, we should

15 beabletocoverit
» Wr. Garber, can do 40. ue just got to be on something asi. Soyes.
2 I
2 EEE Great. Thankyou.

2 I+ir Cark. So there's just one ast document that wanted

24 toshow to you andget yourcomment on. It's abit of a long email chain. What youre
25 seeing here is Exhibit 45 and t's an evil thread that begins on December 24, 50
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1 Christmas Eve of 2020.

2 I oocive vou a few minutes toread it, and if you could let us

3 know after you've been able to read the portion of you, we'll scroll up 50 you can see
4 each subsequent reply.

s Mr. Clark. Okay.

6 Mr. Garber. Can you go down to the participant lst 0 we can se that?

7 EE es ves

8 1 believe it's pretty stationary until the very last email, which drops some of the
9 outside lawyers and it's just among internal campaign folks, but this is alist that includes

10 some individuals that we've discuss earlier as well some others that are known to us from
11 other contexts as lawyers representingthe campaign orthe President in election related

2 litigation

3 Mr.Garber. Thank you.
1 Mr. Clark. Okay.

15 |]Okay.

16 [Witness peruses exhibit.]

w Mr. Clark, Okay.

18 (Witness further peruses exhibit]

1 Mr. Garber. Can you scroll justsowe can who - yeah. There we go.
20 I:is Clark writing,ifthat's helpful. It's hard to see the header

21 and the contentatthe same time
2 (Witness peruses exhibit]

5 Mr. Clark, Okay

24 (Witness further peruses exhibit]
2 Mr. Clark, Alright.
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1 [Witness further peruses exhibit.)

2 Mr. Clark. Okay.

3 Wines further peruses exist)
‘ Meck, ay,
5 [Witness further peruses exhibit.]

. Me clk, tay,
7 Mr.Garber. Is there any moreto that email orwas that it?

8 |]Itwas those maybe three paragraphor two.

; MeGarber, Aligh. Thanks
10 [Witness further peruses exhibit.)

u Me clk, tay,
12 [Witness further peruses exhibit.)

13 Mr. Clark. Okay.

16 Wines further peruses exis]
15 Mr. Clark. Okay.

16 [Witness further peruses exhibit.)

v Mech, Okay.
18 [Witness further peruses exhibit.)

0 Mr. Car Olay
2» IRRheresom on more. Weealmost made oth end.
2 So this i th sk email where noted tat the rst oftheitu ls drops
no.
23 [Witness further peruses exhibit.)

24 Mr. Clark. ~ Okay.

» oI
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1 Q You've hada chance to review this?

2 A Yes

3 Q Okay. Mr. Clark, do you remember this exchange?

a A Idon't remember the contents of the exchange, but | remember it

5 happening.

s Q Okay. So before ask you some specific questions about someofthe

7 commentsin the email thread from you and also from others, but I give you the

8 opportunity tojust say, generally, any reactions toreading this?

9 A Yeah. Its kind of bringing me back to that day, which was Christmas Eve

10 and, you know, these guys were at the end of the line. | was kindof the person who

11 people would go to to get paid for stuff, and I was trying to, you know,get them to a spot

12 where they would just admit that the odds of success on their theory was close to zero.

13 You know, was frustrated that these guys were just looking for more money and

14 handouts on stuf that was evenif their legal theories were correct, | mean, the timing

15 ofthese, it just brings me back to that day. Il just put t that way.

16 Q Okay. take your point that you recall this exchange being frustrating, it

17 sounds like. Certainly, that was because you perceived that they were looking to get

18 paid for work that you didn't perceive had a likelihood of success; i that fair?

19 A Yeah. Ithad no chanceofsuccess.

2 Q Okay. Did you haveother concerns relating to thefact that they were still

21 pursuing these avenues to change the outcome of the election in light of your assessment

22 oftheir lackoflikelihood of success?

2 A mean, at that time, | had not really been deeply involved with these folks in

24 terms of thei tigation like through that point. When| say deeply, yeah. | mean, we'd

25 get engagement letters and we would discuss things, but they were you know, it was kind
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1 ofthe end of the ine.

2 1 don't rememberwhy | was engaged on this email to begin with, but | know it was

3 about it had to be about money and somebody didn't get paid a bill

4 a okay.

5 A Butldidn't really know the legal arguments. |was trying to be alittle bit

6 good cop here and box them in on the oddsof success of their thing so | could go back

7 and say we shouldn't pay these guys because they're not going to win and it's waste of

8 timeand money.

9 Q Okay. Iguesswhat I'm just wondering is whether your frustration was

10 related to the concept of we shouldn't pay these guys forthework or whether it was

11 broader to we shouldn't be pursuing this work, this litigation strategy?

2 A Well, | didn't think we should be, for sure, pursuing it. You know,

13 obviously, | didn't - reading this on December 24th and reading it now is very different

14 with January 6th occurring in between, but thoseconsiderations weren't front of mind at

15 thetime.

16 At the time, it was really why are we even talking about this. It's Christmas Eve.

17 Thisis done and why are still having -- why do they all have their hand out looking for

18 money.

19 That's where | was atthetime.

20 Q Understood. That makes perfect sense.

21 You just brought up January 6th. ~ So in hindsight, when you're reading this now,

22 as you mentioned, withJanuary 6th having happened between the time you exchanged

23 these emails with these lawyers and today when I'm asking the questions, do you see a

24 connection between the discussion in this email and January 6th?

2 A Well, I mean, a real connection? | couldn't characterize a real connection,
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1 butthetalk about, you know, violence or whatever it was is ~ | didn't like reading that. |

2 didn't rememberitat the time.

3 Chaos, it talks about chaos, but I'm not sure if there's a direct connection between

4 these lawsuits that they were, you know, trying to throw up there and that at the time,

5 but, you know, | certainly don't like the language.

6 Q Okay. 1noted that Mayor Guiliani isn't on this email thread. What was

7 your understanding of his role with respect to this group of lawyers at this time period?

8 A Idon'tknow. It's really weird. | don't know what the email chains were

9 like prior to this, but there were not a lot of these with this group of people on itwith me,

10 I don't believe or at least that | remember.

1 What | make of it is that | think these guys were reporting directly to Mr. Guiliani,

12 and when it came time to get paid, they were looking to me to get money, and | was

13 never in the position to be preparedto just write checks to people regardlessofwhat the

14 money was - you know, we're not just going to like set money on fre to do stuff.

15 S01 think they were coming in with their hand out for money, which is probably

16 why Mr. Guiliani is not on this email.

7 Q Okay. It's been widely reported, in particular to Mr. Eastman, that he was

18 meeting was providing memos first about January 6th directly to the President and that

19 inthe days leading up to January 6th that he was meeting directly with the President.

0 Going back to the time period, were you aware ofanyofthese lawyers, including

21 Mr. Eastman, getting direction directly from President Trump?

2 A 1don't no, not during this time period. | don't believe | made the

23 connection.

2 Q Okay. Didyoulater learn any of those about any of those lawyers getting

25 direction directly from the President from anything other than public reporting?
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1 A From other than public reporting, | don't know where| learned ofitfirst. |

2 don'treally remember.

3 Q Okay. So there were a couple of points here. | won't pull the document

4 back up unless you would like see it again just to refresh your recollection, for speed sake

5 here, but there was one comment that you added in one of your emails that said: "If

6 you guys win this thing, there will be plenty money to go around, but want to make sure |

7 articulate the financial risksonyourend."

8 1 wanted to ask what you meant by tha.

9 A Basically what | meant by that is we're not paying you. Okay?

10 1 was trying to relay to them that, Hey, if you guys win, everything is going to be

11 great, boxing them in again, becausetheirodds of success were zeroat this point, like

12 zero and sol was just boxing them in that, Hey, look, if you guys want to take on the risk

13 ofthis litigation, we'll be able topay youafter for the work you did, but I'm not

14 guaranteeing you'll get paid for stuf right now.

15 Q And the if you guys win this thing, that outcome would have been,

16 essentially, changing the outcome of the election; s that right?

7 A And the odds of success there, again, were zero, and so | knew that when |

18 was writing that email.

19 Q  Gotit. Okay. Understood

0 I thinkafter that, Mr. Chesebro, who we discussed earlier, conceded that he.

21 thought that the chances of the Supreme Court granting effective relief before January

22 6th were one percent, which is quite close to zero which was your assessment, |

23 understand, but then he introduces the concept of other political considerations for filing

24 acert petition separate and apart from whether there was any likelihood of success on

25 the merits.
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1 Soeither thinkingback to your understanding at the time or having reread that

2 discussion today, what is your assessment or reaction to reading that recitation about

3 other sort of non-legal political considerations?

4 A didn't really | don't think | read anything into it, which iswhy in my

5 response email | kind of punted on that. | was lie I'l convey all your assessments

6 regarding the politics of it to the team.

7 1 don't even know if forwarded anything to any team. 1 forwarded that email

8 chain to Jason Miller and Bill Stepien, but ike me, neitherof them were in position to

9 really do anything political at that point in time. So | didn't really know what they were

10 gettingat, because | wasn't privy to conversationsbefore that about these things.

1 Q Okay. Understanding that you were included on this email thread primarily

12 for the purpose of somebody requesting that you approve them getting paid for

13 something but at that time, end of December, leading up to January 6th, did you feel like

14 you had any ability to stop or tell any of the lawyers to cease efforts that you felt were

15 either unlikely to succeed or inappropriate for various reasons?

16 A Thad no authority to be able to do that. ~The only thing | could control was

17 money and to talk to people about how we shouldn't spend it on these things; but,

18 fundamentally, | didn't even have control over that, because if someone had directed the

19 money to go, we would spent it, but | didn't have authority to tell them to stop doing

20 what they were doing.

2 Q Who did have the authority to tell someone to stop doingwhat they were

2 doing?

23 A Probably, Mr. Guiliani and/or the President. | mean, I'm not sure who else

24 anybody would have spoken to about it, but, definitely, Mr. Guiliani was involved.

2 Q Okay. Did you raiseany concerns or share anything witheitherMr. Guiliani
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1 orthe President about yourassessment of these legal and politcal efforts?

2 A don't think I spoke to etherofthem about that. | mean, like I said, it was

3 Christmas Eve. Sol think! put that email down and | probably didn't discuss it again

4 untila few days later, if at all, and | don't think| raised it witheither of them.

5 1 wasn't really talkingto the Presidenta lot at that point and |certainly wasn't

6 talkingto Mr. Guiiani

7 Q Do you recall having any conversations with Mr. Guiliani or to President

8 Trump, himself, between Christmas Eve and January 6th?

9 A Idon't remember any specifics. | may have spoken to the President briefly

10 after New Year's, but | don't it would have been about, you know, non-election legal

11 things, believe. | don't recal, but think I spoke to him once.

2 Q  Didthetopic of January6th, the joint session, come upat all?

13 A Idon't remember. | just remember it because | was driving home from

14 Michigan with my family and he called, and of course the car picked it up. Everyone was

15 lke, What?

16 You know, 501 put my ear pods in. We talked for ike three minutes, four

17 minutes. |don't remember the contents of the conversation.

18 Q Understood. Okay. Do you think that the President understood your

19 assessment at that tine about whether there was anything that would change the

20 outcome of the election?

2 A Tothe extent said it to him at that very time, he probably -- he would have

22 understood. He understood where | was coming from on the election, | believe, every

23 time spoke to him

2 Q Yeah. guess that's the better that's more my point. Not the

25 conversation you had with him after New Year's, but, rather, leading up to and then
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1 throughout this time period leading up to January 6th, do you believe that the President

2 understood your assessment of whether there was anything that was likely to change the

3 outcome of the election?

a A Tothe extent that we talked about it, I'm sure he did.

s Q Okay. There was one other point in this email that you lets see.

s Mr. Chesebrowrites that one part of the political chaos that he described is,

7 quote, the public should come away from this believing that the election in Wisconsin

8 waslikely rigged and stolen by Biden and Harris, who were not legitimately elected.

9 D0 you remember any communications with either lawyers or other

10 representatives of the campaign during this time period about creatinga perception with

11 the public about the election being stolen?

2 A Idon't remember any specific conversations about that or generalized. |

13 just don't rememberatthe time.

1 Q Okay. And did you understand that to be a consideration for those who.

15 were pursuing election litigation on behalf the Trump Campaign during this time period?

16 A I'msorry. I'm not following. I'm not tracking your question.

7 Q Sure. Mr. Cheseboro, a lawyer for the President who we've talked about

18 today, was saying that one of the political kind of objectives for filing the cert petition was

19 tocreate the public perception that the election was stolen. That's my paraphrase, but

20 doyou remember that beinga consideration connected with the litigation, those who.

21 were pursuing it under Mayor Guiliani?

2 A Idon't remember that. The email I just read is the first time. It doesn't

23 even jog my memory.

2 Sol don't remember that, those conversations.

2 Q Okay. That's great, and there's one email that you wrote that you sort of,
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1 as you just referred to, kind of summed up the political judgment related to January 6th,

2 andyoulisted several items. You said that you knew and also that it was publicly
3 reported at that time that altemate slates had been submitted, votes were being.

4 whipped, and the arguments were in place and the not-nsignificant ad buy was made,

highlightingthe issues intheelection.

s How did you come to understand allof those things as connected to the political

7 considerationsregarding January 6th?

5 A For purposes of that email | was probably just ising those things out to lay

9 outtothem that, Hey, guys, ike you're makingpolitical judgments and there'sal this

10 other political stuff that had happened. Like | think it was just more ofa recitation of

11 the factsof things that had happened as opposed to like coming to connect them all.

2 By that point, | mean, all of that stuff had happened and it was - you know, it

13 was they were related, obviously, but | think | was just reciting those facts to them as

14 partof that email.

15 Q Okay. And more than just having happened, these were all things that the

16 campaign had done or those representing the President had done with an eye towards

17 January 6th; is that fair?

1 A Inretrospect, yeah. Again, I put the January 6th connection together really

19 late, butyeah.

2 Q Those were all part of the political plan to ~ targeted towards changing the

21 outcomeof the election on January 6th. Is that fair?

2 A Well assume ~| presume so. | say that because say I'm not sure there

23 wasany coordinated plan.

2 "Coordinated"i a really strong word. ~All of those things happened and then

25 January 6th happened. Sol don't know how to characterizeyour question in the exact
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1 right way, but | was reciting what people had done to date who were representing either

2 the President or doing it in the name of the campaign.

3 |]Okay. That is very helpful

a So thank you very much for your patience. | think -- let me just check my notes.

5 I veone ost question if you're doneJI

6 |]Perfect. lam. Yes.

7 Thank you for your patience, Mr. Clark.

8 Mr. Garber. And we're quite a bit past the stopping time, but ask that last

9 question, please.

wRome rset on sco eid sometiorer
1 just wanted to clarify

13 Q Mr. Clark, sitting here today, are you aware of any fraud that was actually

14 dispositive in the 2020 Presidential Election?

15 A Fraud, so fraudulent activity by somebody to like defraud voters that

16 changed the outcome of an election?

7 Vm not awareof fraudbyan individual or anentity that would have done that. |

18 do think there were serious questions. | think to this day, the Wisconsin absentee ballot

19 stuffwas correct. | think the Georgia signature verification things were really

20 problematic. | think the Pennsylvania stuff was problematic and troubling; but actual

21 fraudulent activity, | haven't seen like physical evidence of fraudulent activity, like

22 nongovernmental issues that were happenin.

23 |]‘Thankyouforthat, and wereally appreciate your patience. I'm

24 sorry this ran over. We didn't realize you had a hard stop, but when we did, we did best

25 the bestofwhat we could with what he had left. So we appreciate that.
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: Ros, thiolwitbe in touch
2 If you don't have any questions left for us, we will recess at 5:49 and subject to

3 furthercallofthe char
. Thank youso much.
5 [Whereupon, at 5:49 p.m., the interview concluded.]
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